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I,~y UNI'IED S'IATES OF AMERICA,

' i )
\' ' 2

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION.

3

BEFORb THE AIOMIC SAFL'If AND LICENSING BOARD,

5 .................x.

:
6 in the Matter ots :

:.
' GtORGIA POWER COMPANY et al. : Docket Nos. 50-424 OL

: 50-425 OL
8 (Vogtle slectric Generating : Asta'P 84-499-01-OL

Plant Units 1 and 2)
9

:
. ...............x

11 'Richmond County Municipal Building
Room 315 (Third Floor Courtroom)

12 530 Green Street
Augusta, Geotgic

33

Woonesday, May 30, 1984
7''g II
( ,) Ine special prehearing conference in the

_ g3

ab vs-ontitled mattar convened, parmiant to notice, at
16

9:30 a.m.g

BEFORE:,g

MORTON d. MARGULIES, ESQ., Chairman
19 Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panol

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Co.nmission,,g
Waahington, D. C. 20SSS'

21 OSCAR H. PARIS, Member
Atosnic Safety and Licensing Board Panel,,

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory CommicMion**

Waahington, D. C. 20555
21

GUSTAVL A. LINENBERGER, JH., Member
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; washington, D. C. 20S$5-
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pn Behalt of the Applicant:'
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GEORG6 F. TROWBR I DG t . ESQ.
DAVID R. A. L6W18, ESQ.
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Shaw, Pittman, Potts & Trowbridge
1800 M Street, N. W.5
Waahington, D. C. 20036
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- anc - -

I JAMES JOINER, ESQ.
Troutman, Sanders, Lockerman & Aahmore

8 127 Peachtree Street
Suite 14009
Atlanta, Georgia 30043

10
On Behalt of the NRC Stafft

II ROBLRT PLRLIS, ESQ.
Ottice of tno Executive Legal Director

12 Nuclear Reydalcory Commiasion
nashington, D. C. 20555
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- and -,-s ig
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\ ,)
MELAINs, ject Manager

MILLtR %s3 *.
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NHC Pro
Diviaton of Licensingg
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 2055S

3

On Behalt ot the Intervenor
18 Campaign tor a Prosperous Georgiat

19 LAURIh FOWLER, ESQ.
.

LaJa1 Environmental asalatance Foundation,n
1102 liealey Buil11ng-

57 Forsyth Street, N. W.
21 Atlanta, Georgia 30303

22 and --

U TIM JOrlNSON
Executive Director

28 Educational Campaign ior a Pro 8 porous Georgia
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1 PROC 6b D I NGS(x
k, 2 JUDGE MARGULIES: Please coine to order.

3 Good morning, ladies and gentlemen.

I Tnis matter involves an application filed with

5 - the_ Nuclear Regulatory Commission by Georgia Power Company
6 and others for a license to operate Units 1 and 2 of the

I Vogtle Electric Generating Plant which is under

8 construction in Burke County, Georgia. The proceeding is

9 doc <eted under Nos. 50-424 OL 50-425 OL and ASLBP
10 89-499-01-OL.
11 '

Following the publishing of a notice of

12 opportunity for hearing, Campaign for a Prosperous Georgia

13 and Georgians Against Nuclear Energy filed petitions to

ll.,N intervene and requested the holding of a hearing. Applicant

'- 13
and staft did not' object to their interect and standing'.

16
A petition filed by Coastal Citizens for a

17 Clean Environment was objected to on the grounds it failed

18 to show standing and interest. Supplemental petitions

19 containing proposed contentions were tiled by CPG and GANE
20 whicn, it admittea, would permit the petioners to intervene

21 as parties in the proceeding.

22 This special prehearing conference is held

23 pursuant to our older of March 9th, 1984 and will take up

25 the matters of the status of the parties whether the

23 . proposed contentions are litigatable and other issues

(X, TAYLOE ASSOCIATES
1625 i STREET, N.W. - SUITE 1004,

WAOilNGTON, D.C. 20006

(202) 293 3950
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1 ordered to be considered, including future scheduling.
7-

(/ '2 Yesterday we received CPG's amendments to its

3 supplemental petition it a motion for waiver ot 10 CFR
4 51.53C pertaining to need for power or alternative energy
5 sources.

6 Having broadly outlined the matters to be
<.

7 considered at this special prehearing conterence, it is

-8 appropriate at this time to introduce the Members of the

9 Licensing Board.

10 On my right is Judge Gustave A. Linenberger.

11
'

' Judge Linenberger is a nuclear physicist. '

12 On my left is Dr. Oscar H. Paris. He is an

13 environmental scientist.

18p_ I am Morton B. Margulies, the Chairman of.the
e a

'' '# 13 Licensing Board. My background is in administrative law.

16 We will now take appearances.

17 Who applears for the applicant?

18 MR. TROWBRIDGE: 'Mr. Chairman, my name is George

19 F. Trowbridge. I am a member of the Washington, D. C. firm

20 of Shaw, Pittman,'Potts and Trowbridge and have filed myL
|

} 21 appearance in this proceeding.

22 On my lett is Mr. James Joiner of the Atlanta

21 law firm of Iroutman, Sanders, Lockerman and Ashmore.j

21 To my rear is David Lewis from our office.;

!

L 25 ' I would like, if I may, to also, Mr. Chairman,

I

D TAYLOE ASSOCIATES
| t 1625 i STREET, N.W. - SUITE 1004

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20006
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I

(,_ )\.
introduce a number of otticers of the company who are

(,,
_

2 present today, anu I will ask tnem to stand as I call eneir
*

3
names.

6

JUDGE MARGULIES: I just want to take

appearances of counsel at tnis time unless they are going

6
to appear in a representative-capacity, Mr. Trowbridge.

MR. TROWBRIDGE: No. They are here out of

8
tnterest in tne proceeding I thought it would be a good

9
idea to introduce tnem perhaps arter counsal.

10
JUDGE MARGULIES: Who appears for the staff?

11 '
MR. PERLIS: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

12 My name is Robert Perlis. I am with the Office

I3 ot the executive Legal Director.

II,/~~) To my right is Melaine Miller, the NRC's

\'~'/ I3 ~

Project Manager in the Division of Licensing.

16
JUDG6 MARGULIES: Who appears for the-

II Intervenors?

18 MR. F0WLER: My name is Laurie Fowler. I am an

19 attorney with the Legal Environmental Assistance Foundation

20 and we are representing Campaign For A Prosperous Georgia
21 in this proceeding.

22 To my rlgnt is Tim. Johnson, the Executive

23 Director of Campaign For A Prosperous Georgia.

21 Also representing us ara Mark Merlin and Howard

23 Deutsen of CPG.

(' 3 TAYLOE ASSOCIATES<

' (. 1625 i STREET, N.W. - SulTE 1004

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20006
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*

1 JUDGE MARGULIES: In terms of the
)

! (_/ 2 representatives, the other representatives of CPG, are they
3 counsel?

I MR. FOWLER: They are not attorneys, but they
5

will be speaking in this proceeding regarding specific

6 contentions.

I
JUDGb MARGU LIES : Who represents GANc?

8 MR. TcPER: My name is Doug Teper. I am with

9 Georgianc Ag& inst Nuclear Energy.
10 With-us tc[ay is Daniel Feig from Atlanta and
II 'Carol Stangler.

12 JUDGE PARIS: Mr. Tepcr, would you spell your

13 name for us, please.

.g-5 13 MR. TePER: It is T-a-p-e-r. T as in Tom, E,,

G 13 P as in Peter, ER.

16 JUDGE PARIS: Thank you.

II JUDGE MARGULIES: Are any of your

18 repre'aentatives admitted to the bar?

19 MR. TEPER: No, we are not.
t.

L
20 JUDGE MARGULIES: Mr. Trowbridge, would you want

l-
I to introduce the officers that you intended to introduce?

|

22 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Yes. Mr. Robert Scherer who is

U Chairman of the Scard and Chief Executive Officer of
|

2I Georgia Power Company. Mr. James Miller who is President of
~

I a3 Georgia Power Company. Mr. Richard Kelley, Executive Vice-

!

|

O
( ' TAYLOE ASSOCIATES
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M
1 President of. Georgia Power. Mr. Richard Conway who is(\

sz/ .,

Senior Vice President and Mr. Donalo Foster who is Vice-'-

3
President and General Manager of the Vogtle Project.

I Also, a Vice President both of Georgia Power

5
Company and of the Southern Company Services, Mr. Ruble

6- Thomas. The Municiple Electric Authority of Georgia,

I
part-owner of the plant, is represented here today by Mr.

8 Donald Stokley, General Manager. Mr. Stacey, representing

9
Oglethorp Power Corporation, was not able at the last

10 minute to coine.

11 ',]UDGE MARGULIES: Thank you, Mr. Trowbridge.

12 Are there any preliminary matters?.

13
MR. Tc,P b R : Mr. Chairman, GANE would just like

II( to be listed in the record that in the future if there
'
L/ i3

'

unould be-any hearings we think there should be

16
accommodations more suitable wnere'there will be

I
separations-between different parties that are here and

IP,
more tables and more space and chairs.

19 JUDGb MARG 0GIES: It is a comment that has merit
i ''0

to it.
~

i

21 MR. TbPER: Thank you, sir.
i - m

MR. TROWBRIDG t::: 'I would like to inquire of Mr.~~

23 Teper whether GAh la offering any revisions of its

28 contentions?

23 JUDG8 MARGULIES: We will get into that, Mr.

(X) TAYLOE ASSOCIATES
1625 i STREET, N.W. - SulTE 1004

{- WASHINGTON, D.C. 20006
!

(202) 293 3950
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I Trobrioge when we pick up the individual contentions. When,_
t \ r
( ,/ 2 we get to the ddplicative contentions inquiry will be made~

3 of that aspect.

* The first thing that we should do is take up

5 tne status of the parties. As I understand, there is no

6 objection to the interest and Standing of GANE and GPG.

I Citizens For Clean Environment is not present and they have

8 not attampted to ovarcome the deficiencies that were

9 pointed out by applicant and staft and they have not filed

10 any proposed contentions in this proceeding.

11 '
We will next to to the matter of the proposed

.

12 contentions and we will take up CPG'S proposed contentions.

I3 On the basia of the letter that we received

IIjy yesterday dated May 27th, 1984, it is our understanding'

( )
\_/ 15 that CPG's Contention No. 1 nas been withdrawn. Is that

16 correct?

II W1. FOWLcR: Yes, sir.

18 JUDGE MARGULIES: We next.come to CPG's proposed

19 Conten tion -lio. 2 dealing with the need for power. A motion

20 has been filed by CPG for waiver' of 10 Cha Sl.53C. I

21 believe the bettar procedure to follow in this matter is to

have the parties file a written response. i22

Tl MR. TROWBRID36: That is what we plan to do. We

'
21 :will file a written response within tne time normally

5 ' allowed for motions and we will oppose the request for

(A TAYLOE ASSOCIATES
1625 i STREET, N.W. - SUITE 1004

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20006

(202) 293 3950

.. -. . -, . --
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I waiver.
..

V 2 JUDGd MARGULIES: Does the staff have any

3 objection to that procedure?

4 MR. PERLIS: No.

5
JUDGE MARG 0 LIES: Does CPG have any comment on

6 that?

I MR. FOWLER: We have two more atfidavits that

8 are being copies right.now that we would like to submit,

9 and we will nand those to you at the next break. .We are
10 having copies made right now. These are the supporting

11 '
affidavits for the petition.

12 JUDGE MARGULIES:- Is there any objection tio

13 that?-

IIr MR. TROWBRIDGE: I would ask that our time toe]
I3

re.3 pond run froin today, it we receive them today, rather

16
than the earlier service date.

17
JUDGE MARGULIES: That is a reasonable request

18 and the time to respond will run from today.

19 That brings us up to proposed Contention No. 3

20 on financial qualifications, both staff and applicant have

21 requested that this matter be deferred in that it is

22 anticipated that the Commission will come out with a-

23 proposed guideline on the handling of such contentions. Is

|. 25 there any objection to following that procedure?

25 MR. FOWL 6R: Yes, sir. As you know, on February

G TAYLOE ASSOCIATES, - (j! 1625 i STREET, N.W. - SUITE 1004

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20006

(202) 293-3950

|
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I 7th, 1964, the U. S. Court of Appeals, the D. C. Circuit,_s

/ I
\_,< 2 found'that the Commission's rule eliminating financial

3
qualifications review requirements for electric utilities

I
was not validly the oasis and was not validly supporteu.

5
Since then the court has iasued a mandate and

6 we contena that as of now that financial qualifications

I rule is not in eftect and tinancial qualifications is

8 something that snould be considered now by the Board. The
9

Court has issued its mandata.

10 MR. TROWBRIDGb: Mr. Chairman?

II JUDGS MARGULIES: Yes, Mr. Trowbridge.

12 MR. TROWBRIDGE: The Commission met last

I3 Thursday ana voted on a policy statement and directive to

II the Boards. That is not available yet because it is going~~

-(]s
,

\
15'

to be accompanied cy separate opinions. It was a three to

16 one vote, but the substance ot the Commission action, which

II I think is binding on this Board, is that the Boards will

18 be diractea not to entertain financial qualification

19 contentions in proceedings pending the adoption by the

20 Commission of a new rule.

21 Obviously tha Board will wish to see that

22 betore action, but I think once the statement comes out the

23 Board will be in a position to act on it.
|'

2I JUDGE MARGOLIES: I hav2 been in a travel status

L 3 for the last four waeks. So I have not been in the office

| CN TAYLOE ASSOCIATES
'\ 1625 i STREET, N.W. - SUITE 1004

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20004

(202) 293 3950
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l last Thursday and have not seen anything on the,s

- I )
\/ 2 Commission's action. I believe it will be appropriate to

review the Commission's action before we take any action on

4 proposed Contention 3.

Woulc applicant and the staft agree that the

6
proposed contention would be considered as having oeen

I tiled timely in the five-part test for late filed

8 contentions wouldn't apply to this contention should it be

9
considered appropriate for hearing in this proceeding?

I0
MR. TROWBRIDGt: I think it was timely filed,

II '
was it not?

12 MR. PbRLIS: Yes. The contention was timely

13
filed. I don't think there is any question about that. I

II,/~'N tnink it is merely a question of whether the Commission in
( )
~# I3 it:s policy statament will or will not allow contentions

16
like this to be beard.

I JUDGE MARGULIcS: Moving on to proposed

18 Concention No. 4, it-is my understanding from the letter of

19 May 27th that that, too, has been witharawn. Is that

.'O correct?*

21 MR. F0WLER: Yes, sir.

22 JUDGd MARGULIES: he next move on to CPG's

U proposed Contention No. 5 which as originally filed was

28- identical to a contention of GANE wnich is also GANE 5.

M According to the filing on May 27th, 1984, CPG has revised

Ms TAYLOE ASSOCIATESgj 1625 i STREET, N.W. - SUITE 1004

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20006

(202) 293 3950
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I tneir proposed Contention No. 5.p\*

2 At this time I would like to ask GANE's

3
representative as to whether GANE is following the same

I
procedure as CPG and revising.their contention accordingly?

3
MR. TEPtR: We are going to stay with GANE's

6 original contention on tnat one.

MR. FOWLER: We would like to explain why we

8 modified that contention, the basis of the contention, and

9
Mr. Johnson will address that.

10 JUDGE MARGOLIES: Yes, would you please do so.

II '
MR. JOrihSON: Yes, sir. On Thursday of last week

12 I met with a staft member from the G. S. Geologic Survey

13 who co-authoreu the original report postulating the

(3 II existence of the Millett earthquake fault. He informed me
() ;3

that he had just completed new core samplings in the

16 area and he essentially verified the conclusions of the NRC

17 staff and the applicant and said that there is probably not

I8 a tault there and, if tnere is, it is not capable. So we

19 are withdrawing the portion of our contention dealing with

20 the Millett earthquake fault.

21 On the other hand, we want to re-emphasize that

22 the information concerning the Charleston earthquaka is

23 difterent from the information that was available to the

2I NRC at the time of the construction permitting. At that

3 time the USGS believed that there was a fault centered in

- (m%,<j. 1625 i STREET, N.W. - SUITE 1004
TAYLOE ASSOCIATES

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20006

(202) 293-3950
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I Charleston tha't caused that earthquake and the design for,_

t I o'\/ tne Vogtle nuclear plant was based on that postulated
*

3
fault.

However, since that time the USGS has been

unaole to pinpoint any fault in Onarleston and their

6 studies are ongoing. Therefore, at this pront they do not

I
know the cauoe of the Charleston earthquake or where the

8 fault causing the Charleston earthquake might lie.

9
We feel that until more study is done that the

10
design basis on which the company based the seismic

II '
standards are not valio.

12 In addition to that, since that time there have

I3
been observed several faults north of the site that once

14
j -) again valiuate our concern with the seismic capability or
s iv 15 the plant.

16 Tne co-author if tnat original Millett study

II gave me tne most recent map for the area, and in 1975, 1977

18 and in~1976 tnere were further earthquake faults observed

|. 19 within about 30 miles of the plant site to tne north along

20 ene Savannah River. This once again emphasizes the need for

21 'further study and for hearings on tnese problems.
22

| JUDGE LirJtNBERGER: Sir, on this point, the'

23 Board would like to inquire of ycur people perhaps a little

21 more explicit rationale behind your position that because

23 USGS seems not to have identified a specific tault at

((j~'s TAYLOE ASSOCIATES
1625 i STREET, N.W. - SUITE 1004,

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20006

(202) 293 3950
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I Charleston that you feel that the implication of thiu is-

. / s.
)A( / 2 negative with respect to the adequacy of the seismic design

3 specifications for Vogtle? I have not understoco the

4 rationale for that. You say it, but I haven't heard you

5
explain it. Perhaps I missed something.

6 MR. J0dt.60N : 'les , s ir . Well, the Charleston

I earthquake, as the Commission is probably aware, was the

8 secona worst earthquake ever recorded east of the

9 Missiccippi River in the United States.

10 It occurred in 1886, and at that time they did

11 '
not have the equipment to measure it. I don't even think

12 enera was such a thing as tne Reiter scale or the Mercalli

13 scale at that time. However, it is now estimated that it

II(~'y was somewnera in the range of 8 to 10 on the Mercalli

\'~'/ I3 scale, which is above the range for which the Vogtle plant

16 was designed.

17 In fact, tne design basis for the /cgtle plant

la considered tnat if there were an earthquake in Charleston

19 or a co.nparable magnitude to che one occuring in 1886, the

20 tne Vogtle plant would be able to withstand that with its

21 current seismic design.

22 At that time that seemed to be a valid design

Il basis, at the time of the construction permitting, because

21 the USGS had intormed the NRC and the applicant tnat the

23 Charleaton earthquake was probably caused by a taalt

e

.

O TAYLOE ASSOCIATES
> 1625 I STREET, N.W. - $UITE 1004
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I centered in Charleston.,,

'I I
V. 2 Since that time the USGS has done intensive

3 study. For the last 10 to 12 years they have intensively

I studied the area and tney concluded, as described in a

5 letter to Robert Jackson, the Chief ot the Geosciences

6 Branch for the Divisi n of 1:,ngineering for the Nuclear

I Regulatory Commission, and the letter was from James

8 Devine, Assistant Director tor E,ngineering - Geology of
9

USGS: "After several years of intensive study in the

10
Charleston region, no geologic structure or feature can be

11 'identitied unequivocably as the source of the 1886

12 Cnarleaton earthquake."

13
Ihe concern, and the USGS is continuing its

II(~ study, but the concern is that tne fault may not actually

\''/ I3
be centerad in Charleston. I mean an earthquake coulo be

16 centered in a place and the fault extend much further than

II
they-postulated at the time the construction permit was

18 lasued.

19 Theretore, the design basis for tne Vogtle

20
plant, based on an earthquake of comparable magnitude in

21 Charleston, might not be sufficient for an eartnquake of

22 comparable magnitude occurring closer to the plant.;

23 Items that seem to perhaps validate that the

2I
j area is more active seismically than was thought at the

25 time include the discovery of these smaller faults just

,

! TN TAYLOE ASSOCIATESk,
1625 i STREET, N.W. - SUITE 1004

WASHINGTON D.C. 20006

| (202) 293 3950
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-
I north of the plant site..y

I \

V 2 JUDGE LINENBERGER: Then perhaps the crux of

3
your argument is that the inability of the USGS to pinpoint

4 a responsible fault specifically in the Charleston area

5
causas you to conclude that whatever fault might have been

6
responsible for the 1886 event had to be closer to Vogtle

I
than the Charleston location. That is one of two

8 possibilities. The other possibility being it could be

9
farther away from Vogtle.

10
Although perhaps I didn't frame my question

II '
properly, part of my own question here is is there

12 comething that causes you to think that the closer

13 possibility is more likely than the farther possibility?

II[3 MR. jot!NSON: Well, tne geology of the area
U 15 around the Vogtle plant. site appears quite similar to the

16 plant geology of the area around Charleston. I don't have

17 any specific studies that we have hired geologists to do,

I8 but what we are are saying is not that the fault

I9 necessarily is closer to Plant Vogtla, but merely that it

20 is something taat needs to be heard and that needs to be

21 examinea and the contention should be a part of this

| 22 hearing, particularly in view of the discovery of these

23 smaller faults to the north of tne plant site which may or

28 may not be related to the Charleston earthquake.

U JUDGE LINEhBtRGER: Thank you, sir.

Di TAYLOE ASSOCIATESV 1625 i simT, N.W. - SulTE 1004
'
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I MR. JOHNSON: Thank you.
~(s ~)2''
T~ -</

o
'

- (Board conferring.)'

3
MR. FEIG: Mr. Chairman?

#
JUDGE MARGULIES: Yes,

MR. Fb1G: Could GANE add something to that, or

6 actually GANc would li<e to restate its position and make

I
sure that our concern still exists with the tact that the

8 Millett tault was stated as existing. We would still feel

that the it has not been conclusively proven that the

10 design ot the plant meets the standards that would be

11
required to withstand any kind of seismic activity in that

12 area.

I3 JUDGE MARGULICS: Mr. Trowbridge, do you have

II.(~% anything to state in response?
k_/ ~ 15 MR. TROwBRIDGE: Yes, please, several matters.

16
One, the suggestion that this is new

17 information in the 1982 USGS letter to Mr. Jackson, which

18 was correctly quoted, namely that no geologic structure or

19 teature can be identified unequivocably as the source of

20 the 1886 Charleston earthquake.

21 I would go bac< to the advice which USGS gave

22 to the NRC at the time of the construction permit. That

23 advice is quoteu on page 37 of our response, and reading it

21 in part: "The tectonic structurea in the vicinity of this

25 earthquake are not well detined, but there does appear to

(d7 TAYLOE ASSOCIATES
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I be a concentration of seismic activity in the basin south,

/ ~

( )i
6 o

bf the Cape Fear arch and particularly in the Charleston,*

3
South Carolina area. Available geological and seismological

I
' evidence indicates-that the higher intensity earthquakes

5
are localized along tne deepest part of the axis of tne

6
basin."

I
This is precisely the basia on whico we have

8 concluded that tne Charleston earthquake is localized in a

9
zone, the nearest point to the plant being scme 78 miles.

10
The USGS has not changed its advice and its

II
advice was not based in the first instance on a known '

12 fault.
.

I3
Mr. Jonnson has made the stateraent that the

II
.,3 geology at the site is similar to tne geology in
/ a
\\~'/ ' I3 Charleston. There is no basis for that statement provided

16
in their contention. There is no citation to any basis for

II .that statement, and certainly the USGS report does not

18 support that statement.

19 Mr. Johnson has referrad, without identifying

20 them and without naving mentioned tnem in their contention,

21 to soma faults 30 miles from the site. I question whether
on

at this stage of the game there ought to be additions to--

U the basis which we hava not had an opportunity to addreas,

2I but if ne could identify taem oy name, it may well ce tnat

3 they are already addressed in our FSAR.

/~w TAYLOE ASSOCIATES
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I JUDGE MARGULIES: Do you wish to respond,~~

\j 2' Mr. Johnson?

3
MR. JOHNSON: Okay. I will begin by identifying

I them by name. The raport is entitled "Index of Faults of

Cretaceous and Cenozoic Age in the Eastern United States"

6 by David C. Prowell. On the report they are numbered 60,

I 70, 71 and 72. 'None of the particular iaults are

8 identified by name. They are icentified by numbar on this

9 map. Seventy through 72 are identified generally as being

10 in the Belair fault zone. Sixty-eight, under the column

11 listing " Fault Name" they have no name for it in the LSGS
e

12 report. They detail wno found it and tne longitude and the

13 latitude at the faults, which I would be nappy to provide

18rS ene applicants, it you wish.,

I n

\s / - 15 As-regards to the USGS statement in 1974 that

16 was just' quoted by Mr. Trowbridge, they also stated at that

II
'

it should be acaumea that moderate eartnquakes uptime that

18 to intensity 6 could occur in the general vicinity of tne

19 sita.

20 In general all of this information at that time

21 was based on the USGS assumption, and the USGS has said

22 tnis, tnat the Charleston earthquake, the major fault

U causing the Charleston earthquake das centered in

28 Charleston.

25 Since that time they have specifically stated,

/''T TAYLOE ASSOCIATES
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I and 1982, as a matter'of fact, was the date of the letter,- s
/ )

%f 2 to NRC from USGS, November 16, 1982, they specifically
3

stated that attar all these years of study tney cannot

4
state with the same certainty that they thought they had

5 before, I mean they weren't absolutely certain because they
6

hadn't done all the studies in 1974 where this thing la

I
excerptea, but at that time they were fairly sure that tne

8 Charleston earthqua'ce, that there was a fault centered in

9
Charleston.

10
They have done intensive study, and those were

11 '
the words oL the USGS, in that region and have not been

12 able to identify the fault.

13 he are merely saying tnat we think this should

13j-~x be heard turther and that the USGS people should be brought
( !
'# I3 forward to address these issues and explain what studies

16 are ongoing ano what the likelihood today is in their

17 opinion of a higher intensity earthquake than the design

18 basis.

19 JUDGt MARGULIES: Mr. Trobridge.

20 MR. TROWBRIDGE: I know oi no basis whatacever

21 for Mr. Johnson't statement that USGS originally there was

22 a definite tault. The material I have quoted talked about a

23 seismic activity and that was the basis of tne USGS advice.

.21 The Belair faults are very old faults and tney

23 are described and discussed in our FSAR. We are looking at
:

{j TAYLOE ASSOCIATESi
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I
the mo.nent for an exact reference to the section of thefs

t i

FS Atl .

3
J0DGE MARGULIES: Mr. Perlis, do you wish to be

'I heard?

MR. Pt.R LIS : Yes. First, I would like to cotalment

6 on the Millett tault. As far as we have oeen able to tell,

I no seismologist or geologist has identitied that tault.as a

8 capable one. In the aosence of CPG coming in with any

9
reason to believe that it is a capable one, we think that

10 portion at the contention should not be heard.

11 '
As to the Charleston fault, although we are

12 hearing some new information today, the only original

13 intormatton raally consists of two items. One, that the

II
('] exact locaticn of tne Charleston earthquake has not been
V 35

icentitied and, secondly, taat the geology around the

16
Vogcle site may be similar to the Charleston site.

II
As to the second one, I am not a geologist, but

18 tnere is nothing in the contention which would indicate

19 that that might be true, that the geology arouno Vogtle may

oo be the same as tne geology of the Charleston area.-

21 As to the first one, it is not my understanding

22 .that USGS has said tnat the Cnarleston earthquake could

23 occur near the Vogtle site, and there again is no basis to

25 believe that that might be the case.

25 MR. JOr1M ON: Mr. Chair 11an, I think the burden

9 TAYLOE ASSOCIATES(V 1625 i STitEET, N.W. - SUITE 1004
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I of proot is on the applicant that the geology is stable in,_s.

/1
/ 2m/ tnat area. I think there ard considerable questions that

3 have been brought forth and tne USGS seems unsure

4 themselves. I think this needs to be a matter of turther

3
inquiry and needs to be a matter ror further hearing.

6 It is not incumbent upon the intervenors to

I provide proot that there is a capable earthquake.there. It

8 is incumbent upon the applicant to prove that the

9
credibility of their seismic design is proper and can

10 withstand any possible quake.

II '
MR. TROWBRIDGE: Mr. Chairman, there is

12 considerable discussion, there was at the construction

13 permit-stage and there is again at the operating license

IIfe"3 stage,- in our FSAR as to the basis on which we conclude
\ |
'%/ 15 wnat the seismic design of the plant should be and where we

16 postulate the earthquake.

17 We have met our burden of proof at this point

la in the contention. It is encumbent upon the petitienets to

19 say what is wrong and what do they quarrel with. That is

20 what contention and basis is about.

21 MR. JOnNSON: Mr. Chairman, in response to tnat

22 I would just like to say that in the FSAR that was provided

U by the applicant and eartier in their construction permit

21 tney made cartain aasumptions about the geologic capability

5 of the area. Since then new information has been come out
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'I by the USGS and I think there is considerable question as,_

' I ) 3
\_/ to the assumptions that the applicant initially made.~

3 JUDG8 MARGULIES: Could you cite us something

'I specifically on what you base your assertion that the

5
geology around Vogtle is the same as Charleston?

6 MR. JOdNSON: Yes, sir. As I told you, last week

I I want and spoke with the author ok the study wnich

8 postulated the Millett fault and also he wrote this later

9 study for USGS or just index the index of faults.

10 He saia tnat he did not want to be quoted as

11 '
asying there is going to be an earthquake at Plant Vogtle

12 or there is a fault there or anything like that. He was

I3 very adamant about not wanting to be represented as taking

D
(~N a position on the plant or anything of the sort.

)- i
'"# I3

However, I asked him if he could just give me

16
general background intormation on his study of the Millett

1 .

fault plus this other information, and he is the one that

18 stated that the geology in this whole region of the country

19 is very similar as far as the underlying structures.

"O de also stated that 10 years ago the USGS cid~

2I
(~ believe that the fault was centered in Charleston. Again,

22 he has participated in these stuaies tnat they have not

U been able to determine the source of the Charleston

28 earthquake.

3( - I think it would be useful to the Commission as

!
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1
_ well as to the intervenors to have the USGS, whether he

I )\( ,_ 2 would be the one or someone else with USGS, come forth, and

3
tney might very well say that they think tne design of the

~

plant is fine, but then they might not. We just believe

5
that there are enough questions here that it needs to be

6 heard further.

I
JUDGE MARGULIES: I don't recollect if you fully

8 identified the individual for the record and would you

9
please do so.

10
MR. JOHNSON: Okay. Again he is not a witness

II for us. His name'i.s David C. Prowell, P-r-o-w-o-1-1.

12 JODG6 MARGU LIES : And what is nis title?

I3 MR. JOHNSON: He is with the Atlanta Regional

s'~N II Oftice of the USGS and he is a geologist, but I do not know

A- - I
what his title is.

16 JUDGb MARGULIES: Whera is tne Atlanta Regional

II Ottice, right in Atlanta?

18 MR. JOHNSON: Yes, sir, on Peachtree Industrial

19 Boulevard.

20 MR. FcIG: Mr. Chair. nan, I want to uring this up

21 now because I think we are talking about some really
i

j 22 important things and there are a lot at people cack here
i

Il that can' t hear and we are having trouble up here aometimes

; 21 hearing across the room. I wonder if there is a PA system

3 or something. Also, it would be a lot eauier.

,

'
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I We are not represented by legal counsel and7
i'v) - 2 have really not had experience in a hearing like this
'

3
betore. We are not really clear of the format of. this

I meeting and what is going to actually happen today and

wtiat decisions are going to be made, and I tnink the public

6 snould be made aware of those kinds of things that are

I going to happen here. I think we just sort of jumped into

8 it, and I sort ot feel like I would like a little

9
clarification as to toe direction that we are sort of

10 heading today.

11 . JUDGE MARGULIES: We will make no decisions here
12 today. We are inquiring into the areas in which we feel we

13
tieed additional intormation and no decisions will be made

16g on any ot the contentions here today.
'

13'-

Mr. Trowbridge, betore this prehearing

16 cor;terence is over, could you give us tne citations, or if

II you have them now, would you tell us where that information

18 appears?

19 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Well, the Belair fault zone is

20 specifically discussed in Sectionn 2.5.1.1.4.2.1.

21 JUDGE MARGULLES: Of the FSAR?

22 JUDGE LINtNBLRGER: Of the FSAR?
!

U MR. IROWBRIDGb: Of the F3AR. It is at page

23 2.S.1-14.

| 25 (Board conferring.)

|

!
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I
,m JUDGE MARGULIES: That brings us up to CPG,

\v)/
2 proposed Contention 6 which is identical to tnat of GANE's.

MR. TROWBRIDGE: May I give you tne punchline

I from that FSAR citation, which is the last sentence. "The

5
most recent documentable movement along the Belair tault

6 zone occurred about 40 million years ago."

I JUDGE MARGULIES: We now go to proposed

8 Contention 6 and I ask the intervenors, having .seen

9
applicant's and statt's responses, is there any change or-

10 anytning you wish to add or intorm us of in connection with

11 '
your proposed Contention 67

12 MR. FOdLER: No, sir, not CPG.

I3 MR. Tc;P:sR: No, sir.

IICN JUDGi MARGULIES: Do you have any que,3tions?

15 JUDGE LIntN3bRGER: No questions, but since GANE

16
expressed a concern about a lack at familiarity with

17 proceedings suen as tai:s today on the part of tnemselves

18 and the audience, perhaps it ia in order to make a

19 aupplementary statament to wnat tne Chairman saic with
:
! a0 respect to our not making any decisions today. Indeed, we-

! 21 are not going to.
|

!
22 The other thing that I think is important to

23 keep.in mind is that this is not really a forum in which

21 the merits of any proposed contentions are to be debated.

23 That may appear to be a fine line at some points because-

!
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I
,-q taere will be questions about the adequacy of the bases
( ) o
v that have been supplied in support of contentions and it

'

3
may sound like we are getting into the merits.

I
It is not the Board intent to get into the

3
merits of any issues here, but only to explore whether they

6
are adequately supported by information tnat allows us to

make a dacision as to adiaissibility.

8 Thans you.

9
MR. FEIG: It is still a public meeting, right,

10
in tne sense of people should be able to hear anat is being

11 said. If we can hardly near up nera, I don't think the '

12 people in the back can hear what is being said. 1 feel line

13
something should oe done as tar as accessibility for people

II,o .to hear what is being said,

'v}i
15

JUDGE MARGULI4S: Well, I have heard no

16
complaints from any of the spectators.

17 VOICE: I can't hear. I can't hear a word he
,

18 said, Mr. Trobrioge, and I can barely hear what they say,

'l9 JUDGE MARGULICS: Well, why don't you move up to
20

the front bench.

21 VOICE: What?

22 JUDGd MARGUtIES: Why don't you move up to the

23 front bench.
,

2I VOICE: There is no room.
25 (Pause anile the two availaole mikes are

cQ TAYLOE ASSOCIATES
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I adjusted.),,

( ) .,

v JUDGE MARGULLES: We next go to proposed-

3
Contention 7.

I MR. Tc;PER: Sir, I believe we were going to

5 discuss Contentic, No. 6 first.

6 JUDGl:. MARGULIES: Okay. CPG said they had

I nothing further to respond.

.8 MR. TriPcR: 1 understand wa are not discussing

9 the merits, but I would just like to clarify in my own mind

to and also for the members of tne public wno have come here,

11 '
my understanding is we ara not hera to discuss unresolved

12 sarety lasues that are generic to the nuclear industry and

13 we are supposeu to beco.ne more plant specific, meaning if

11fm there are certala generic issues such as thermal shock to

I3 the pressure veasels that we have to justify how thia

16 applies to Plant Vogtle; is that correct?

17 JUDGt. MARGULIES: Those are the assertions of

18 the applicant and staft.

19 MR. TdPER: Well, would GANS be correct in

20 stating tne fact that ther:nal shock would apply to plant

21 Vogtle because they do have preasure vessels which are

22 subject to this generic issue?

21 (Board conferring.)

21 MR. TI:,P t:,d : I think my question la I am looking

23 for how to apply generic safsty issues to specific plants.
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I
7-~ It is my aasumption, and I don't know it it is fair to

-(,

'N 2 assume, that generic safety issues which apply to specific

3
plants should be brought up and be a subject of further

I hearing.

3
(Pauae while the Board speaks with building

6 personnel about getting auditional microphones for the

I nearing room.)

8 JUDGE MARGULIb6: Do you wian to respond, Mr.

Perlis? *

10
MR. PERLIS: Thu NRC does deal in its SER wi th

II unresolved satety issue.s and how they relate..

.

12 JUDGE MARGULIES: Could you please speak up.

I3
MR. PERLIS: The NRC in its SER will deal with

II/''3 unresolved safety issuea and how tney relate to a
N~ I 13

particular plant and, as I say, tnat aill be in the safety

16
evaluation report wnicn for tnis plant is expected to be

II is. sued sometime next June 1985.
18 At this utage it a petitioner wianes to raise a

19 contention dealing with an unresolved safety issue, it is

20 the statf's position that they have to show some connection

21 between that issue and the plant in question, that would
e

not necessarily be true with every plant in question. I
**

U don't think tne fact that there is a pressure vessel at

28 Vogtle is the type ot specific nexus that the Appeal Board

2I was looking for in River Bend, dnich is the case we have<
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l' cited.. , .s

/ \
; i 9'> MR. TsPER: Mr. Chairman, if the applicant has

~

3
not proved that they have taxen care of this generic safety

4 issue, which I believe'is under study by the NRC, then I

3
believe that applies very specifically.

6
I would like to ask at this time if GnNE would

I be in order it as soon as the environmental report comes

8 from Plant Vogtie, at that time if we would be able to

9
submit more bases and possibly more contentions ~because

10 more information would be tnen proviced at that time that

11 '
m gnt or might not address the problems that we are raising

12 at ~ this time.
I3 JUDGE PARIS: The document that Mr. Perlis was

L /~N II refecting to was the SER, the safety evaluation report and
- i )

~' I not the environmental report.

16 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Mr. Chairman, may I speak for a

U moment?

I8 JUDGE MARG 0 LIES: Yes.
..

19 MR. TROWBRIDGE: de suppliec early~in the game

20 copies of our FSAR and our environmental report to both

21 pecitioners, and we have furnished supplements ano

22 amendments to it.

El There is a great deal of discussion in tne FSAF.
|

2I about UTe pressure vessel design, the materials that it is

23 made of, the fact that we complied with the NRC's fracture

(7 ~
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I toughnes9 criteria in Appendix G to Part 50 and that we
. . ,_'\/

.

2
conducted the surveillance requirements of Appendix H.

3 We have also filed an amendment with the NRC
I

and furnished it to the petitioners in which we have a

specific calculation for this reactor and its particular

6 niaterials of when, if ever, we would reach even the

I scraening criteria NDT, and the calculation shows that in

8 over a period ot 40 years, assuming an 80 percent capacity

9
factor, that we would not come anywhere near for this

10
particular reactor vessel the screening criteria.

II '

Now, Mr. Chairman,.-I am conscious of the fact

12 tha t the Board is not consicering the merits at this time,

I3 and mucil ot our rmponse inevitably sounds as though we

IIr] were discussing the merits. lhat is the product, but not

15 the purpose of what we have done.

16 The purpose of our responses, and this one

II included, is to show the Board tne amount of information

18 which nas been provided and wnich the petitionara have

19 simply not addressed,

a0 We have cited cases, particularly the Catawba*

21 case that was a Commission decision, concerning the

22 obligations wnich petitioners have to read and respond to

23 material, and I cnink tne tnreshold for a basis and

21 specificity is very closely tied to the amount of

23 information that they have avaialble to them to which they

(l TAYLOE ASSOCIATES
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I
/s could respond.-

*

\ )''' JUDGE LINENBERGER: For the Board's information

3
may we inquire here does GANE have access to the final

4 safety analysis report and has GANE familiarized itself

with the discussion contained therein on the pressure

6 vessel problem?

I MR. TEPER: Yes, sir, we have familiarized

8 ouraalf with tne FSAR.

9 JUDGE LINchBERGER: All right, that answers

10
that.

II secondly, has GANE tamiliarized itself With tne

12 Coimnission's- pos t tion with respect to unreaolved safety
I3 issues as explicated in the River Bend decision referred to

14

I'~'t by Mr. Perlic?
/\_/ g

(Pause.)

16 JUDGE LINENBuRGER: I gather you are reading

II sometning to find out whether the answer to my question is

18 yes or no.-,

19 MR. TEPER: I am actually glad you askad that

20 question. Unless it was contained in the response from the

21 NRC to the applicant or to the intervenors, we probably

22 naven't done further study. GANE has sought access to the,

23 library at.tne Region Il office to get further information

28 about unresolved safety issues and how they apply to
'

25 specific hearings. We aon't want to prolong this hearing
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1 any more than we have to.

V)( o
Unfortunately, the Region II office is not set-

3
up for public use per se, other than having somebody guide

I holding nanas or step by step. Because of tnat, GANE cia

make the request to have a type'ot Public Document Room.

6 Along the lines of tnat request we would like to have been

I provided with studies that are being done on unresolved

8 safety issues, and at that point we would not have to

9 -bring that up. It might be the focus of a separate kind of

10 hearing. But because we do not have access to that kind of

II '
intormation, we find it necessary to bring up unresolved

12 aafety issues at this hearing.

13 So at this time I don't know the specific plant

II site that you referred to. I do know that from our: p/\ I3'~'
contention we talkad about that the reactor vessel for

16 Plant Vogtle contains 0.10 to 0.12 percent copper and 0.012

II to 0.020 pecent phosphorous, which is out of their FbAR.

18 But no discussion is undertaken by the applicant as to tne

19 eftects of these levels of impurities on accelerated

a0- brittleness and increasea reference temperature for the

21 pressure vessel. That is the contention.

22 .J UDG E LINENBERGER: Well, you could nave

23 enlarged that list and said that tne applicant didn't

28 discuss the effect of the phase of tne moon on the same

a.5 thikng. Now what causes you to believe that copper and
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I phosphorous, .the presence of those elements in the pressure-,_
I i

\ b O
\_/ vessel alloy do inaaed accelerate embrittlement?-

3 Now I don't really need a detailed answer to

I
that question now, the Board doesn't, but th.at is I tnink a

5 . good example of where you could indeed have strengthened
6 the basia to your contention. lou threw out cooper and

I
phosphorous or whatever and say, look tnere, it wasn't

8 talsed about,

hell, the phase ot the moon wasn't talked

10 about, the distance of the sun wasn't talXed about and all

11 '
sorts of tnings weren't talked about, but until ycu can tie

12 them in to being meaningful to acceleration of

13 embrittlement, it is not in doubt that they weren't talked

II7g acout.
i. \''l 15 MR. TEPER: Sir, I uon't believe the pressure

16
vessel is made up of the moon or the sun, but it is made up

,

II'

ot pnorphorous and copper and there is an embrittlement

la problem which relates to the content.
!

19
| JUDGE LINENBERGER: You have cited nothing to

20 show that in our basis.

21 how let me ask you another thing. This is'the

22 one contention where both GANE and CPG explicitly use the

23 word " guarantee" with respect to health and safety matters

i 28 and it has been this Boaro or this Board Member's

23 experience that guarantees are never a matter for
4

.
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litigation, not in tne sense of the general health and
(
'' 2 safety of the public.

3
Now why cid you go to tne word " guarantee" here

4 'racher than tne usually accepted reasonable assurance kind

at terminology? Was there a reason for it or was it

6 inadvertent?

I MR. TEPER: It das inadvertent.

8 JUDG6 LINtNBERGER: All rignt. Please, then,

let's not dwell on it.

10 MR. LEPER: Okay. As regards to the impurities,

II is it not true that there are certain things tnat are

12 scientitically accepted that the coinmittee would be aware

I3
of tisa t we would not have to go into detail in, such as the

( (''}>
II fact that th e.3 e impurities could nave an impact on the

x,
I3

speed of embrittlement and so forth and that merely by

16 pointing out that it wasn't addresseu that this Board

II would know within its statt-and its own knowledge that

I8 those things have an impact and we don't have to go into

19 every detail just like we wouldn't nave to say the sun

ao rises in the morning because you alreacy Anow that.~

*1
; But we have to say what impact that has on the-

22 plant, and the impact here is that the impurities in a

23 reactor vessel can aftect the rate or embrittlement and the

23 reterance tamperature for the pressure vessel. The

' applicant did not addr?s3 tnat and that is the reason we
t

I- n
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I raised the contention.

2 JUDGE LINENBERGER: Let me ask you, sir, just to

3 carry that point out a wee bit further, and I don't want to

4
dwell again on the merits, but what causes you to classify

or characterize these as impurities as opposed to their

6 being intention auditives because of some beneficial eftect

I of their presence?

8 You call them impurities and maybe the

9
matallu gtst would call them a beneficial additive. Now

.10
something has caused you to not accept their having any

3 &' beneticial properties, but having negative eftect

-12 properties, and yet I can't get a handle on where that

13 information comes from and what cause's you to take that

lip) position.
-i

'
13''

MR. 'I'h P E R : Okay. They might very well have some

16 ~

beneticial ettects and they might very well be

17 intentionally placed in the vessel.

'18 However, our point is that they also could have

19 an impact on the rate of embrittlement anu, therefore, that

20 that is a key iasue that the applicant has not addressed.

21 We are not contending at this point, you know,*

22 as you have said, the argument here is not over the nietits.

23 We are metaly saying that the applicant has not addressed

21 thia and that it is an important issue.

25 MR. TnowBRIDGE: Mr. Chairman,
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I
JUDGE MARGULIES: Yes.fs

'( )'
\/ MR. TROWBRIDGE: We would aggree that the amount

of copper and the amount of pnosphorous has some ettect on

I
the cate of embrittlement, but we would also point out, and

3
I am raterring now to Amendment 5 to our FSAR, that we nave

6
done a calculation based on the specific metal content ot

I
our reactor vesael with the parcentage of copper ano the

8 percentage ot phosphorous clearly shown and the NDT

9
calculations took those into account, and I haven't heard

IO any quarrel fat with those calculations.

II '
(Board contecring.)

c

I2 JUDGE MARGULIES: Let's move on to proposed

U
Contention 7 which dealJ with the value ot the ground water

IIr'N below the plant site. There has been no change to tne
T )
' ' ' "

original proposed 7. Do either of the intervenors wish to
16 make any changes based on the statements of applicant and
U

statt?

18
MR. F0WLtR: I would li<e to point out that we

19 cid cita the Hatch nuclear plant annual report to hRC, 1979

"O to 1960, and taat is where the reference to the-

21 contamination of tritium from an unknown scucce came trom.
22 30DGt MARGULIES: Thank you, and that is the

U last line :; une croposeo contention.

21 MR. FCWLch: Yes, sir.

3 JUDGE MARGULIES: how about GANE, do they add
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I coat to their ---_ p_
I \
\s,) '2 MR. TcPcR: We woula also like to add that cite

onto our contention.

#
MR. TROWBRIDGE: Could I have that citation

3
again? I coulon't quite hear you.

6 MR. FOaLcR: Yes, sir. It snoulu alresoy ce in

I your amendment. It is HNP Annual Report to NRC 1979 ano

8 1939,

MR. TR0wBRIDGE: Thank you.

10 MR. FOWLER: We just did not bracket it. It is

'll
taa lact sentence in the badis ot that Contention 7.

12 (Pause wni.le the second mike was placea on the

I3 parties' table by the building engineer.),

II
,e N MR. FsIG: Mr. Chairman, I have some incormation

Ji ,

f
' I3 taat pertains ---

16
JUDGt MARGULIES: Just one minute.

II Let's go off the record.

I8 (Pause.)-

I9 JUDGE MARGULIES: Back on the record.

20 MR. FEIG: We have some new information that we

21 have just received today and it' pertains to Contention 7 as

22 well as 1 and 2. I can hand these to the difterent partieu

23 up here, a copy of this, and we will have it typed up by

25 the ena of the day. It is just some intormation tnat I have

25 just been able to get ahold ot and I would Lixe to

; (O
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I elaborate on it whenever we talk about GANE Contention 2i,_ Y
's) 2

because it does relate that information in that particular

3
contention, but it also doe 3 pertain somewhat to what we

I
are talking about in ho. 7 nere.

JUDGE MARGULIES: Could you indicate how it

6 pertains to 7?

MR. FEIG: This is a letter from Bill Lawless

8 who is nere today and can elaborate on tnis further, but it
,

9
is a letter. Bill was an employee of tne Department of

10 Energy at the Savannah River plant. He was the Senior

II '

Project Engineer, Nuclear Waste Management Branch. He was

12 responsible for radioactive low-level waste operational and

I3 research for toe DOE Savannah River plant burial ground and

Mr- now is employed at Payne College as a professor in

N~~'N -] I5
mathematics.

16
tt basically talks abcut burial grounds and SRP

II and also talks about tne oftacts of -- I have just gotten

I8'

thic this morning and I really --

I9 JUDGE MARGULIES: 1 think the better way to

20 handle tnis is to defer our consideration of proposed

2I Contention 7 and we will move on to 8 and when you have the
!

| 22 copies made and distribute.d we will go back proposed

U Contention 7.

2I That brings us to proposed Contention 8 Some

23 modification has been made by CPG and would you like to

|
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I
7. 3 ,

elaborate on that.

2 MR. FOWLtR: Yes, sir. Marc Merline would like''

3 to explain that modification.

8
MR. MEHLIN: 11 I may, what I want to do is

3
elaborate and give a more definite basis ---

6 JUDGE MARGULIES: Would you like to step up and

I use the microphone.
.

8 gg,'MdRLIN: Certainly.

9
What I would liAe to do is elacorate on the

10
basis of the contention with regard to its applicability.

II - In particular, there ic a tair amount of confusion that is

12 cemonatrated in the applicant's initial response to this

I3 contention, and to the extent that it still exists, I just

14 want to make sure that there is an understanding'of parties('' /s'~' 33
concerned what the nature of the contention is.

16 The contention concerns quality assurance

17 procedures in the construction of Plant Vogtle. This is not

18 a claim or allegation that there are violations that havs

19 not been rasolved or, you know, suitably addressed.

20 What it is is a claim that the methodology and

21 quality assurance program implemented at Plant Vogtle is

! 22 not conciatent or doesn'c comply with the specific

23 regulations in the NRC code, specifically 10 CFR 50

2I Appendit B.

25 .Ihe primary intention of a quality assurance
!

f
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I
program is to as.sure or generate adequate confidence in the,,

,

(_,f 2 correct functioning of the plant.

3
Now that is in sharp contradistinction to tne

I notion thac a quality assurance program is following those

written proceuures tnat have been mandated and exclusively
6

that those written procedures have been mandated in the

I construction of the plan.

8 This is beat illustrated in the basis of our
9 contention which describes the failure of radiographs

to excuted by GPC contractors to include the heat aftected

11 zone in welds in some of tne piping in the coolant system. '

12 Now again the point isn't whether that is a

13 violation. In fact, I won't even contest that it is not a

II violation. The violation was withdrawn because thisex-
( \

'''} I3
*

structure in question was actually removed from the plant.
16

So I am not contending that the violation stand'a, out the

II
impact of the violation is best illustrated in GPC's

18 response to it and in the response from Richard C. Lewis of
19 the NRC to GPU's explanation of the violation.

a0
GPC basically said it was not included in tne

'

21 written code that the radiographu of the heat aftected zone

22 should include the area or the weldment. Richard Lewis,

2'l acknowledging that the violation had been lifted, proceeded
r

25 to say " Interpretations oc the code by, and these are his

13 words, " code experts make tn'e response appear to set aside
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l engineering reason wnen you consider that based on failure?q,
1j 2 analysts' experience the technical world realizes that the

3
heat atfected zone of a weld is the most critical area of

4 the waldment."
.

3
I chink the point here is that quality

6 asaurance extands far beyond the simply application of

I written procedures.-

8 The reason I need to elaborate the contention

9 is that GPC's re:iponse to it demonstrated not so mucn a

10 misunderstanding of the contention, but a misunderstanding,

11 or at least a difterent interpretation of what constituted

12 quality aaaurance.

I3 I refer to their response whicn in tact claims

U/'s tnat we failed to appreciate the notions of quality
\ !
b' 13 asaurance and tney reinterate that testing proce'dures are

16 intended to be explicit and complete. I assume that they

II mean they will be comprahensive in and of tnemselves and

la tnat the ASME Code, and this is a particular reference, "
.

| 19 many sections of whicn have been incorporated into the. .

20 NRC's regulations establish the standards for professional

21 practice." Well, therein lies the rub, and that is that the

22
[ standards that the standards of professional practice far

23 transcend simpio dritten codes.

2I There are araaa of judgeent and discretion and
i
'

23 critical assecament of procedures and novelties that appear

i

!
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I in construction and almost actually in any field of numan,_s

)'
, ,
N/ engineering that have to be considered and evaluated as-

3
they go along.

I
The persistence, and this is elaborated in the

5
basis,.of GPC to equate quality acaurance exclusively with

6
written procedure is wnat calls into question the effective;

I compliance with the NRC regulations concerning generating
8 confidence in the correct functioning of the reactor

9
system waich they are embarking upon constructing and

to putting into operation.

II '

JUDGE LIhENBERGER: Perhaps you could enlighten

I2 tha Board as to whether there has been an intentional

I3 circumscribing of CPG Contention 8 from that that das

'MfN originally tiled to that which has been araended in your

\'''| I3 filing at last week.

MR. MERLIN: Okay.
II

JUDGE LINENBERGER: Let me get around to an

18 explicit question.

I9 MR. MERLIN: Certainly.

20
JUDGE LINENBERGER: It would appear from the

21 restatement ot CPG 8 on page 14 that CPG is restricting

22 their quality asaurance concerne to the subject oi welds.

U That is the statement of the contention in brackets.

28 The contention previously stated dia not seem

3 to be co circumscribed and, indeed, when one reads the
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I bases you have supplied for the amended CPG 8, it would/g
1(j 2 give the impression that again it is broader than a

'3 . consideration at welds.
I how to have an acceptabic cvntc;.t ton ena re a ,

3 nas to ce, as far as this Board member is concerned,

6 explicit about the scope. You can't limit the scope in tne

I contention and taen make it far ranging in the bases

8 without explaining to the staf f and tne applicant what it

9
is you explicitly want to litigate and wnat they are

10 expected to defend.

II '
MR. Melt LIN : I think I can respond to that. As

12 many of the people here are aware and as some may not be,
_.

13 there was a preliminary discussion of these contentions

IIp between the parties, CPG anc GANE and Georgia Power and the

I5 Nuclear' Regulatory Commission staff last week, and some of

16 tne amendments that appear and some of the alterations and

II revisions were in consequence to that. So tnese have been

la presented.
.

19 Tne intention of the ravision here had much to

20 co with the fact that the applicant's reuponse to the

21 original contention was so far off the mark, in other

22 words, in ba:31cally trying to reiterate that these
'

23 violations had somehow been raaolved, which was not the

21 intention, and it was felt necesaary to elaborate more

M specifically in the statement of the contention what the
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I specilic concerns were.~.

-f

,[ 2 With regard to pipes and welds as being
3

included in the contention, that really much .nore is a

I
matter of I thin < some concern to the implemention ot tne

r?.gulatory procedure. Suffice it to say the code

6
requirement and generation does add confidence.

I
There seem= to be concern about stating

8 contentions that reter specifically to elements at the code

9
that somehow don't refer in time to specific components of

10
tne reactor.

II '

JUDGE LINENBERGER: Sir, I am sorry. So far I

12 haven't heard you say anything that helps me with the

I3 answer to my question. Now mayba you are leading up to it,

18r~N but I am having trouble following all this. Has.the
( )'

s_s i3
contention been narrowed to express a concern only

16
involving welds as contrasted with the prior version which

II was broader than that, or hau it not been so circumscribed.

I8 MR. MERLIN: Okay. It has been circumscribed to

19 include W31cs.
20 JUDGE LINENBtRGER: Okay.

21 MR. MERLIh But, as I say, and I just want to

22 iterate, the contention has to do wit the violation of 10

%I CPR 50 Appendit B which states tnat a quality assurance

28 program must be tied to the generation at adequata

25 coniidence.

I
,
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1 1 maan I don't presume to ectablish what
/''N
l ,j 2 litigability is, but I do state that this is an element ots

3 the ccde and tnia is where we feel tne applicant has tailed,

8 in ccmplying to the ccde.

5 tiow it is up to your diacretion as to tne

6 Cub 2tance oc tne hearing to cetetmine whether it ts

7 litigable, but to the extant tnat you are going to require

8 that that be circumscribed to the particular features and

9 acructurad of the plant, then I can try-to help you along,

10 but I don'c constrain my claim to violations of code to

11 cimple cotrouponaing teatures at the plant. '

12 L am saying taere is a violation at code and it

13 has been aubctantiated in the failurea of applying

18 appropriate quality aa;urance procedures in thef_
i 8

V'' 13 ccnacruction of seld? and piping.

16 JUDGL PARIS: 13 it your intention to try to

II prove that the applicant has not mat the requirements at 10

18 CFR 50 Appendix B by showing that the QA/QC program with
19 regard to walds was inadequate?

20 MR. MERLIN: Yes, tnat certainly 13

21 substantiating evidence to that ettect.

| 22 Furthermcee, as i say, the applicant's own
!

21 ' response to the contention which sayc, it I can paraphrase'

21 it and obvioucLy it might not be acceptable, but we have i

23 said tnat quality assurance programs are indistinguiahable
:
I

A
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1 - trom the explicit and complete written procedures. >

f 'y 2 JUDGE'LINENBERGER: Was that yes? I cidn't hear

3 you answer Judge Paris' question.

4 MR. MERLIN: I am actcy,-yes.

5 JUDGE'LINENBERGER: Okay.

6 JUDGE MARGULIES: Doec that complete your

I response?

8 MR. MERLIN: Yes.
9 eJUDGb MARGULLES: Doe; GANE join in the revised

10 Contention 8?3

11 'MR. TEP tia: No. Subsequent to the meeting we had

12 last week, we also enangea ouc Contention No. 8, but not in
F

- 13 tne same wording taat they did. We have provided copies to

18 the other partie; and we will be supptylag a copy to you.'

. (q1

-13 'he ca,1cally made an aadicion I believe last

16 gg g g ,, ,,,,

17 MR. TROWBRIDGE: 'Oh, a handwritten copy.
18 MR. TEPbR: A-nandwritten ccoy. We will get a

,

f. 19 typed copy up tc you all so you all will ,cnow how to
i
! 20 ce ; pond . It saa bacically an addition that tried to limit

21
j the scope.

22 GANE baaically, to make it reat Simple,

23 contends that the applJeanc haa tailed to enforce a quality

21 assurance prograx in the construction ot Plant Vogtle that
i

| 25 proviaen adequately for the aate tunctioning oi diverse
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l scructure systema and components as required by 10 CFR 50,_

i i
.(_/ 2 . Appendix B'such that reasonable acaurance exists that

3 operatin or the plant will not endanger the public healen

1 and safety.in that systematic quality asaurance

5 deiiciencies have exicted and continue eithout resolution

6 in the following areas, and waat we have cone is named a

I tew;3ust to limic it so we can litigate it.

8 JUDGE PARIS: What nave you na.ned?

9 MR..IcPER: Proper welding, vendor surveillance,

10 inspection, testing, implementation at procedures and

Il '
procurement. Along with that GANE periodically receives

12 letters.from difterent people in the nuclear supply

13 industry with concerns about supplies tnat are being

Il providaa to applicant.f

\# 15 Just today we nave received a letter from a

16 tormer empicyee with the blow control division of Rockwell

17 International. His name is Clinton Sumrall and ne has

18 master's degree in nuclear angineering and was a former

19 sales engineer at nuclear equipment in the Flow ~ Control

20 Division of Rockwell.

.21 To try to just hurry witn this, he says wn11e

22 he wao employed by Rocxwell ne became concerneo enat

23 balanced disk maincteam isolation valves with air spraying

21 actuators turnished to numarouc nuclear power plants, and

3 tnat includes Georgia Power, has not been adequately tested;
,
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1 and therefore could create a substantial safety hazard. The
/''N
(_,) 2 Livea of thousands ot people could be in danger.

3 There are attachments to tnis. However, as

I according to procedure, I would itse to enter thia into the

3 racord or provice it to tne NdC or the Atomic Satety and

6 Licensing Board.

I JUDGE MARGULIES: You will need copies for each

8 of the Judges of all ot the documents that you wish to hand

9 out and copied fcr each of the parties.

10 MR. TtPtR: Right. I will provide that. I would

11 just LL<e to point out at thia time that we are constantily '

12 receiving information trom people inciae the industry as

' l3 well as once in a while people on the construction site,

15 and it 1.. citticult I know for you aa well as the company--

s .

13''' to reapond to new chargea.

16 when tneae charges are brought up we will deal.

17 with them the best we can, but a procedure that would help

18 us -- I guess I am asking tot some help as to what would be

19 the best procedure to 1et Georgia Power or let the
~

20 applicant respona and alao let ycu know wnat is the

21 procedure.

22 JUDGE MARG 0 LIES: Well, a3 tar as the Licensing

M Board is concerned, you would have to conforza to the Rules

21 or Practice and the cace law that explains the Rules or

23 Practice. It the staff wishes to give you come aaaistance,
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I some direct assistance or advice, you may consult with the(yf ,/ 2 staft.

3 MR. TnPER: Thank you, sir. To sum up the GANE

I Contention 8, we have named in the basis a whole category
5 of -- basically it came from I&E, inspection and

.

6 Entoccement inspections on the site where they found

I problema on ene conatruction site. We named a whole list ot

8 them ano it 13 a very broad list.

9 The iaea of listing all or this was to snow

to that there ara quality control breakuowns at Plant Vogtle.

11 1 Know on a large conctruction site with over 9,000 '

12 employeed everything is not going to be done letter

13 perfect, and that is why Georgia Power has attempted to

li conform with your regulations, NRC regulations, but,s

( )
\ #' 15 obviously they are falling in that the NRC continues to

16 identity issues that are going uninspected or are ignored

17 by the applicant and that is anat GANE's contention is.

-18 JUDGE MARGULIES: Thank you.

19 MR. TROWLRIDGE: Mr. Chairman, let me first

20 responc to CPG's reviaed contention.

21 The sole example that CPG has given tot what

22 they r egard as undue attention to written procedure rather

21 than more comprehendive QA, the sole example is the tailure

25 to radiograph the heat attected zone beside the weld.

Zi I would simply point out to the Board, and
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l particularly to Dr. Linenberger, that we are under,_
! 1

- (_,) 2 obligation by regulation and by code to do complete UT,

3 ultrasonic testing of all safety relateo piping, an-that

4 . includes the heat affected zone and is a very excellent for

5 detecting cracks and defects.

6 1 find it more ditticult to respond to GANE. 1

7 will simply that that the basis provided and the items

8 cited by GANs simply, in our view, do not add up to support

9 tot the broad allegation that our construction QA program

10 is inadequate and much less the contention that it mirrors4

11 'similar situations as Zimmer and Byron.

12 1 have triec to divide the various items cited

I3 by GANE in support of their contention in the basis into

Ilf-~3 several categories. Some of them rail into the category of
> y

'

~# 13 several I cuggest minor notices ot. violation, one of shich,

L
!. 16 was a sevecity level four and all ot che other ones which

17 were severity level 5. I would suggest that in a

18 construction program of tnesa dimensions,that is an

19 excellent aA record.

20 JUDGE PARIS: Mr. Trowbriage, is tive more

21 severa chan four, or it the otner way around?

.
22 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Then there are citad as farther

(

23 examples oc inadequate QA some creakdowns in contraccot

28 performance wnich I suumit, as we stated in our response,

25 were actually diacovered and corrected by Georgia Pcwer

7 TAYLOE ASSOCIATES(U.
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i Company and are aviaence of the functioning of the QA

b)'N, 2 . program and not of deficiencies in it.s

3 Lastly, there is a staall category of questions

4 about our QA program from the NRC. I submit when you read

3 our. response and tne nature of the questions, that they

6 have notning to do with good or bad QA.
~

MR. TcPER: Mr. Chairman, I would like to

8 responc to tnat.

9 JUDGE MARGULIES: Just one minute.

10 JUDGE LINEt,BERGER: I think the Board is running

11 into-a proolem hora that makes this discussion between GANE '

12 and tne applicant difficult tor us to follow, and the

.13 reason for that ia that it is not clear to this Member of

Il the Doacd anat it is that GaNE finds troublesome.

. \' 15 Let me explain my proble.n here. Quality

16 asautance haa at least two tacets to it, at least two

l~ taceta, a co nprehensive program that addrassas all critical

18 tanture's ot construction and ultimately operation and

19 maintenance of the plant and,. secondly, an applicant

20 organization cnat dips down into his contractor

21 organizacions tnat assares a proper implementation at that

22 program. Quality assurance gets nowhere without-both of

21 those ingrecients.

21 in tne manner in wnicn GANs stated its

Il Contention 8 a das moments ago, I cannot tell which ot
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I those ingredients GANE has a problem with so far as the7_
./ )
\_,/ 2 Vogtle plant is concerned, and I think it is going to be

3 difficult tor GANE and anybody to communicate without an

I understanding ot which of those two facets GANE is

5 challenging in this contention.

6
.

Can you speak co that first before you speak to
~

Mr. Trowbridge's comment please.

8 MR. TcPtR: Yes, sir. A quality acsurance

9 program written on paper is not worth the paper it ta

10 written on if it is not adequately implemented.

II '
Thus, by me questioning che implementation at

12 the quality assurance program of Georgia Power, I am also

I3 implicitly questioning the program as it is written, i

11 Do that answer it?-s

I5'' JUDGt LINENBERGER: how it does, but it was not

16 at all ouvious from wnat you have Jaid up to this point.

II MR. TEPER: OKay. In response to applicant's

la counsel, it is starting to become obvious to me that

'
19 applicant doesn't deem it important that it has a series of'

20 violation level No. 5 violations.

21 I say to the Board tnat there is a cumulative .

I
1

22 effect of theue violations it concrete is not poured rignt

21 and it storage of the electrical cacinets isn't stored

21 right. Maybe those are little, tiny problems according to

25 NRC regulations doesn't mean that applicant gets tined. At

.
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I tne same time atter a while when you put all these,,

s ,

\,,) 2 components together, you are going to have a plant that is

3 improperly going to operate, and I submit to you that that

4 is a serious threat to tne health and welfare of the public

5 around tnia area.

6 I believe I just heard counsel say well, we had

7 some problems but they were noc very severe. I am asking

8 this Board to nave further hearings on quality asaurance.

'9 As wa have seen around the country, there have been more

10 severe specitic violations et quality a3Jurance, but I

11 aubmit tnat lots et little ones are as dangerous as a major '

12 viclation. Now I think it needs to be looked into.

13 Now, once again, the sheer magnitude of the

18 construction site means thera are going to be problems and-~

# 15 that is Georgia Power has tried witn, I should say, a great

16 eftert tot a good quality assurance program. They nave

*
17 attempced. They hnve been cited by ditterent organizations

18 as naving a goco one.

19 I'once again come back ano submit that it seems

20 to me NRC goes on site and does an inspection, nowever

21 often they do it, and they tend to come up with these minor

22 violations.

23 JUDG8 MARGULIES: Mr. Perlis, would you-respond

26 to the intervenors' contentions separately.

13 MR. PtRLIS: I *ould like to try. My problem
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l
,_ with both contentions is really that I am unclear wnere the
/ )
\m / 2 Locus is. I con't think there is any question that quality

3 _ assurance is a litigable area in an operating license

I hearing. But at ene same time this board is not sitting as

5
an enforcement Boarc and the focus abould not be scicly on

6 wnether violations have taken place in the past.

I Without trying to muddy the waters too mucn, I

8 can chins os enree posalble areas the contentions can be

9 directed tcwards and, trankly, I just don't know whica of

to thcee tnree, it any, they are directed towards.

II 'One is whether the quality assurance program
12 during operation, and again this ia an operating license

13 hearing, will be adequate. The quality asaurance program I

18 assume 13 set out in tne FSAR. I mean, there has been no.f S
( )
'' 15 allegation that that progra.n as set up for operation is

16 inadequate. I don't think that is what the contentions are

17 addressing. *

18 There are two possibilities in the construction

19 araa. One is, and I believe this is what CPG is now getting
20 towards, that a certain area may be unsafe becauue of

21 quality aasurance datienctec in that area, and I believe

22 they may be ma,;ing that contention with welutng. That 1
23 think is approaching an inadmiscible contention.

21 If the allegation is that the quality aasurance

25 program as it talates to welding was inadequate and

.
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'I
_ tnerefore the welds at the plant are unsafe and the plant

( ,/ 2
_ will not operate sately, that is an acceptable contention.

3 I am not sure that that is what CPG is directing their

4 contention at. That is my only question for that

3 organization.

6 The third possibility is the much broader one,

7 and that.is wnether overall tne quality assurance program

8 ouring construction was an adequate one. I believe that is

9 the contention GANE is getting toward3 and, untortunately,
.

10 they taally haven't provided, in my view, enough sarious

11 'queation as to any individual area to warrant what would

12 have to ba a very broad inquiry into wnother overall there

13 saa a tunctioning quality assurance program or not.

18 1 tr. ink to even begin on that sort of inquiry-s

'N- 13 one naa to loon at a upecitic area where there have been at

16 laaat alleagations of substantial proclems rather than

17 going through 1&E reporta and Linding two citations in an

18 area and saying the quality assurance program doesn't wors

19 tnera..

20 I just tnink tot toat reason GANE's, it is

21 improperly broad and really doesn't have any basia to

22 dupport the inquiry that it would have the Board and the

21 parties go into.

28 As I said, I think CPG's is much closer, but 1

5 am not sure exactly what they are addressing their
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1 contention towards.
,/m

( ,) 2 MR. F0WLER: I woulo line to explain that in

3 rewording our contention we were focusing on welds that Mr.
4 Merlin wau elaborating. There might be specific violations

3 of the rags pertaining to welds in tnis sense.

6 He 1.1 also saying tnat sometimes,' what he was

7 elaborating on up here was sometimes you can follow the

8 regs and still not come up with an adequate quality

9 a;aurance that is supposed to assure the NRC and the public
to that the plant is going to oe operated sately, and that is

Il something that a letter Crom hRC nad addressed itself. So '

12 that is what he waa talking about there. We are focusing on

13 the welds in our contention.

II JUDGE MARGULits: Does that help you, Mr.--

'C 15 Pcelia?

16 ha. PtRLIS: In part. It would then Lell me what

17 we woulo be litigating, but it wouldn't tell me whera the

18 litigation would lead in tne end.

19 Is the contention that the welds themselves

20 are uncate?

21 MR. F0WLtR: Both the welds ther: alves are

'
22 unsafa upecitically in violations of the regu, plos that

21 the quality ausurance program -- do you want to elaborate?'

28 MR. MERLIN: I mignt elaucrate. As Judge

25 Linenberger pointed out, I am not talking about guaranteau
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l he a. We are not claiming the welds are unsafe. What we are,_

/ \
(- ,/ 2 claiming is that the quality assurance pertaining to the

3 welding hasn't succeeded, wnich means establianing adequate
.

4 contisence.

5 I would like for the NRC staff to not group

6 their response to collectively via-a-via GANE and CPG. I

I began my statement, and I reiterate it, that violations

8 occur. In an endeavor of this magnitude it is beyond belief

9 that there are not going to be errors. I have no qualms

10 with errors.

11 'Interestingly enough, you know, it is human to

12 commit errors. The fact that humans are involved in this

13 means that there can be departures from mechanical line

Il7-w3 peccecures anc machine readable precedures wnich in fact
! ( )

lo.'"'
circumscribe the ability to detect errors and to correct

16 them. That is all I am saying. I am not saying that, look,

17 tnere are four violations and it indicates their QA program

18 has failed. So please don't maxe that grouping.

19 The other thing is that Mr. Trowbridge's

20 response he just made a misstatement. He said our sole

21 example of a failure in QA with regard to welding having to

22 do_with the radiographs of the heat affected zcne.

23 I just bring to your attention the content of

28 our basis, which in f act elaborates another instance whicti

25 hao to do with the welding of the containment'during a

; O TAYLOE ASSOCIATES
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I light rain in which there was a procedural dispute between
/,N
(m,/ 2 the local quality assurance ofticers and one who happened

3 to be on site from the NRC.

I Again, I am not trying to cite this as being in

5 and of itself conclusive of a safety problem, but just

6 correcting for the record Mr. Trowbridge's statement that

I we concerned ourselves exclusively with the heat affected

8 zone radiographs, which is not true.

9 JUDGE MARGULIES: Is there anything further?

10 MR. TEPER: Yes, I would like to respond. I will

II agree that GANE is probing the fact that de went through '

12 these I&E reports anc round violations that the hRC found

13 that Georgia Power dia not tind.

1873 In the search for confidence in safety related

15 areas we had to gc through thousanos of documents. We

16 didn' t go through all of them, but there are certain

II documenta such as intermemos and work-stop orders that

18 Georgia Power has.

19 We believe that a hearing on quality assurance

20 should be started so that during the discovery process we

21 will be able to ask tot the work-stop orders to see that

22 Georgia Power's quality assurance has been working.

23 Work-stop orders usually come about when the company's own

28 CA program does work.

5 Well, I have not been provided with work-stop
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I orders. I don't believe there has been a large-scale(.s\
's / 2 investigation into whether the problems that came ap during

3 work-stop ordera nave been resolved. That is impossiole for

4 the NRC or the inter vencro to address because we con' t nave
5 acceca to those documents.

6 That is wny I believe quality assurance should

7 be a sucject of a hearing, as well as the tact that yes,

8 there nave been little violations found and maybe there

9 have been other little violations that have not been round
10 by-tne NRC scaft. Tne fact that there are some that nave
Il '

escaped Georgia Power's attention, there might be others,

12 and tnat is wny, once again, the broad scope of our

13 contention.

II

7-')'
(Ecard conferring.)

V- 15 JUDGL LINENBERGER: I feel compelled to make one

16 comment here and I shant elaborate on it. I nope you will

17 listen to it and do some homework.
18 I have heard several of you talk about a

19 quality assurance program tnat violates tne regs. I am not

20 sure I know wnat that means, but if tne word "regs" refers

21 co the contents.of a portion of that red and white book

S
.

that la sitting in front ot Mr. Perlis, if tnat is indeed

-23 what is being alluded to, or the brown and white book that

28 GANE is holding, if that'is what is being alludeo to, that

3 inaeea portrays a serious lack of understanding of what
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l,-q quality assurance is about.,

'f 2'- I tnink it is incumbent upon the people who

'{ have discussed their concerna about the violation of regs

I being indicative of bad quality assurance to develop a

3 better understanding of what quality assurance la about.
- 6 That is all I tnink is appropriate for me to

~

say-at this time.

8 JUDGE MARGULIES: If there is nothing further on
,

9 tne contention, we will take a recess until 11:30.

10 (Receas fecin 11:15 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.')

'
11 JUDGE MARGULIES: Back on the recoro.

I2 MR. FOWLER: May I make one more statement that

13 will maybe make clear what we are trying to get across
,

l-1("'$ about with our quality assurance contention?

' 't)
15 JUDG6 MARGULIES: Certainly.

16 MR. FOWLtR: What we are doing hera, the

II violation mentioned in our basis have been cited to show

18 that CPG has no adequate assurance that the welds at Vogtle

19 are safe and, enerefore, that the quality assurance program

20 at Vogtle is sate.

21 JUDG6 MARGULIES: Thank you.

22 MR. TEPER: Mr. Chairman, GANE would also like

23 to add that there is a change to GANE's Contention No. 8.

28 There were three paragraphs that were going to be taken out

3 and made into a new contention, GANE Contention 14, and it
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has to do with tne backup diesel generator.,-
i a

\-) 2 I believe CPG has already turned that into the

3 Board and GANE will likewise remove the identical three
I paragraphs from its Contention No. 8 and make it a whole

5 new contantion.

6 JUDGt MARGULIES: Is there any objection on the

7 part of the applicant?

8 MR. TROWBRIDGE: None.

9 JUDGE MARGULIES: dow about statt?

10 MR. PERLIS: None. So that would then be CPG 14
11 and GAdd 14?

12 hR. FOWLER: Yes.

I3 MR. TbPER: Right,

rN 18 MR. PERLIS: That is tine.
| ( !
l 'm/ 13

A
MR. JOHNSON: Just one more housekeeping matter

16 from earlier in the day. he now have copies of the
~

II statements that we were going to add to our request for

la waiver and I can distribute tnem and explain anat aach is.

19 Tney include a ir.otion that was passed yesterday ---

20 JUDGc MhRGULIES: Why con't you distribute them

21 and then explain.

i 22 MR. JOHNSON: A good idea.

II (Copies of the document were distributed to tne

'28 parties.)

Zi J00Gb MARGULIES: We should have three copies up

.
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1 nere.,.

(- 2 MR. JGdhSON: What this incluces is a motion

3 that was passed unanimously yesterday by the Georgia Public

4 Service Commission approving a study of the Georgia Power

5 construction program as particularly relating to the need

6 for plant. Their par:icular concern is whether the plant
'

I will eventually be allowed into the rate base which, as we

8 described in tne basis for our original contention, could

9 have profound impacts on the company's ability to safely

10 operate une plant'.

11 Attached to that is a statement that was given ' '

12 by one of the Commissioners, and he signed a copy of the

13 statement, the original' which I have given to toe Chairman,

11 describing some or nis concerns. his statement was agreec.,y
l>

\'/- 15 upon by a majority of the Commissioners tnere at that

16 meerting just yestarday afternoon at a'out 5 o'clocs.o

17 Also I have given a notarized letter and

18 attachments f roin the chiet statf person for the Georgia

19 Solar Coalition concerning the availability of solar and

20 conservation measures and how much energy they coulo

21 provide per household in Georgia.

22 If anyone hau any queations on it, you can

23 contact me touay or at my oftice'later.

28 MR. PehLIS: Excuse me, Mr. Chairman, may 1 ask

5 Mr. Johnson a question?
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1 JUDGE MARGULIES: Sure.
./n\
'(,,/ 2 MR. PERLIS: The firsc two pagas of this

3 documanc, they don': indicate whether it waa passed. You

4 sa/ it was passed?

5 MR. JOHNSON: It was passed unanimously.

6 MR. PERLIS: O<ay.

-7 JUDGE MARGULIES: We go to proposeu Concention

8 9. The concention has been altered.

9 MR. TROWBRIDGE: And our response has been

10 altered.

11 JUDGE MARGULIES: Do you wish to change your '

12 r e:3ponse?

13 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Yea. I have a statement to

lt ma<a. This Concention 9 concerns applicanc's proposal,-~

15 which is now before the NRC, to make a design cnange in che''

16 planc which'would ma<a it unnecessary for Georgia Power

17 Company to inscall pipe restraints of Jet barriers around

18 tha. primary loop piping. Applicant's proposal to the NRC

19 was supporteu by a proprietary Westinghouse report

20 justitying the enange.

21 Based on last deer's meocing with the

22 petitioners we understand that they are axeptical of.cne

Il enange, out do not have enough information in tne

2 expurgated version of tne Weatinghouse report to snow

Ti waether they ooject to the change or on wnat basis.
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1 We agree that tne expurgated version does not,a
( ,)

_, 2 provide enough information. We have therefore proposed to

3 petitioners that the full report will ce turished to

i petitioners under a suitaole proprietary agreement.

5 If arter reviewing the caport petitions decide

6 within a taasonable time to file a contention opposing the

7 cnange, we will_not object to the new contention on-

8 timeliness grounds. We will Let the Board know wnat happens

and Ineanwhile suggest9 tnat the Board defer action on tne

10 present contention.

'
11 MR. FOWLER: I would 114e to ascribe to tuat and

12 say that at first in Georgia Poder's response to that

13 contention they' answered that applicant's proposal and

18 latters to the Commission contain the same information as[3
-

)
s /
'' 15 would an amendment to the FSAR, and petitioner's assertion

16 that tney have ladufficient information ia trivolous as a

17 macter of iad. This document that de wera loo <ing at saa

18 totally sanitized. We nad no way or determining what it

19 actually did saf.

20 The applicanc is caquired to provide.tnis

21 information in the FSAR and the PSAR. We didn't have access
.

22 to'the information and so lack of information was not at

23 all trivolous and we need to see that document now.

21 JUDGE PARIS: Well, he haa proposed to provide

25 it to you under suitaole arrangementa.
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1 JUDGE MARGULIES: Do you object to the
, . -

'(_) 2 procedure?

3 MR. JOHNSON: Our only concern i.s that certainly

1 Westinghouse haa a right to safaguard proprietary

5 information and we would certainly not disclose that. But

6 we do have tne concern that there may oe information that

7 that unould be public information that is really not

8 proprietary tnat is within that and we would like to <eep

9 open ene possibility or at least having the Board review

10 any intormation that we feel iS not proprietary and

11 detarmine if it could be publicly released rather than '

12 aaying that we now agree that none of it will oe released.

13 MR. MERLIN: I can give a specific example of

11 tnat to help the Board under3tand. Again, the statement is~,

'( \
g f.

N/ 15 tnat we do not want to divulga proprietary information, but

16 the ragulations requira tnat a suf ticient amount of

17 Intormation ce made I assume public to understand the safe

la functionlag of systam.

19 I just wanted to demonstrate or co show an

20 example of tne infoc nation that we require. It is not of a

21 proprietary nature which I susoect should be made public.

22 This, for example, is the page of the report

Il troin the W3atinghouse study comparing the results or tnelt

21 inodei to empirical data,
l

$1 Now my craining is in physics, and I did

!

!
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_
1 several years's work for the Rand Corporation in Santa

t J

's > 2 Monica. It ia hard for me to understand how the performance
3 of a model, a very sognisticated model with empirical data

4 could ce construed as being proprietary since there la no

5 way for one to determine the baals of a small set of

6 numbers and any significant details in the construction of

.7 a model.

8 It is tnose things where we disagrae with the

9 proposal of the applicant. Proprietary information needa to

10 be protected, out inform =F. ion that should be ia the public
11 domain with regard to new design need.3 to be introduced '

12 Into the public doinain and tnic is just an example of one

13 auch requirement that we feel has to be circulated and

11 understood oy groups much larger enan tne petitioners atrss
' t' )

'

15 thia hearing.

16 JUDGE MARGULIES: Would you describe what you

17 hanued up for the record.

18 MR. MERLIN: Yes, I would 11.<a to actually. It

19 is difficulc to oescribe and I might hold it up.

20 (Laughter.)

21 This is from the Westinghouse report, the title
,

22 of whicu I tainK everyone has. Tnis 13 a justification of

23 their novel design baaia anc tnis is a Figure 3 comparison,

25 omitted, preuictions with experimental results. Taia is one

25 oc several major elements of tnis document that were
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I sanitized or removed based upon a proprietary plan and it
,..
(,,/ 2 is not at all clear that, you know, we are not contending

-

3 this system isn't safa, and that needs to be anderstood. We

1 are saying that wa nave so little information on the
,

5 functioning of this afstem that de can't even begin to maka

6 an as.sessment on the uafety.

7 JUDGE PARIS: The reporter cannot reproduce what

8 you ara holding up on the record unless you descrioe it.

9 Deacribe it for nar.

10 MR. MERLIN: Osay. It is labeled page 21. The

11 raport t t tla i.3 from tne Weatinghouse report on the '

12 circumf arential ; tpe braa<s. It is laoeled " Figure 3

13 Comparison on -- orac.<et, empty space, oracket --

11 Pradictions Witn Experi.nental Rasalts." fne body of tnefss
f J.
\# 15 page is empty.

16 MR. TEPER: GANE would like to make its

17 utatement on this contantion waara we also will agree to

la .see tne proprietar'y information.

19 It is our assumption that this novel design

20 change will save the applicant nillions of dollars in

21 . construction costs, the fact that they don't have to put

22 these pipes, casically pipa supports into the plant.

3 It is GANE's observation that Waatinghouse haa

25 the ability to support the cact that tne applicant doesn't

25 need these pipe aupports. We contend that it i .5 a way of )
;
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1 .sav ng the utility money because these plants are soi

(-S( ,) 2 expensive and that Westinghouse can come up with any sind
3 of a example ot way they might not need it, but de thin < it

i is threataning the health and satety of the community.

5 JUDGE MARGU LIES: Do you join in CPG's revision
e

6 of-Contention 9?
'

7 (Pause.)

8 MR. TEPER: Yes, we do. It is hard to determine
c

9 the appropriateness or a novel design when we don't have

10 the iaformation to determine it,

11 JUDGE MARGULIES: Does staff still feel that '

12 thera is a contention there?

13 MR. PERLIS: In the absence or the proprietary

i 11 document, tne statt feela tnere is a contention. Since tne
1<s.)L
\/ 15 document will be provided, we would suggest that the

| 16 parties be given an appropriate time on the order of 30

17 days to examine the document and either submit a new

18 ' contantion which, it filea within 30 days, would be timely

19 flied or to witharaw toe contention if tney are satisfied

20 arter seeing the Westinghouse information.

| 21 (Board conferring.)
i_

22 JUDGE MARGULIES: Mr. Trobridge, what sort of

i 21 proprietary protection agreement are you lookiag for ana it
i

2t ; is something that the intervenors can agree to?

25 MR. TROWBRIDGE: They have not seen it yet. This
|

*
i

4
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1 will be an agreement signed by Westinghouse, between,_
i 1 .-

(_/ 2 Westinghouse and the intervenors. I have just received a
'

3 copy of the most recent agreement that was used I thinc in

i Byron and nave not yet transmitted it or fixed it up so

5 that it is suitable for this proceeding.

6 JUDGE MARGULIES: Does tne agreement contain

-

anything that in case of a dispute as to what should or

8 shouldn't remain proprietary and how it snould be resolved?

9 MR. TROWBRIDGE: I can't be sure in its present

10 form wnether it asks the intervenors to acknowledge that

'
11 the information is proprietary. If it does, that will come.

12 out. I am not arguing tne intervanors' right to dispute the

13 appropriateness of the proprietary treatment at tne

11 intormation.7x,

'J 15 JUDG8 MARGULIES: Are the Intervenors sati. stied

16 with the procedure?

17 MR. FOWLER: We won't withdraw our contention.

18 We will wait until receiving the document review and tne

19 document and then within 30 days either decide to amend our
,

20 contantion or witharaw the contention.

21 JUDGS MARGULIES: I tnin< that is a reasonable
22 approach. Do you agree?

23 MR. TEPER: GANE will also do cne same.

28 JUDGB MARGULIES: And you do, too, Mr.

25 Trowbridge?,
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1 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Yes.
j_

k_,) 2 JUDGE MARGULIES: That brings as to proposed

3 CPG Contention 10. There has been no alteration in that

I contention; 15 that correct?

5 MR. TROWBRIDGE: There is a small alteration in

6 our response again, Mr. Chairman.

7 JUDGE MARGULISS: Do you wish to go ahead with

8 your enanged response?

9 MR. TROhBRIDGE: Yes. We treated this as a

10 collection of suoconcentions and numbered enem,

11 incidentally, assing that these subcontentions be treated '

12 as individual concentions and not tne broad statement at

13 tne ceginning.

7g We oojected to several of the subconcentions,18

f i
's '

13 including subcontention 7 in our reply.
'

16 JUDGE MARGULIES: Could you give us the page.

17 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Yes, I am loo <ing ror it.

18 (Pause.)

19 .MR. JOHNSON: 69,

20 MR. TROWBRIDGE: wnat is it?

! 21 MR. JOHNSON: 63.

22 Md. TROfiBRIDGE: Sevan had to do with' hydrogen
1

23 recombiners. As a reJulc ot our maeting with the

21 Intervenocs, we understand tnat what they mean by their

3 contention la nat tne hydrogen recombiners ougnt to be
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1 tasted and environmentally qualified under radiation
,/

i ,j_ 2 conditions, and it is not obvious from our FSAR tnat that

3 is the case. So that we nave withdrawn out oojection to
,

8 Subcoatention 7 on taat understanding.

5 I would li<e to say to the Board as to this and

.6 some oc the other subcontentions enat our reason for not
7 objecting in cases waere we thin <, and in fact our

8 environmental qualification program complies exactly with
9 what tne intervenors would have us do, but we have not

10 cojected solely on the groun<1 thet that intormation was not
,

11 available to them. It is not in the FSAR and tadra is not '

-12 that level of detait aoout ail oc our environmental

13 qualit'ication mathods.

18 This is an example. The hydrogen recombinersf_s

(-))
./

15 ware indaea tested under radiation conditions and we

16 propose to f uentsh documentation to petitioners on- tnis and

17 procaoly several other subcontentions showing that we have

18 indeed done what tney would have us do and, if they are

19 aatisfied, I hope they will withdraw tne subcontention, out

20 meanwhile we have allowed them.

21 JUDGE MARGULIES: Yes.

22 MR. DCUTSCH: I would li<e to address taat.

21 JUDGb MARGULIES: who is speaking and tor which

28 organization?

25 MR. DEUfSCH: Howard Deutsch tor CPG. Naturally
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I
1 if the information wasn't available to us anu wasn't in any,

| ) !

\/ 2 report or anything that Georgia Power issued, we wouldn't

3 know about it, and wa still don't. We have never received

4 any specific infocmation that says that their testing

5 program is not as outlined in the FSAR, which was issued,

6 What, some six months aJo.

7 So we on that basis concluded that their

8 testing program and tne equipment that was outlined as

9 beia.3 environmentally qualified was as suca in a major

10 document that taey issued recently,,

'
11 Of course we will tooc at whatever they have to

12 aay in the documentation that addcasses these issues, but I

13 thin'< that oeyond tnat thera ace some important questions

r~s 11 here od any are tnese methods beiag changed so quickly at
I 3

"'
15 this point, and tc must indicate that taey have some grave

16 doubts about theic environmental qualifications program,

17 tne fact that theca ara enanges taat are not in the FSAR

18 that are beiag done now.

19 MR. TROWBRIDGE: I said nothing aoout chanJes.

20 MR. OEUTSCH: What is tnat?

21 MR. TROAURIDGE: I said nothing aoout caanges in

22 our methods. I said that the FSAR does not spell out in

11 detail eacn of tne methods foe qualifying various pieces of

21 equipment. We ao have qualification pac < ages for individual

25 pieces at equipment and we do have documentation as to wnat
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1 tne methods are, but that amount of detail just doesn't go
(~
( )_ 2 into the FSAR, eitner into ours or 5.nto anyoody else's.

3 JUDGE MARGULIES: Would it ce appropriate to

4 treat proposed Contention 10 in the same manner as proposed

5 -Concention 9?

6 MS. FOWLER: I thiaK the change tnat Mr. Deutsch

7 is referring to is that Georgia Power did let us <now tnat

8 tne early Limitorque operators that tney had failed, and

9 these are now being replaced in the concainment building.

10 That is tne changes in environmental qualitications that

11 Mr. Deutsch is reterring to, the changes that have '

12 occurcad. We are just worried about these happening over

13 and over again. ''

il MR. DEUTSCH: I was led to believe at the
, ("N

\m-) 15 premeeting that one of the reasons why weren't ob]ecting to

16 soine of these is tnat some oc the methods nad been changea

17 and chat they were now complying with tne type of test

la methods that I tnought should De used. That was what in
,

19 part'I was led to believe at tnat meeting. So tnat there

20 are substantial changes occurring in tneir qualification

21 program at this time.

22 MR. TROWBRIDGE: I don't know of any changes in

23 the method, and I am trying to thin < what it is that we

28 discussed. We did tell you that tne Limitorque valves

|-
i 5 inside containment were found not to be qualified and we
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1 are replacing them. That much we did tell you, but I don't
pv
t )
f( / 2 think de talked anything about changes ia methods.

3 MR. 080TSCn: I guess it is just a matter of

8 what da are tal.<ing about, for example, the integrated dose

5 varsus dose rate-coasiderations. That is no't specified
,

6 anyahere in the FSAR. It only specified the lategrated

I dose. Nowhera that I saw does it mention that the dose rate

8 is an important phenomena to consiaer.

9 Now I can't see why that would not be mentioned

10 in the FSAR. That is supposea to be quite a comprehensive

11 document. I mean it is some 25 or 30 volumes long, and wny '

12 an i.nportant test method is not even mentioned, I only can

13 assume tnat they are in the process of changing that to say

18 that is how they ara tasting it. That was my basis forfs
- / \

! !% -) la. saying that.
|-

16 JUDGE MARGULIES: Would it ce appropriate to

17 -treat proposed Contention 10 in the same manner as proposed

18 Contention 9?

19 MS. FOWLER: Yes, sir. Tnere are soma poiats,

20 some of the environmental qualifications we are interested

21 where no data is going to be supplied to us. So there are
,

!

22 :some issues that we really aren't tal<ing to now, out if we

. 23 can see that data or documentation, sa will either decide

28 to withdraw our contentions or let Georgia Power <now that

3 de are going co teep them in.

,

1
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1 JUDGE MARGULIES: And you will do that within 30
, . .
, i

V 2 days?

3 MS, FOWLER: Yes, sir.

4 JUDGE MARGULIES: And how about GANE, do they
5 fina taat proceduce acceptaole?

6 MR. TEpER: yes, we do.

7 JUDGE MARGULIES: Tne staft?

8 MR. PERLIS: Well, Mr. Cnairman, the staff in

9 its response originally responded to the contention as a

10 . anole and not to 11 subcontentions. If tnece is goiag to oe

11 a 30-day period, ws would 11<e the opportunity to respond '

12 to tha il suocontentions as set out by tne applicant, if

13 that-is going to be how the contention will be handled..

14 JUDGE MARGULIES: Is there any objection to thatfm.
i \
U 15 procedure, Mr. Trowbridge?

16 MR. TROwBRIDGE: would you mind stating agaia

17 what it is?

18 MR. PERLIS: Originally the staff opposed this

19 contention on taa grounds that ic was just too broad and

20 vague and suggested that it be divioed into specific

21 subparts, and that it it did, cectain portions of it .nignt

22 be admissible.

23 We would li'<e the opportunity to go encough che

21 11 subconcentions tnat you nava identified in writing and

25 just axpress our position on this and we can do that in a
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J

l very short period of time,
cs

2
_ MR. TROWBRIDGE: I have no problem witn tnat.

3 MR. PERLIS: We will get tnat to the petitions

4 well oefore the 30-day period runs.

5 (Board conterring.)

6 JUDGE MARGULIES: Will the intervenors approaca

7 ene contention ca che basia of tne li suocontentions
8 outlined in applicant's response?

9 MS. FCWLER: Yes, sir.

10 MR. TEPER: GANE also, Your Honor.

11 JUDGB MARGULIES: Thank you. '

12 (Board conferring.)

13 JUDGE MARGULIES: We acxt come to CPG's proposed

| 7~q 14 Contention 11. Thera has been an amandment.

15 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Mr. Chairman, we have objecteds-

i

16 to some subcontenttons and we are still objecting to caosa

17 auocontentions.

18 JUDGE MARGULIES: Yes.

| 19 MR. FEIG: Mr. Chairman, do you have a time

20 proposed for breaglag for lunch?

21 JUDGE MARGULIES: we were thinking about

22 recessing aoout L2:30.

- 23 MR. TEPER: Could GANE ma'<e che request that we

26 adjourn possibly withia 10 miaates for scientific purposes.

13 We have a GCLentific phenomena that I thind member 3 of the
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1 acientific would li<e to ooserve that is going to ta<e
\

[%) 2 place.

3 JUDG8 LINENB6RGER: Do you thin < the cloud cover

4 . night interfere with tnat scientific phenomenon?

5 (Laughtec.)

6 JUDGE PARIS: As the environmental scientist on

7 the Boacd, I wi.3h to caution all of you not to look

8 directly at tne son tacough anytning. Either Watch it on TV

9 oc make yourself a sunscope, a box with a pin hole in it

10 with a light sheet of papet opposite the pin hole.

11 JUDGE MARGULIES: We can recess for lunch at
'

12 this poiat. We will ta<e a slightly longer than usual lunch

13 so that tne intervenors can have chose document reproduced

.r y 18 ao we will.be able'to take them up following lunch.
: i

'

15 We will recess until 1:30.

16 MR. TEP8R: Tnank you.

17 (Whereupon, at 12:05 p.m., the special

18 prehearing conference cacessed, to reconvene at 1:30 p.m.

19 tne same day.)

20

| 21

|
|
'

22

l
! 23

21

23

I
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1- AFTERNOON SESSION,

73
i ) 2 (1:30 p.m.)%/

3 JUDGE MARGULIES: Please come to order.

I Mr. Teper, do you want to distribute those

5 documents?

6 MR. TEPER: GANE's letter is presently being

7 copieu and it should oe back in the room in 10 minutes.

8 JUDG8 MARGULIES: Okay. It is the matter of the

9 letter ---

10 MR. TEPER: It was referring to quality

11 assurance. '

12 MR. FEIG: To No. 2 and No. 7.

- 13 JUDGE MARG 0 LIES: Right.

11 MR. FEIG: That is being typed up and should be,_,

i l
. ts' - 15 here any'second.

'

16 JUDGE MARGULIES: Okay. he will next move on to
,

17 CPG proposed Contention 11. There has been an amendment. Do

18 you wish to oc neard?

19 MS. FOWLER: Yes, sir. We amended tac languaga

20 or the concention and narrowed ic. We are just considering

21 the Vogtle steam generator system as constituting an undae

22 riss to public health. Our casis ramains the sama.

23 Ia thera anything you would li<e to add?

21 MR. DEUTSCH: Well, there i.3 not too mucn in

25 Georgia Power's rasponse to tais. They mention that they

m
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I nave certain ways of treating the water that are addressed
(
(_,/ 2 in their FS'AR, and I agree with that.

3 But also in their FSAR they 3ay some other

4 things that still lead as to have doubts aoout the steam

5 generator and specifically corrosion. For example, it says

6 in the FSAR 5.4.2-9 "Recent operating experience, however,

7 has revealed areas on secondary surfaces where localizec

8 corrosion rates are sAgnificantly greater c'an low generala

9 corrosion rates."

10 So in the area both intergranular stress

11 corrosion and tube wall thinning were experienced in '

12 localized areas. Though they are saying that some of our

13 contentions based on intergranular stress corrosion or

11 thianing or tubes are not valid in general, they do admit,S

''~} '

there is
t

15 in eneir FSAR that in certain localizeu cases that

16 thinning and intergrar. alar stress corrosion. So tnis we

17 still feel is an area of concern.

18 They specifically said that most of the

19 problems that we tal:ted about in terms at steam tube

20 integricy were answered by their all volatile treatment ot

i 21 ene water as opposed to phosphate treatment which severely
|

22 exascecoates thia proolem.'

21 However,-taey do say in the FSAR agala that the

21 ATV, tne all volatile treatment, should minimize thei

25 possibility for reoccuotence of intergranular streaa

i

!
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1 corrosion. So going on the basis of what they are saying

js_,j 2 about this specific plant and taeir specific types of

3 treatment, I tning tnere are still some areas of concern.

4 In our contention we do talt about wnat would

5 be some of the ris.(4 if a steam tube rupture accident did

6 occur, and it nas oeen calculated, and we have the

7 documentation la nere, tnat under the present conditions

8 that the steam tube rupture accident could possibly

9 simulate a loss of coolant accident and lead to attendant
to problems,

11 So I cnin< we stiLL feel that this potentially '

12 is a maJoe problem and there are specific things at Plant-

13 Vogtle that are not completely addressed in tne FSAR.

11 JUDG8 PARIS: Mr. Deutsch, were these pro ~oiemss

(J'- 15 that you were citing, you were paraphrasing the FSAR for
'

16 plant Vogtl!?

17 MR. DEUTSCH: Yes.

18 JUDGE PARIS: Are these corrosion problems

19 occurring in the steam generators there now?

20 MR. DEUTSCH: It is not in operation as fsr as I

21 <now.

22 JUDGE PARIS: Well, as you were spearing it

23 sounded as enough differential corrosion was occurring at

21 difterent places in the steam generator. You were not
.

3 talsing about plant Vogtle,

l
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.1 MR. DEUTSCH: Well, I was quoting directly from
,/

( ,) 2 ~ the FSAR.

3 JUDGE PARIS: what is it talking about?

4 MR. DEUTSCH: I can't tell exactly what they are

5 calking about, but presumably it is recent operating

6 experience of plants that would oe very similar or exactly

7 similar to what tney are planning on building at

8 other plants.

9 JUDGE PARIS: At other plants. I see. Tnank you.

10 JUDGE MARGULIES: Mr. Teper, do you agree to the

11 amendment? Do you concur in the amandment of the '

12 concention?

13 MR. TEPER: I believe enere was an agreed

11 change to the contention at the last .neating. We citedfs

I (. )
! 15 specifically the regulation that we beliave the applicantx-

I 16 is.in violatior3 of, tna t being 10 CFR 50.34B, 50 Appendix A
17 and 50 Appendix B.

18 JUDG6 MARGULIES: So you.do concur in the

- 19 amendment and tnat is the way it presently reads,

20 applicant's f ailura co consider def ects in the Vogtle steam

21 genarator systam constitutes an undue risk to public healch

22 and safacy in violation of 10 CFR 50.348, 50 Appendix A and

j 23 50 Appendix.B?

21 MR. TSPSR: Yes, sir.

3 JUDG8 MARGULIES: Do you wish to oe heard, Mr.

'
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1 Trowbridge?,_

\s '\
.i

2 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Mr. Chairman, I would li<e the

3 privilege of coming oack to thi.i. We heard nothing about

I 'this in our meeting with the intervenors, out I would li'<e

5 an opportunity to examine it and perhaps discuss with the

6 engineers hece the passages cited la the FSAR.
,

7 JUDGE MARGULIES: Mr. Perlis.

8 MR. PERLIS: The starf originally cojected to

9 this coatention primarily on the grounds that it wasn't

10 tocused on the Vogtle facility. ,

'
11 For the first time now we nave now heard>

12 information tnat appear to focus it on the Vogtle facility.

13 Unli:<e Mr. Trowbridge, I don't have the engineering support
i

f% 11 here toda/ and I don't tnin'< I will be in a position toa)''
13 respond to the new information we have heard at this point.

,

16 JUDGE MARGULIES: When do you believe you wili

17 oe able to respond?
~

18 MR._PERLIS: When I see the tranoccipt or it I

19 could get something in writing f rain CPG I imagine within a
,

20 .w3ak.

21 JUDGE MARGULIES: Is there any oojection to that

! 22 procedure?

23 MR. TH0WBRIDGE: In that case may wa also

25 te3 pond.

3 JUDGE MARGULIES: Is there any o'ojection to

h- TAYLOE ASSOCIATES
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I giving applicant 10 days to respond?
[,,h

,\_,) 2 MS. FOWLER: No, sir.

3 JUDGE MARGULIES: Thera being no objection, tnat

4 procedure will be followed in regard to proposed

5 Concention 11.

6 JUuGE LINENBERGER: Mr. Perlis, oefore we move

7 on, however, the earlier as well as the most r e c e'n t version

8 ot Concention 11, if I am not mistaken, alleges that the

9 staft's position was tnat it had not concluded wnether a

10 proposed revision would have an overall net increase oc

11 deccease in plant risx. '

12 The most cecent allegation with respect to che

13 staff's-position occurs on page 29 of the ---

-4 Il MR. PERLIS: Page 25.f
t L
\/ 15 JUDGE LINENBERGER: I am socry. I was looking at

16 One 'f ir.s t. one , tne 4/11/84 submittal, and page 25, yes, at

.

17 tne cacent one.

18 Now my question to you is, first, is that
'

19 quotation, "The revision would have no overall nec increase

'20 oc deccease in plant ris<," is that properly attributaole

21 to the staff and, if it is, does tnat mean cne staff has
i

22 not had time to reaca a decision or does it mean that the

23 ataff has given studied consideration to the matter and

21 decliaes to ta<e a position? I cannot tell from

25 inteevenor's characterizacion what is the staff position
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1 there.
.s

j ) 2q MR. PERLIS: If I might have a moment.

3 (pause.)

i MR. PERLIS: We celieve the last sentence is

5 correct, sa : the scatf diu noc conclude wnether the

6 revision woulu have an OVerall increase or decrease in
7 plant risk. We ara not surs about the rest of it and, if

8 you li<e, we will respond to that as well in our next

9 filing.

10 I can'c answer your question at this point.

11 MR. MILLER: But the staff has had enough time '

12 to look at it and tne statt nas raached a conclusion on it.
13 JUDGE LINENBERGER: All right, fine. I guesa

18 enat is reatly all I want to know. You are not just saying/,_s
(_)1 . 15 you haven't had enought time so you are not ready.

'

-16 MS. MILLER: No, tnat is not the case.

17 JUDGE LinBNBERG8R: It has oeen loo <ed at and a

18 position has been taken.

19 MS. MILLER: Yes.

20 JUDGE LINENBERGER: Thank you. That is all I

21 need to know for now.

22 (Board conterring.)

23 JUDGB MARGULIES: We next move on to proposed

28 Contention 12. There has been an amendment. Hydrochloric

15 acid has oeen eliminated and chlorine gas has been
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( )
\_) 2 Do you wish to coinment on that, Ms. Fowler?

3 MS. FOWLER: The basis remains the same.

4 MR. JOHNSON: Except for that change.

5 JUDGE MARGULIES: Mr. Teper, do you concur in

6 this change? Do you join in this change?

7 MR. TSPER: Yes. GANE woulo li<e to replace

8 every cite that says nydrochloric acid with cnlorine gas.

9 We would li<e to point out at thia time that

10 for many years the economy of Bur <e County was cased on

'
11 farming and we think that any addition of salt releases

12 into the at.nosphere wnich eventually deposits onto the

13 surcounding f arm coiamunity will have a great i npact on the

i 73 ~11 ability of the facmer.s in the area to make a living.
i :t !

\'
o 15 As it is, I believe they are having a great
:

16 deal of trouole. As acon as the construction stops at

17 Vogtle, thac county is going to be in a lot of trouble. So

18 we thin < the salt issue needs to ce an issue for further

? ..

! 19 researen.

20 JUDGE'LINENBERGER: Well, the Board nears your

21 sords, and to paraphrase what you said, "any addition," and
1

22 I will.awitch that to any additional amount ot salt

i n deposition will have a serious effect on the farmers.

i

i 21 Now I retlly have to question whether you meant
I
' s that litecally. Are you saying that one pound per acre per

i
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1 year of additional salt deposition is going to be
f^s(,) 2 ~ devastating to the farmers, or are you saying that a

3 hundred pounds per acre per year is going to be

i devastating? When you say any additional amouat, tnac

5 leaves it very vague and makes it difficult to oe

6 considerad ad a casis for a contention.

7 MR. TEP8R: I would have to turn that over to

8 the people wno wor <ed on tnat specific contention. We have

9 somebody hare ano does <now quite a bit aoout that. I

10 celiave he works with CPG.

11 MS. FOWLER: 1 cnint Mr. Deutsch can clear that'
'

12 up.

13 MR. DEUTSCH: I don't know if I can clear it up

11 completely, but one thing tnat bothered us consideraoly was,

.( T
,

'

# 15 taat at toe construction stage hearing there was a
'
' -

16 calculation entered in at 305 pounda per acre per year

17 within a certain radius of tne plant, and actually we agree

18 that that decreases aa you go out fartner and farther.

19 But then at the same time it was stated by

20 Georgia Power that because at additional engineering data

21 and new models for salt dritt emissions that they revised

22 that. estimate from 305 pounds down to about 20 to 30. I

11 mean I don't know exactly what they did and it wasn't

21 stated exactly now they did tnat, but that seems li<e a,

Il very unusual situation where just with a new model you have

p) TAYLOE ASSOCIATES
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1 a power of ten difterence or so in tne amount ot

("')h(_ 2 contaminant.

3 So it seemed li<e a very drastic revision, and

i recently I have been intormed of NRC that they are

5 considering at least tne possioitity that that calculation

6 mi3ht hav9 to oc radone.
7 MS. POWLSR: Which calculation?

8 MR. DEUTSCH: The 305 pound versus the 20 or 30

9 pounds per acre per year.

10 MS. MILLER: Wcil, the hRC staff was questioning

11 the 305 pound value. '

12 MR. DEUTSCH: One other tning. At tnat time at

13 least it was admitteu that salt drift emissions of that

14 order at ma.)nitude oc about 300 poundo per acre per yeari_q,

\

\~) 15 could possibly be a very serious environmental proolem.

16 MR. TndnBRIDGE: Mr. Chairman, let me deal first

17 witn the salt and taen tne chlorine gas.

18 With respect to the salt it is correct that at

19 the construction permit stage tnat a little over 300 pounds

' -
20 was the calculation. It was ta<en into account at the

21 construction permit stage as an environmental impact _and

- 22 eners are no circumstances other than a reduction in cae
1:

Il estimate whlen would justify reopening environmental issues

21 at che opersting license stage.

25 We hava cited in our response a number of cased

p) TAYLOE ASSOCIATES
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l' for the proposition that unless there is new significant
O
-(_) 2 .informati)q at the operating license atage, you don't

3 readdress environmental impaccs addressed at the

4 construction permit stage.

5 As to the enlorine gas, our casponse of course

6 waa aased on the original version of hydrochloric acid, but

7 casically our reaponse now to chlorine gas woula ce the

8 aame, enat the contention defies the fandamental laws of

_

9 chemistry.

10 1As is indicstea in our environmental report, we,

11 will have about 10 parts per million of chlorine in the '

12 cooling tower system and one part out ot that ten will oe

13 free or available chlorine and the other will oe a chlorine

| 7.
- 11 compouna,

t

lw l- 15 Colorine is readily soluable in water and tnei

16 saturation point ia something in the order of 3,750 parts

-17 per_million. _There would ce no chlorine gaa generated and

18 released _until tnat saturation point was reacned, and we

19 are tal.<ing about that 1 in 375 of the saturation level.

20 MR. DEUTSCH: I would lite to respond to that.

21 JUDGE MARGULIES: O<ay, go ahead..

22 Are you finished, Mr. Trowbridge?

23 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Yes.

21 MR. DEUTSCH: With that type of argument tnere

3 woula be no sal: released either because salt is very

' (''i TAYLOE ASSOCIATES
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r~N._
1 soluable in water and has a much, much lower vapor pressure

(_) 2 than chlorine.

3 So simply stating that it waan't at the

4 saturacion point is noc' sufficient. It is known that salt

5 is released, and simply that type of argumeat in itself is

6 not sutficient to say enat ---

7 MR. TROWBRIDGE: The contention here is chlorine

8 gas.

9 MR. DEUTSCH: I said based on our arguments

10 there would oe no salt released either.

11 MR. TROWBRIDGE: I did not tai < aoout a salt '

12 gas. Salc would very well oe in the drift and there will oe

13 come.

. ,ewf 11 MR. DEUTSCH: Well, there could oe chlorine in
; )
'd 15 toe drift, too.

16 MR. TROWBRIDGB: Tna t .nay be , bu t that is not

"
17 four contention,

la JUDGS MARGULIES: Mr. Perlis.

19 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Let's see if we can't define

20 tne issue a little uit better hera. Your contention tal<s

21 of the release at chlorine gas.

22 MR. MERLIN: He is saying your'pnysical argument

23 is not correct, ana na is just saying that on tne ' asis ofo

28 a similar argument then salt shouldn't be a proolem. He is

25 not etying that salt is the issue. He is saying that cased
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I upon your argument that even salt wouldn't be a problem,, _ _ .

( )
?%/ .2 but clearly it is and so your argument is at fault.I thin (

3 that is the statement.

4 MR. DEUTSch: Tnere is a potential for elemental

5 chlorine to be released. If you live around the plants---

6 MR. TROWBRIDGE: The difference between this is

7 whether we are tal<ing about ---

8 JUDGE MARGULIEb: You are creating a proolem foe

9
_

.the repocter. Just one at & time now.

10 Go anead, Mr. Troworidge.

'll MR. TROWBRIDGE: The difference between this is '

-12 the difference oetween elemental chlorine and chlorine gas.

13 | MR. DEUTSCH: Well, I don't see that that is a

rx 11 big issue m/salf. If there is enlorine tnere, there is
! I
''''' 15 cniocine there. They are ooth the same element and we are

16 talking aoout waecner it is dissolved in some water mist oc

17 whether it is tocally tree ot water oc what is the

18 difference?

19 MR. TROWBRIDGE: I am sorry. It was hydrochloric

20 acid befoce and then it was chlorine gas and now are you

21 making a third change?

22 MR. DEUTSCH: No. I am not trytag to change it

Il to a new chemical focm'. Chlorine is enlorine. Whether you

21 want to cali it chlorine gas oc' elemental enlocine it ts

3 stiLL cntocine. I am not tal<ing about some new element oc

f) TAYLOE ASSOCIATES
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I new compouad. What is the distinction? I fall to see the,

V)(
2 distinction.

3 MR. TROWBRIDGE: May I have a moment please.

4 (Pause.)

5 JUDGS MARGULIES: Go ahead, Mr. Tro#oridge.

6 MR. FROWBRlOGE: Let me tcy again. We still
l

!. 7 contena cnat CL2, chlorine gas, will notJoe released. There
|
t"

8 will ce in the dcift some small amount of chlorine

9 compound. I underscana that HOCl is the likely ---

10 MR. DeUTSGn: Hyperchlorous acid.

11 MR. TROWBRIDGE: This phenomenon was addressed '

12 ac the coastruction permit stage again. It is coverad in
'

13 the FE3 at the construction permit stage and with the staff

| p -Il sayiag I believe that the effacc would be insignificant.

()>

la. JUDGE MARGULIr;S: Can ene statt give us any

16 assitance?

17 MR. PERLIS: Vacy douotfully. The only point the

18 staft would lice to ma<e on tais contantion is that Section
'

19 51.23E of our regulations secs forth the requirements for

20 covering matecial in an operating licensa enviconmental

21- report.,.

I

! 22 The ralevant raquicament in this case is that
i-
'

21 it has to oe infocmation that was not considered at the

26 construction permit stage. Both the salt and the chlorine.

25 gas appears to have been coverad at the construction permit
|
.
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1 stage,
ys
! )
},,,/ . 2 In that case, unless there are some'signiticant

3 new iaformation, ic need not, and indeed anould not ce
.

4 covered again.

5 Ic is our position that taese items ootn were

6 covered earlier, that no significant new information has

7 been presented and caat they should not ce covered again.
8 JUDGE MARGULIES: The intervenor indicated that

9 the statt was going to made a' recalculation. Is that So?

10 MR. PCRLIS: The staft I believe 13 loo <ing at

11 anotner calculation, but again Mr. Trowbridge was correct '

12 that tnat calculation involved wnether the 305 figure,

13 4hicn was available at the construction permit stage is too
,

18 great or not.7-~
~ t
\ '! 15 Insofar as it is relevant to this contention,

16 any figure lass enan 305 could not possibly involve a

17 greater tiarm to tile environment, anu the staff

18 recalcualtion, as I understand i , is directed towards

19 whether the 305 figure is overly conservative.

20 JUDGE MARGULIES: Is there anything further on

21 tnis contention?

L 22 MR. TR0wBR10GB: Let me give the citations for

23 the Board. We have addressed tne queations to the staff on

21 the calculation of the salt deposition la Amendment No. 3

25 to our environmental report at ene operating license stage.
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1. The section ot the FES to whicn I refecced,,

2 snortly ago a'out chlorine levels in the drift is Sectionc,j.

3 5.5 oc the construction permit stage FES at page 5:15 and

4 'anich concludea that "Tne scatf expects enac cne effects or

5 aeposition of drift on the surrounding tercestrial

6 -ecosystems will oe negligiole.

7 JUDGE MARGULIES: We next go co proposed

8 Concention 13. Ic appears to oe identical with that

9 previous filed; is that correct?

10 MS. FOWLER: Yes, sir, and we agree that we are

'
11 going to wait on ene emergency plans of the counties

12 involved and CPG will have 30 days in which to respond to

13 tnose emergency plan.s. GPC won't contest our filing cnat

(x li concention and amending our contention as a late filed
T )
'~'

15 contention.
s.

16 JUDGE MARGULIEb': And what is staff's position?

17 MR. PERLIS: The staff naa no objection to that,
,

18 out I think'we 'anould clarify what document is going to oe

19 the triggering paint for filing contentions. As I

20 understand'it, we ace talking about off-site emergency

21 plans and frequently enece are a number of diffacent drafts

22 of oft-site emergency plans that are produced.

23 MR. TROWBRIDGE: We have a target, which has

21 been discussed wicn the staff toc ravising our emergency

3 plans. The carget.date I believe is October 1. That is the

yx
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1 document I am talking aoout and the next time we put in a
|3
(,) 2 constderable revision of tne section on emergency planning.

3 JUDGE LINENBERGER: Excuse me, sir, but that

i document would address on-site emergency, right?
5 MR. TROWBRIDGE: It may address on site and it

6 Will also address off site.

7 JUDGE LINENBERGER: It will also address off

8 site. Thank you.

9 MR. PERLIS: I don't have any objection

10 neces sarily to that idea. It did strike me upon loo <ing at

11 the contention that .nuch or it deals with incormation enat '

12 I would expect to oe availaole in off-site emergency plans.

13 I don't know shat detail it is going to be covered in in

-s 18 the on-site plans.

15 As I recall, this contentiun was dealing with'

16 ene actual emergency response of Bur <a and Ricilmond

17 Counties.

18 JUDGE MARGULIES: That is what the letter says

19 of May 27tn, t~at CPG would recile Contention 13 upon tnen

20 release of Richmond and Burke County emergency plans

21 expected sometime cais fall. So you and Mr. Trowbridge are
!

22 talking about two different. documents.

Il JUDGE PARIS: Ms. Fowler, doe 3 your contention

i 21 relata to ocf-site emergency plans only?
|-

! 25 MS. FOWLER: Yes, sir, it is on site.

l'
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1 JUDGB PARIS: All right. Thans you.p_
-i ) s

(_/. 2 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Our October 1 document will
3 describe, as I understand, the county plans.

-8 MS. FOWLER: When de talked last w e e :< , they
5 understood tnat se were talking about off site, and that

6 .dould be availaole to us on October 1 and that de would
7 have 30 days in wnich to respond.

8 There was some disagreement on the part of tne

9 stacf. I thins at ctest there was a suggestion by the NRC

10 scaft that da might want to wait until cne NRC had had a

11 chance to comment on that. I don't know. Are you aware of '

12 enat?

13 MS. MILLER: That wasn't a suggestion. That was

, ~g 18 a comment that was thrown out for discussion. It was a
! )s .

15 neutral type ot comaten t?%'

16 MS. FOwLSR: How do you feal aoout that, Mr.

17 Perlis?

18 MR. PERLIS: I wasn't at the meeting last week

19 which puts me at a disadvantage. As long as the off-sita
-

20 plans will be covered in the October 1 submittal, I thinK

21 that would be aufticient. I just don't want to get to

22 October ist and find out that not enough information is

21 available then.

24 We certainly have no objection to deferring the

25 oft-site emergencf planning issues until somethiag is<
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I available on off-site planning. If it will oe in the
7%

. (,,) 2 October 1st document, then I thtak that is the best way to

3 proceed.

4 JUDGE MARGULIES: We will lood for the

5 information to be in the October 1st document.
6 MR. TROWBRIDGE: That is a target date.

7 JUDGE MARGULIES: Yes.

8 MR. TRO48 RIDGE: Of course, if that date should

' 9 slip at all, then the 30 days.

10 JUDG6 MARGULIES: Certainly.

11 MR. TEPER: GANE also eagerly awaits this '

12 document.

13 JUDGE MARGULIES: We'next come to proposed

il Contention 14 in which GANE and CPG noth concur.
- ' ' 15 MS. F0WLER: Yes, sir. Whac we did here is I

16 chin < we ortginally included TDI in our discussion ot

-17 quality assurance. So'we tocc c;1at out and made a separate

18 contention of it. I understand tnat Georgia Power is not

19 going to contest it.
.

20 MR. TROwBRIDGE: That is correct. We hava no

21 objection to the contention.

22 JUDGE MARGULIES: Mr. Perli3, ao you wish to be

23 heard?

28 MR. PERLIS: Yes. Tae utaff naa no objection to

25 chat contention.
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JUDGE MARGULIES: Mr. Teper, do you have tnose

\s,) 2 documents-to distribute now?

3 MR. TSPER: Sne is still typing somewhers. We

4 had to ftnd a typewriter.

5 (Board conferring.)

6 JUDGE MARGULIES: Did you also hava another

7 document whicn amended a contencion?

8 MR. TEPER: Yes. We had a letter to an amendment*

9 to Contention 8 on quality assurance.

10 JUDGE MARGULIES: Well, that is something also

11 chat we should have distributed before this aession is '

12 over.

13 MR. TEPCR: Right. That is being copied and also

11 two other contencion amendments. We now nava GANE 1 through73
t i
'\ '' 15 4 I celieve to addresa.

16 (Pause.)

17 JUDGE MARGULIES: We will next proceed witn

la GANE's proposed Contention No. 1.

19 Mr. Teper, naving reviewed applicant's and

20 iatervenor's responsa, do you wish to change or add

21 anything'to your proposed contention?

22 (Pause.)<

21 MR. TEPER: No, we do not. There are no change 3.

21 (Board conterring.)
,

25 JUDGE LINENBERGER: The Daard would li<e to
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1 inquire ot GANE a clarification with respect to the intent
g
( ,)

_
of GANE 1 or the scope of GANE 1. The Board seea the2

3 pos3ibility of two sepacable topics being addressed in GANS

4 1, one topic dealing with wnether there has been a propec

5 quantification of cadioactive releases and tne other topic

6 being whether there has Dean a proper interpretation of the

7 impact of tnose retessea. Thoao are indeea separable

8 topics.

9 The Boacd apacifically assa GANE at toi.3 point

10 wnat is the scope of their contention with respect to

11 whether to include one or both of those topics and, if it '

12 is only one, wnich one?

13 MR. TEPER: GANE maintaias that we que3 tion the

187x accucacy of tne expected celeases of radionuclidea iato the

(v} 15 environment that the applicant haa detacminea in tnaic

16 FSAR. We also question tha potential ettecta of these radio

17 nuclides tnat will be caleasea into the environment. If the

18 Board so pleases, GANE would be wiLLing to make it more

19 than one contention.

20 We enought for the hearing process wa at the

21 time thought it would oe oest to put these two togethac.

22 MR. FE10: wo aca looking at all the statistics.

21 and trying to assess tnese foe ourselves. We don't nave the

28 atatt and tne engineering and the scientific

25 qualitications, I guesa you could say, to really asaeas
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I this sind ot data and we have made every etic:t that wep.
I }
s_/ 2 could through volunteers and doing waat we could to assess

3 ene numbers that are availaole.

I Prom our readings and from out own assessments

5 it just seems that thera are lovela that are in question.

6 we feel that the questionaole levela quantitatively nave

7 perhaps serious impacts and I taink that one definitely has |

8 something to do with the other. I thin < they do work

9 together in this particular contention.

10 JUDGd LINENBERGER: GANE nas said two things.

11 One thac proposel Contention 1 challenges the quantitative '

12 determiae of the amount of releases as wall as challenging

13 the impact of tnose releases.

r~s il GANE naa furtner said that it is willing to
; )
\~'' 15 aptit the contention into two parts, and the Board sees no

16 reason for maning two contentions out of it.

17 Finally, whereas the Board appreciates having

18 the macter clarified ao to the scope of the contention, I

19 _must say that thia Board me.nber nas a real proble.n finding

20 how the discussion of tne oaals for this contention really

21 anorea it up enough to make anything admisaiole out of it.

22 1 don't see any place where your worries about

21 either one oc these topics has any . neat on ene bonea that

24 would mare your worries applicable to the Vogtle plant.

$5 Tne BoacJ would really lira to hear why you
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I tnin< what you have written justifies our fa'vorably rullag,,

/ \

k l 2 on the admissibility of this contention. We are havingm-

3 a problem seeing that.

1 I mean really tell us why in terms of specifics

5 that relate to vogtle and don't give us vague statements of

6 Jonn Goftman, vague statementa about cesium levels at other

7 places and statements about things that are not explicitly,

8 to your knowledge, applicable to Vogcle.

9 MR. FEIG: It is apparent that Vogtle is not

10 operating and de have to assess these numbera as relating

11 whuc other information 1.5 available and most of that '

12 information to us relates to other facilities.

13 Let us take just a secona here and we are going

18 to loo < at some of tnese things in particular and see if wes

' 15 can get some more apecifics for you.

16 (Pause.)

17 MR. TEPER: GANE contends that because of the

18 plant specitic geographic location approximate to other

19 nuclear facilities that too potential damage from a

20 radionuclide release from Vogtle la cumulative, being that

21 the fact tnat a certain f acility across tne river caleaae:3

22 amounts ot tritium ---

21 JUDG8 LINENBERGER: Excude me, sir, out that is

21 explicitly covered or discussed in your Contention 2. Let's

25 atic< with Contention 1 nere for rignt now, he don't aant
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I to press you too far. I jost didn't see how you have come,,

)'
'- s. - 2 to grips with Vogtle related matters, but I am perhaps

3 presaing fartner than is Justified at this time.

8 I will leave this up to the Chairman, but maybe

5 he wants to go now to the applicant's position on thi-s.

6 JUDG8 MARGULIES: I will give the reprasentative

7 of GANE a chance to complete his ststement.

8 MR. TEPER: O<ay. To finalize whac we stated in

9 our basis for cne contention, we stated that tne cumulative

10 effects of Doch terrestrial and other living creatures in

11 tna Vogtla araa are affectad by the postulated releases '

12 from Plant Vogtle and wa don't beliava the applicants

13 scated specifically enough what the impact from the Vogtle

Il releasaa will do to that whicn is living near tne plant.7-x)
('' 15 JUDGE MARGULIES: Mr Trowbridge.

16 NR. TROWBRIDGE: Mr. Chairman, this is one of

17 the more frustrating contentions. Between the FSAR and our

la environmental reporc we nave provideu.ta great detail our

19 estimstas of releases, our astimatea of the dosea,

20 including various tood and other pathways. We have taoles

21 comparing those doseu with Part 20 and with Appendix I, and

22 we were not told one word of wnat 1.3 wrong with those

Il calculations or tho.se doses.

21 Now casing tae other side of the health

25 ettects, it is not customary not required oy the NRC
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1 regulations for applicants to convert doses into health
O
i e

A/ 2 effects. That is normally done by the staff as required by

3 the regulations in their FES.

4 But in enis particular casa we are talking

5 about an FES at the operating license stage. The staft did

6 consider nealtn effects at tne construction psemit stage.

7 No one has suggested that enere is a significant change

8 aince the construction permit, and I aee no raaaon why the

9 staff need reconsider health effects at this point.

10 Certainly, however, the complaint is tnat we'

-11 haven't aone so and I suggest that the regulations do not '

12 require it.

13 JUDGE MARGULIES: Mr. Perlis.

-~. - Il MR. 9ERLIS: The only thing I would add to that
.\

.

'- 15 is in terms of the aaaes:3 ment of the impacts. It is not

16 clear to me whather the intervenors are challenging the

17 Commission's ragulations ---

18 JUDGE MARGULIES: would you use the microphone.

19 Mr. Teper is having some difticulty.

20 MR. PERLIS: It is not clear to me whether tue

21 intervenors are challenging the Cow >is:sion's regulations

22 shich do sat out limits in both Part 20 and Appendit I co

21 Part'50.

21 I thin < if eney are not cnallening the

25 quantification and tne quantifications call within the
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p- .
Commission's regulations, then by definition they are1

! \
\_ ,/ 2 challenging the regulations and that is not permitted in an

3 operating license nearing.

4 MR. TBPER: Is it GANE's understanding that the

5 petitioner, Georgia Power, does not have to worry aoout the

6 heal;n effects of the radioactive taleases from tne plant?

7 MR. TROWBRIDGE: If you are trying to quote that

8 Georgia Poser is unconcerned with doses or radioactive

9 releases, tnat is an incorrecc statement.

10 I am saying tnat the regulations are quite

11 specicic for a very good reason. We are supposed to '

12 calculate releases and aoses for a specific plant at a

13 specific location and de do tnat.
'

11 Now the heal;h effects are generic for all, -ss
! !
'#

15 plants and such and such a dose has such and sucn pocential

16 neatta effact and i: doesn't make any difference whether it

17 is tnis plant or another. So that is lett oy the

18 cagulactons for the staf f to fill in and they do it on a

19 consistent basis for all plants.

20 JUDGE LINENBBRGER: By the way, Mr. Perlis, this

21 is a topic that in one form or another we presume will oe

22 addressed in the FES.

Il MR. PERLIS: Aosolutely, ye3.

I2i JUDGE LINENB8RG8R: Analogous to your projection'

Il chis morning of a publication cate for the SER, can fou
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1 anticipate a publicacion date for the FES?
;(m .\
(,/ 2 MR. PERLIS: The dratt environmental statement

3 should be issued, September 26, 1984 is tne current date.

I Then of course, the NRC will receive comments, address

5 those comments and tne final environmental statement is

6 scheduled tor March 26th, 1983.

7 JUDGE PARIS: Mr. Perlis, do you know if taat

8 document will consider the cumulattve ef racts at Vogtla

9 releases and Savannah River project releases?

10 MR. PERLIS: I can't answer that at this point.

11 I just don't <now. '

12 JUDGE PARIS: Do you know if the cumulative

13 effect trom the project Vogtle plant and SRP was considered

11 at une construction permit stage?g

15 MR. PERLIS: I believe it was.

16 JUDGE LINENB8RGER: Can somebody verity for the

17 Daard, not opinion, but indeed verification, that at the

la time of toe Vogtle CP hearing was the "L" reactor in

19 operacion?

20 MR. TROWBRIDGE: No.

21 MR. JOHNSON: No, ic was not. That is not.one of
f
'

22 our contentions, but tne "L" reactor haa been snut down

23 since toe late 60's.

28 JUDGE LINENBCRG8R: OKay. Than< you.

25 MR. TEPER: I chink maybe to clarify this issue

,
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1 a little bit, if we move to GANE Contention No. 2 maybe we
~( )
V' 2 might be able to deal with this.

3 A lot of the concern expressed by G4NE relating

-4 to radioactive releases and effects on pregnant women and

5 on-the dairy industry in tne area, I thinK it can be

6 addressed also in GANE No. 2. So we will 3ee.

7 JUDGE MARGULIES: Are you ready to address GANC

8 No. 2.

9 MR. TEPER: Yea, we are.

10 JUDGE MARGULIES: Do you have che document 3? I
~

'11 am beginning to sound lite a bro <en record.
,

12 MR. IEPER: I am sorry about that.

13 (Paude while the documents are diJtributed.)

M. Il MR. FBIG: I woulu li.<e to add to GANE's oasis
i)
L'' 15 cor its contention in Contention 2. First of all, a letter

16 to Dixie Lee Ray dated April loth, 1974, she was the

17 Chairman of the Atomtc Energy Commission, from W. R.<

18 Stratton, Chairman of the Advisory Committee on Reactor

19 Safeguards, oages 2 ana 3, and this quote 3:

20 " Proximity of tae Atomic Energy Commission's

21 Savannah River plant and the Barnwell Nuclear Fuel Plant

| 22 makes it imoortant to have otfective emergency arrangement 3

23 to deal with unusual circumstances that may se of

21 interrated sacety significance to the three plants.

25 "The applicant has indicated that ne will
,

.
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I establish an emergency plan in cooperation with other
_ ,ry
(_,/ 2 nuclear installations to ensure emergency response demanded

3 oy eventa in the immediate acaa.

1 Consideration should oe given oy the Atomic

5 Energy Commission co pericaic evaluation of the comoined

6 routine liquid and airborne radionuclide r31 eases from

7 these two plants and tne Vogtle Plant as tney may atfact

8 the health and satety of the public."

9 Tne main reason that we briag that up at this

10 time is oecausa we feal that this is a very important

11 tsaue, the fact that tne Savannah River plant exists in '

12 close proximity to Plant Vogtle and that there are some

13 very acciouu que3tions about the releases, the ragular

11 unannounced ralea.3a 3 of radioactive materials into the air73
i
\''' 13 and lato the water and tne environment around the Savannan

16 River plant.

17 We nave someone else with as today, Dr. William

18 Lawlesa. He can come up and also speas to some of these

19 1330ed.

20 JUDGE MARGULLSS: We do nave the lettar trom Mr.

21 Lawless to Mr. Feig of May 29th, 1984, and would it add

22 anything to wnat is contained in that letter?

23 MR. FEIG: Rigat, and I wonder if you nave any

21 questions. If you would lige to as4 him soma questions

M about the cumulative effect, he could up and spea4 to
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1 those.
. ,a

\
(_,/ 2 JUDGE MARGOLIES: Well, give us an opportunity

3 to read the documentation.

4 JUDGE LINENBERGER: But oefore we get into that

5 subject, let's get back to the topic you were just

6 discussing, namely, correspondence witn ACRS and AEC in

7 which ACRS points out the importance oc AEC making certain

8 evaluations and comparisons. Let us now go from that letter

9 to the statement of your contention in which you challenge
10 that the applicant has tailed to make certain evaluations

11 and comparisons. '

12 Nov do you cite the ACRS to ALC letter aa a

13 oasis for placing certain responsibility on the applicant,

cs it wneraas that letter really talks aoout that responsibility
( F
\/ 15 being placed on AEC, or what is the nexus from that letter

16 and youc Concention 2 where they.are addressed to two

17 difterent parties in terms of responsibilitie s?

18 MR. FEIG: We are tatrly convinced that the

19 applicanc nas not had, or they do not have information

20 available to them. At the time of the FSAR tney did not.

21 nave it available to make an assesament at the total
22 cumulative impacts of ooth facilities.

Il New information has become available, some of

2 wnica 1.5 included in tne new "L" reactor environmental*
,

25 imapact scacement wnich haa just come out I think in the
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1 last wee <, as well as information that was withheld in
( ')'q_/ 2 secret documents at the Savannah River plant and perhaps

3 even datad as t'ar bacA as 1977 or '76 that have just ' eeno,

i inade availaole to the public recently.

5 So a lot of tni s inf ormation we feel is very

6 pertinent and ha3 not been a33essed by Georgia Power and it
7 could not have been aascasea. It i.s our opinion that it is

8 something that .nuac be litigated or at least a special

9 nearing muJt be heard to determine what kina of impacts if
to any released trom Plant Vogtle occur.

11 As wa uae for an example, if there were an '

12 accident at both faciiities, who is to determine whose is

13 putting wnat into the air at the same time, and tnat
.

18 situation masc 'e asseasec.g-ss o
\ ]'' 15 JUOG8 PARIS: Is this new information on

16 releaJes that had becoma available since the construction
17 permit state for Vogtle?

18 MR. FEIG: Yes.

19 JUDGE PARIS: Does it indicate that the taleases

20 from SRP are greacar than chosa astimated at cne time of

21 the construction permit for Vogtle?

22 MR. FEIG: Yea.

21 (Board conferring.)*

28 MR. FEIG: Mr. Chairman?

n JUDGE MARGULIES: Yed.
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1 MR. FEIG: I believe Mr. Lawless can respond to,,'
./V) 2 soma of your questions pertaining to earlier studies of tne

3 SRP.

4 JUDG8 MARGULIES: Let's ta<e a short period of

5 time to read the distribution and then we will get into it.

6 Let's ta4a a t3n-minute recess.

7 (Recess.)

8 JUDGE MARGULIES: Back on the record,

9 Do you wish to reapond, Mr. Trowbridge, and we

10 wouid appreciate you giving your comments on whether there

11 is new inrormation and, if you can, wnat that new '

12 information shows or how it pertains to your response.

13 MR. TROWBRIDGE: All right. This is Contention 2

, 11 we ara on now. I will indicate the extent of new

"'
15 information, out I do want to respond in part to Dr.

16 Linenberger.

17 I cntat, Dr. Lininberger, that you ara quite

la corract that the regulations do not place on applicants the

19 r34ponJiDility for the cumulative offecta. The fact is we

20 aduressed them. At tne construction perinit stage we

21 addreased the cumulative ef f ecta taking into account

22 Savannah River and other nearby facilities based on annual

23 reports, baaea on the Barnwell environmental statement and

26 based on any other information we could get about the

25 raleases from Savannah River,
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1 The cumulative effects were also covered oy the.p_
; +

(_ / 2 ataff in its FES and the word was insignificant or

3 negligiole, but in any event it was a very small cumulative

.
4 impact. And_ going bacx to my thesia, except for new,

5 ciccumstances, it would noc be necessary to repeat that

6 cumulative ef fect at the OL stage.

7 Ther3 is a new circumstance perhaps in that the

8 "L" reactor was proposed to reopen and it was closed at the

9 time of our construction permit, although some of tne dats

10 that we.uaed went bacs to peciods when the "L" reactoc was

11 in operation, some of cne matari.als de used in estimating '

12 the impacts from Savannah Rivet.

13 With respect to tne reopening of the "L"

rx 18 reaccor and treating that for the moment as a significant
I )

,

''
15 new circumstance, it was our suggestion, our thesia and out

16 rasponsa enat thia is a propoaal enat comes attar the

17 Vogtle proposal and is one in which DOE rather than NRC

18 should ta<a up the question of cumulative of tacta.

19 1 don't tnink anat is the only possible anawar

20 to tnis que.ition. I thin <, although Mr. Perlis indicated he

21 dion't know wnat the ataff waa going to do, that it would

22 oe quite posatole doc the atatt to discusa cumulative

21 eftects again, including the "L" reaccor, in its OL, but it

28 ougnt to do so simpl/ by caforancing the DOE F66.

Il Consistant with CEQ regulationu in case law,
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! DOE is tne.oovious lead agency. They coviously haveps
I 2 information that we don't have, particularly some of thes-

3 classified, and I thing under established case law it is

! quite proper for the NRC to rely on any new impacts which

5 DOE attributas to the "L" reactor, and that we ought not to

6 be litigating Savannah River relaaue3 in this proceeding.

7 I should add, as GANE nas already pointed out,

8 that we now do have a final environmenal statement from DOE
9 on the "L" reactor . sad it does indead cover cumulative

10 erdecta. Section 5.2 of that FES had cumulative impacts and

11 covers Savannan River anu Vogtle and other potantial '

12 racilities in the area. Tney do hava cumulative impacts and

13 eney are not large.

(" It I thougnt I heard, I think it was Mr. Teper,
s ,

'~'
15 say th,at they hava come out with higher cumulative impacts
16 than wara eatimated in the staft FES at the time of our
17 construction permic. I think on balance that is not

la correct. I tnink thera la a higher tritium estimata and

19 other astimatas are lower.

20 MR. TEPER: Mr. Chairman, I have juct heard a

21 number of respondeJ to our contention. Part of that

22 response wa.3 sometning to do with maybe DOE ought to oc
s

23 loosing into cumulative eftects,

21 hell, I aon'c know it tne surrounutng communicy

3 wancs to play ping pong with this issue, out the fact is

n
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enerearagoingtobefivh'reactorsoverat this1 enat
7(,) 2 Savannah River plant withnut containment ouildings. These

3 are not your commercial reactors and this is a whole

i different ball game.

5 I don't know it NRC wants to leave it for DOS
6 to worr/ about and DOE laava it for tha NRC, and the people
7 wno end up worry about it are tne folds who itve around the

8 plant or down river, the people who eat the fish and the

9 people who drink the mil <.

10 The Depart:nent of Energy didn' t even want to do

11 an environmental impact statement at the beginning. Every , '

12 politician it see.n3 li<e in Georgia and South Carolina had

13 to scream bloody murder just to get them to do an

11 environmental 1.npact statement. It was a court order.,_s

I l
\.. / 15 Since 1974 wnenavar the initial construction

16 application was put in thera haa been all <inds of

17 intoramtion that nas come out about accidental releasea
18 taat, to applicant'a credit, enere is no way they could

19 have had tnat information at that time.

20 1 just thin 4 to put the public at ease and to

21 let the NRC or everybody xnow what is happening with

22 cumulative utfects there has to be further inquiry into

21 thia and eneca acema no que.3 tion to the credibility at

21 thia.

25 MR. FEIG: There is one other point I would il<e
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1 to mase.

2 JUDGE LINENBERGER: Let me just stic< to that

3 point for a mo.nent oecause I thins I near you saying

4 something very interesting, out, if I understand you

3 correctly, very much outside oc this Board's scope oc

6 casponsibility.

7 I thinK what you ara sa/ing is things mayba all

8 right because there naa been an assessment by DOE, albeit

9 court required, out sooeit, there is it. There has oaen

10 assessment out tne public doesn't understand this and,

11 therefore, we nad cetter litigate this question so the '

12 public does understand it.

13 Well, if thera has been an assessment by DOE

11 nat gives satisfactory results, there is nothing to

13 littgate and tne Board haa no rasponaioility to just maca

16 blanket public relations statements to the public about the

17 status of tnings.

18 So it is not clear to me what potat you are

19 really making tnere.

20 MR. fEPER: I am aftsid you missed the point on

21 tnat one.

22 JUDGE LINENBERGER: Probably so.

11 MR. TEPER: The Depart.nent of Energy final

25 environmental impact statement only addressed the

25 Depa r t.nen t oc Energy facility. It did not take into
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I consideration Vogtly.
,.
| \(s ,/ 2 MR. TROWBRIDGE: That is not correct.

3 MR. TEPER: If the Vogcle nuclear plant is
.

4 licensed, you are going to be adding potential releaaas to

5 the releaaes already from the Savannah River planc.

6 JUDGE MARGULIES: I don't thin < Mr. Teper is

7 aaxing us to made an independent evaluation of the DOE

8 facility separaca ana apart from this proceeding.

9 NR. PERLIS: Mr. Chairman, may I be heard on

10 this matter?

11 JUDGE MARGULIES: Certainly. '

12 MR. PERLIS: It seems to me that thera la only

13 one possible contention that can come out of this area and
,

- 11 1 don't think we have it nere. The only new infocmation

*\- 13 that I am asara of 13 One "L" reactor.

16 It the cumulative effects contention is to be a

17 valid one, it must allege that when you take the Savannah

18 River and tne "L" reactor and wnatever other reactors that

19 enera are in this area other than Vogtle you have "X"

20 impact. With Vogcle you will have some greater impact, and

21 ic is that incremental impact from the Vogtle facility

22 which will cause some harm.
.

21 Portunately or unfortunately, there are many

21 figures avat10ble dealing with the releases from Vogtle,

25 from Savannah River and from the "L" reactor.
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1 If in fact GANE oelieves there will be some,,

f 3(-) 2 'ncremental narm from Vogtle thac is not present from thei

3 other reactors, enis Board and this agency doesn'c have

4 licensing authority over the other reactors, and we have to

5 acept them as a given tor this hearing. The only thing this

6 nearing can concern itself with is the operation of Vogtle.

7 The figuraa are out taere. If it is beliavad

8 cnat the cumulativa figures will produce some harm, I :ntak

9 it was encumoent upon GANE to snow the figures and explaia

10 what harm would flow from them and tnat just hasn't been

11 done hera. '

12 MR. FBIG: At this time I would like to call Mr

13 Lawless ap here because he does nava information that does

_,x 11 atate that thera are serious impacts and tnat any addition-

' \.) 15 perhaps, and I will let him speak to chis, could have a

16 aerious impact on cae environment.

17 JUDGE MARGULIES: Is thera any objection?

18 MR. TROWBRIDGE: If Mr. Lawless can a provide

[ 19 further oasis for this other than argue health effects on
!

20 cne metics, I am afraid we may stray from the purpose of

21 tnis nearing.

22 May I again correct Mr. Teper. The Savannah

23 River "L" reactor FSS does indeed consider the cumulacive

25 impacts, including the vogtle facility.
:,
p 25 MR. TEPER: May wa bring Mr. Lawless up at this
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1 time?
h.
\~/ 2 JUDGE MARG 0 LIES: Ysa, you may. We are not

3 intereated in getting into the marits, out we would oe

8 inteceated co near as to whether there are additional

5 impacts that wece not figured in.

6 MR. TEPER: Mr. Lawlesa, could you introduce

7 yourself and state tne positions you have held.

8 MR. LAWLESS: My name is Phil Lawless and I am a

9 prof e.scional enginecc. I used to work at the Savannah River

10 plant ano I worked tnere for about six years and left in

'
11 tne middle at last year in August of 1983.

12 The i.isue, as I understand it, cumulative

13 eftects, is whether or not, according to the staff of the

(~T 11 NRC, wnecher or not additional releases will add to an

d
15 addictonal accumulation such that stanaards will oe

16 exceeded.

17 The published releases from the Savannan River

18 plan Indicate enat dosea at the plant boundary at the

19 Savannah River plant will be tiva to six peccent ot

20 oac4 ground, whicu in itself sounds vary good.

21 But it is. nard to understand all of the

22 informacion that is in tne EIS. For instance, whereas

23 calculated relea3as are only five to six percent at

21 background, enat is to say calculated doses from the

25 releases, at the plant center, the Savannah River plant
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1 ourial ground water monitaried in the burial ground has a
,-

!

(_)' 2 bacxground average of 150 pica curies per milliliter, which

3 is seven times the drinking water standard.

4 Now this is mostly from stack releases or

5 airborne emissions that have settled onto the burial ground

6 and have oeen picked up and monitoring wells, as opposed to

7 dcLual tritium releases from waSta in the curial ground.

8 Actual tritium releases, for instance, in the curial ground

9 1:self go up to aoout 200,000 cimes the drinking water

10 standard. So the background is different. Nonetheless, the

11 oac< ground coes exceed the drin<ing water standard. '

12 Moving out fcom plant ~ center to Parr Pond,

13 wnich is a very large la<e about two-tnirds the distance

,s it from plant center, tae avarage tritium concentration in tne-

t. 's

'v/ 15 water is 27,000 pica curies per liter which is again in

16 exce.s.; of the drinking water stanaard.

17 So even though releases at the plant boundary

18 are five to six percent ot bac< ground, it must be compared

19 with measured amounts of radioactivity on the plant.
.

20 For instance, the releases are only calculated

21 and they are releases that are considered to be equated

22 into doses for the maximum hypothetical man or the maximum

| n hypothetical inalvidual uptake, wnereas the plant center

28 measurement and Parr Pond messarement are actual

25 measurements and tnese are far in excess ot the drinking

i
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I watar standard.

2 So it appears that cor the tritium releases

3 alone at the plant boundary instead of providing a dose

i update oc five to six percent of bacsground, you may oe

5 providing a dose that is in excess of what shoulo be

6 allowed.

7 In addition to that, the Savannah River, and

8 tnis is a quota that I will provide tnat is coming out of

9 the "L" EIS from CTS, the Savannah River plant off-plant

to effluent releases from casium discharges into the

11 downscream swampland range, and this is the quote, " range '

12 from 42 to 670 millitem per jaar for constant exposures,"

13 and tne otf-plant exposuras are supposed to oe held to 25

11 millicam per fear or leaa.

15 Then rcom a aitferent source, there were cound

'i on the plant coundary, the nortnweat boundary in 1982 fiva'

17 turtles with a maximum optasa ia one of the turtles at

18 20,000 pica curies of strontium 30.

19 So the Savannah River plant statament that the

20 calculated releases result in a maximum calculated dosage

21 of only five to six percent oc cackground or that which

22 would result from background can be misleading.

23 The tritium excesses that are on plant right

21 now, turtles that have been found on the plant boundary and

Zi cesium that is already off the plant and going downstream
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- I trom tne Savannah Rivec plant all seem to indicate that
[ ,\

(- / 2 additional releases from an/ nucleac facliity in the area
.

3 Will oe detrimental to the health of individuals living in

4 the area.

5 JUDGE MARGULIES: What was the source ot cnat

6 measurement?

7 MR. LAWLESS: Which one?

8 JUDGE MARGULIES: The second measurement that

9 you gave us.

10 MR. LAWLESS: Cesium or che teitium, the 150

'
11 ptca curies per millilitec?

12 JUDGE MARGULIES: You named tnem.

13 Md. LAWLESS: Let me run through them.

/~T ll JUDGE MARGULIES: O<ay.
* I\.~_/

l.a MR. LAWLSSS: 150 pica curies per milliliter, '

16 chat is an internal planc report and I can give you the
.

1.1 citation on that, and that has not been put into tne public

131 donnain except recently'and it is now puolicly available in
'

Airen, South Cacolina. The Parc Pond levels of 27,000 pica19
-

'

20 curies pec litec is in tne "L" EIS. Tne information about
t
i

21 the turtles, as I undecstand it, will tha in an upcoming
,

22 DPSPU report. It has not been published, out it has been
!

Il attested oy the plant. It nas been testified in court and

.. 25 the plant has attested to it. The calculated celeases chat,

|

[ 3 are equal to chat ftve oc six percent oac< ground, that is
i

!
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1 in the "L" reactor EIS also,
e,

/ i
( ,/ 2 It seemed to me from reading che "L" EIS that-

3 most of the concerns that addressed plant Vogtle had to do

4 wich watar drawdown and they dealc with tne Tuscaloosa

5 water usage more taan anything else.

6 One oc cne taings that is pointed out in tne

7 "L" EIS, out not very well,-but with cne supporting

8 .docament it is pointed ouc very well, is that the

'9 Tuscaloosa Acquifer nas been cvntaminated with chlorinated

10 nydrocaroons. One of the concerns is that the
-

11 conca.ninationa f rom underneath the seepage basin will oe '

12 moving in a Joachwesterly direction and then more weatarly

13 and outcropping cedora the City or Augusta.

r~s 11 Tnera i.s concern that additional wells cannot
-( ) '

,

' ' ' ' 'l5 cana some at these contaminations, and I don't know now tar
i.
'

16 they will extend.

17 Unless you nave any questions, those are the

18 only commants I have.

[ 19 (Board conferring.)

l-
20 JUDGE MARGOL1ES: Thank you, Mr. Lawless.

21 MR. LAWLESS: Ihan:( you.

22 MR. TROWBRLOGE: Mr. Chairman, two quick

21 observations. DOE does.idsue annual reports and does

21 measure releases at the atack and there are calculated

| 25 doses,'but there ara also measuraa releasau.
;

[ h.
! '!
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I 1 would lise also to point out that, as~~.

I )
\u/ 2 indicated in our environmental report, Georgia Poser

3 Company as well as Savannah River, but Georgia Power

4 Company nas oeen doing bacsground measurements for some

5 time, and il thera wera large impacts from Savannah River

6 into the river they would have been detected. Their

7 background levels are caportea in our environmental report.

8 MR. LAWLESS: Yes, ic ts true that many ot the

9 releases drom the Savannah River plant are puolished, but
'

to it is dift'icult to get a good nanale on it because most of

'
11 che r31 eases are publi.shed in what is known as a DPSPU

12 aeries and tnere ara cso. One is titled " Environmental

13 Monitoring Results in the Savannah River Plant Vicinity,"

-e3 14 and the other one 11 citled with the same title at ther y
* |

15 -Savannah River plant.

16 For cae most part these are che relea3es that

17 tne puolic has been privy to and the taleases at the

la Savannah river plant ara interesting because many of cnem

|' [9 3rd suostantially lower than are reported when coinpared
!

20 against internal plant reports.

21 JUDGE MARGULIES: Do you nave anytning, Mr.

22 Perlis?

n MR. PERLIS: Nothing further.

21 MR.-FEIG: I would like to aod to that tnat the

3 State Environmental Procection Division of the Department

. , . .
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1 of Natura~t Resources also does regular annual monitoring
,y

(_,) 2 and they some aerious concerns and have made statements to

3 that effect~ in the environmental impact statament.

4 Also with concern to Trowbridge's statement

5 cnac tae/ would consider looking ac che environmental
~

6 impact scatement, you have to go a little oit further

7 perhap3 in doing that cecause chera may be some

8 modificacions naceasary in the monitoring process that

9 woulu have to' be done i.nmediately as opposed to just taking
10 a loos ac chat environmental scatement and saying chat it

11 id iosay. '

' 12 he feel that perhaps somethin: else has to be

'13 done anu de haven't had time to really study those

11 specifically. That EIS just-came out last week.~

\' 15 (Board conferring.)
!

16 MR. FEIG: Mr. Chairman, we would lite to

17 perhaps amend our contention to where we would lixe.to have

18 the opportunity at leaat to raally assess thi.s

19 ' environmental impact statemenc since ic hasn't been

20 avaiaole to anyone. We would li<e to see if you would' allow

21 some extra time in the next perhaps 10 days to assess that,

!

22 and have some expert look at that anu really try to study

I :n the impacts and perhaps add to this contention after

21 studying the results.

25 JUDGE MARGULIES: Is there any cojection to
(
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1 chat?
,-m

! \
is,) 2 MR. TROWBRIDGE: There may be, Mr. Chairman.

3 GANE always has the privilege of filing a late or amended

4 contention and citing good cause for doing so.

5 I would want to be very suee in this case that

6 "the information tnat they are talking aoout das not alreadf

7 in last Septembst's craft environmental statement before I

8 would ever. agree to this. !
;

9 MR. IEPSR: Thac sounds fair.

10 MR. FEIG: Taat is osay.

11 MR. PERLIS: Mr. Chairman, the only other '

12 pcacautionary note I would add is that again I think we

13 would all ne well served if the focus was on the Vogtle

11 facility and not Just on what the "L" reactor may be-

t\~'/ 15 admicting oy itselt. We snouldn't be that concernad with

16 cne "L" reactoc standing alone.

17 JUDGE MARGULIES: Would you relate tne "L"

la reactor to Vogcle?

19 MR. FE[G: Well, it is really the total Savannan

20 River plant-that de have concern with. I mean there are

21 over 30 million gallons of hign-level nuclear waste buried

22 underground tnece that have an incredible impact on the

23 environment tnac we don't feel the impacts of those have

25 been also included in this whole assessment.

25 JUDGE PARIS: We undecstand your concern with

^
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1 the Savannah River project, but we must be concerned with
,

k_,) 2 'the increment that the Vogtle plant will add to the

3 Savannah River.

4 JUDGE MARGULIES: You would address that as a

5 totality.

6 MR. FEIG: Right.

7 MR. TEPER: Mr. Chairman, I oelieve the focus or;

8 this whole contention is the incremental effact of Plant

9 Vogtle. The fact is how can you add the incremental to the

10 body wnen che body has not been aasessed, and since this

11 report nas just been out for a week, I don't believe it has '-

12 been overwhelmingly assesses as to t .e incremental ef f ect

13 co Plant Vogtle.

11 JUDGE MARGULIES: And tne focus of tnep s

; h> 15 additional information will ce on this report that came out

.16 - within the past several days or waes?

17 MR. TEPeR: Anu an analysis of it by people

18 ~ tamiliar with tne surrounding area oaing the Savannah River

19 plant and Vogtle.

20 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Mr. Chairman, I cnin< that any

i 21 .such supplement should be filed in the form of an amandment
i

22 to the contention with an opportunity on our part to

| 23 reapond.

21 JUDGE MARGULIES: I think that is a tair

! 5 metnod of presentation. Rather than 10 days, we will give

i
r
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.
1 you'15 dafa and give you a little additional time. You, . _ .

,

(_) 2 don'c want to cut yourselves snort, and we will give

3 applicant-and staff an opportunity to respond.

* MR. FBIG: Okay.

5 MR. TEPER: Than.< you.

6 JUDGE MARGULIES: The reaponse will be within

7 the normal responsa time provided oy the Rules at Practice.

8 (Board conferring.)

9 00DGE MARGULIES: We next come to GANE's

10 proposed Contention No. 3.

11 MR. TEPER: GANE at this time would 114e to '

12 introduce another GANE member. We weren't able to introduce

13 hitt this morning because we nad to oring him in from

(3 18 Atlanta. If the Board and tne peticioner does not object,

\''_)
'

15 we would li<e to introduce Samour Shaye wno is a master's

16 level ps/cnologist who will speak on psycnological ettects

17 of the plant.

18 (Board confarring.)

19 JUDGE MARGULIES: We nave no objection for the
1

20 individual to oe introduced, but tne matter of importance

21 ta tne Commiaaion's rule not to entertain such a contention

! 22 unless the situation entails a concurrent accident or it

23 presupposes that there ia an accident, and it tnere nad

et oeen an accident:suen a contention would be permitted to oe

25 antertained.

.
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1 So it would serva no useful purpose for the
.

(_.) 2 individual that you wish to intcoduce to provide us with

3. any further information considering the Commission's rule,

i biut you may introduce the individual.

5 MR. TEPER: GANE would 11<e to cite that not

6 only i3 the pocenttal of an accident I Delieve the concern

.7 but as well the operation brings about the psychological

8 fear in quescion. I understand that tnis has been

9 licigated, and the way GANE opecaces, cecause we are not an

10 mul:Loillion utility, we basically farm out occ

11 contantions. We hava different people who voluntaer to ta<e '

12 on a different contention anc chey can address the

13 questions. So at this time wa will go ahead and introduce

11 Mr. Snaye and ne can spea4 to the contention... fm

-' 15 JUDGE MARGULIES: Well, it will serva no

16 purpose. Ha will hava tne opportunity. We will tasa limited

17 appearances in thio proceedtag in which tne public can

18 voice cheir opinions on various aspects and ara not

19 limiced. Tney can speak in a very wide ranging acea,'and

20 even though thece inight be a prohibition on a particular

21 subject macter in tecms of the eviaantiary hearing at the

22 limitea appeacance sassion, you may pcesant people who can

2'l addresu tnose issues.

2 So 1: would be mora appropriate for him to

15 appear at the limited appearance session, but you may

(3 TAYLOE ASSOCIATES
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.

introduce him as otner parties have introduced their peopleI

, i

(_,l - 2 in support ot their positions. So if you would latroduce

3 him and have111m scand you may do that for tne record.

I MR. TEPER: And he is not going to oe able to

5 speak to the contention at this time?

6 JUDGE MARGULIES: That is correct.

7 MR. IEPER: Do you intend on having a farther

8 avidentiary hearing on this contention?

9 JUDGE MARGULIES: We will not rule on the

10 con'antion ac this point, but we would be interested atc

'
11 this point if you could have someone spea on toe legal

12 proaibition from discussing such a contention in our

13 hearing.

fy 14 JUOGE PARIS: You see, Mr. Teper, we are
: 1

'd 15 prohioiteu from from aamitttag chis concention, except

16 under those circumstances enat Judge Margulies mentioned.

17 Therafore, any argument that you put forward at this time

la relating to the contention should addreca wny we or nos we

19 mAght admit the contention in toe face of this Commission

20 rule.

21 MR. TEPER: At tnia time GANE would li<e to

22 dMend Contention No. 3 to include that the petitioner

a contends tnat applicant violates NEPA.

21 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Mr. Chairman, that applicant

25 violates NEPA?

/m
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1 MR. TEPER: Tne National Environmental Policies
f)
(_) 2 Act.

3 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Which i.3 not applicable to

6 applicant but to the agency.

5 MR. PERLIS: Mr. Chairman?

6 JUDGE MARGULIES: Mr. Perlis.

7 MR. PERLIS: I will try and clear this up. The

8 problem, as the Board nas already alluded to, is that the

9 Commtssion, as you say, has a policy statement which

to prohibits consideration of these contentions.

11 II GANE dishes to challenge that policy '

12 s ta teme n t , it may go to toe Commission. In fact, it would
..

13 have to go to the Commission. Changing the wording ot this

li contention to allege a violation of NEPA which, as I read, w\
\
*- 13 it, taat is already in their contention, won't solve the

16 problem.

17 The problem is the Commission has said these

18 contentions saould not be heard, and ic GANE nonetnelass

19 wishes the contention to be heard, it must go to the

20 Commission and get their approval first.

21 JUDGE MARGULIES: That pretty well summarizes

22 it, Mr. Teper.

23 MR. TEPER: Could de nava one minute, please.

21 (Pause.)

5 MR. TEPER: I would li'<e to introduce Mr. Shaye
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1 and he will address the legal point of addressing the -- is,_

i/ '1'
- s,/ 2 that the problem? Legally I understand toe Board is not

3 supposed to address the issue of phychological fear.

4 JUDGE PARIS: Mr. Perlis says you have to go to

5 the Commission if you want to litigate it.

6 JUDG8 MARGULIES: All of this stems trom a

I Supreme Court decision.

8 MR. TEPER: I understand that, the Pane Case, is

9 that correct?

10 JUDGE MARGULIES : Tnac is correct, and as it

11 stands ic stands as a car and it will serve no purpose to '
,

12 address us. If you want to introduce him and let him maxe

13 nis presentation at the time for limited appearances, he

; f~x 18 would certainly be welcome.

(\~')
l

13 MR. TEP6R: Than4'you. I don't tnin4 it will'eo

16 necessary right now.
|

17 JUDGE MARGULIES: We next move to proposed

18 Concention 4 wnich deals with electromagnetic radiation

( 19 from the power lines. Do you wish to be heard fartner, Mr.
I

20 Teper. based on wnsc applicanc and the staff have responded

21 to the proposed contention?

22 MR. TEP8R: GANE stands on its contention.

Il JUDGE MARGULIES: Does applicant hava anything
|
'

28 further?

23 MR. TRDWBRIDGE: Yes, Mr. Chair; nan. The

O TAYLOE ASSOCIATES|
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I transmission line impacts were considered at the
,

/ T
(_,/ 2 construction permit stage, both by the applicant in its

3 environmental report and by the staff in its FES. As such,

4 in our view, thera would have to be significant new

5 infromation or circumstances that would warrant further

6 consideration at this stage.

7 The only suggestion that we find for new

8 information are references by GANE to several studies or

9 pieces of testimony or stscements. In reverse order, they

10 rader to tha Helliwell postulation that electromagnetic

11 radicion will oe injectea into the earch's magnetic ducts '-

12 and speculate from thera without any supporting basis or

13 citation to autnocicy that interaction of radiation with

7S electrons will produce X-rays and ultraviolet light and14

'-}t.

15 then s'in cancers.<

16 I can only say, as indicated in our response,

17 this is inconsistent with Helliwell's own communicacions

18 filed in tne New York Public Service Commission proceeding.

19 Tha reference to Carl Morgan's congressional

20 testimony, the suostance of tnat testimony had solely to do

21 with ionizing radiation and not electromagnetic radiation.

22 And GANE's statement with a carefully placed

Il quotation mars " Thera is avidence that non-ioniziag

21 radiation may be multiplying so rapidly in the numan

15 environment L.sc tney result in healtn nazards in some
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1 areas before we ara sufficiently awara of tne magnitude of
7,);

\- 2 the pro'lem."c

3 That is not a fair paraphrase of whac Professor

i Morgan had to say in his Congressional testimony, what he

5 had to say we quote in full on this point at page 30,

6 tootnota 22 of our rauponse wnere he atates in passing that

7 tnere may be, out thera la not evidence taat they exist.

8 Lastly, tnere i3 Dr. Marina. I do not think in
.

9 vies of the treatment at his testimony, both by the New

10 Yor< Puolic Service Commission, which rejected the

'
11 tastimony, the substance of it, or by the Susquehanna

12 Licending Board, wnich also rejected the thesis of Dr.

13 Marina,.I do not tains that constitutes a signiticant new

r-~% 11 circumstance to justity-this contention.
t

15 MR. TEPER: GANE aould li:<e to inquire of the|
r.
'

16 app li can t if studies were done for tne powerlines to

17 Florida as well, the 500 KV powerlinea? I don't believe

18 thcae aere addressed and that is a now development.

, 19 (Pause.)
|
L 20 MR. TROWBRIDG8: I don't understand the

j 21 calationship of the Florida powerlines to Vogtle, out I

22 think a simple an=wer is that they also are 500 KV linas

| Il and tne electromagnetic ettects would oe the same whether

! 21 or not tney ara connecting with Vogtle.
.

25 MR. TEPER: The only thing-I can add to GANE's

:

i s
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1 casis, and we will have to let it stand at that, is the
-

( ,/ 2 reports trom tarmers driving their tractocs undecneath high

3 intensity wires where they sometimes are physically knocsed
4 off tnetr tractors, and that is in that contention.

3 JUDGE MARGULIES: Could you tall us wnat tne

6 reference is to Florida powerlines?

7 MR. TEPER: Can I have one minute, please.

8 (Pause.)

9 MR. TEPER: Mr. Chairman, it is my understanding

10 tnat during the construction permitting stage there were

11 only three lines emanating from Vogtle to different points '

12 within Gootgia. Since that time thera la a new line, SUO KV

13 line tnat goes to Florida, and I can't believe tnat was

16 addceased in the construction permit stage.~

~ N- 15 JUDGE PARIS: From Plant Vogtle?

16 MR. TEPER: From Plant Vogtle. Am I coccect?

17 MR. TROWBRIDGE: I am told that is incorrect.

18 MR. T8PER: So there are no powerlines from

19 Plant Vogtle to Florida?

20 MR. TROWBRIDGE: That is cocrect.

21 JUDGE MARGULIES: It would be appropriate to

22 take a la-minute racess at this point.

- 23 (Recess.)

28 JUDGE MARGULIES: Back on the record.

25 We are returning to CPG's proposed Contention
-
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1 7. It doesn't appear as if there are any changes to tnat.,s

( 'l
\/ 2 originally submitted.-

3 Do you have anything further, Ms. Fowler?

8 MS. FOWLER: No, sir.

5 JUDG8 MARGULIES: How about you, Mr. Teper?

6 MR. TBPER: No, sir.

7 JUDGE MARGULIES: Mr. Trowbridge.

8 MR. TEPER: Excuse me, Mr. Chaicman. The reason

9 I oelieve we initially delayed on GANE Contention No. 7 was

10 to present the testimony of Mr. Lawless concerning

'
11 groundwater. We would lire to submit for the Board's

12 observation the letter that was sent from Mr. Lawless to

'
13 Mr. Feig as part of the oasis'for the groundwater

~N, 11 contention, GANE Contention No. 7.
.(b

,

la. JUDGE MARGULIES: That is the letter of May
.

16 29th, 1984?

17 MR. TEPER: Yes, sir.

18 JUDGE MARGULIES: Mr. Trowbridge.

19 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Two things. I am not going to

20 ~ repeat our arguments in the response, out I would urge the

21 Board to look at the materials we supplied oa groundwater

22 and note the absence of any casis in the concention for

23 disputing what we nad to say.

2: I am also a little puzzled by the relacionship

25 of Mr. Lawless's letter to this contention. It doesn't have

i

|
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1 anytning to do with contamination of groundwater from

( ,) 2 Vogtle, which I thought was the subject of this contention.

3 It has to do with on-site contamination at Savannah River.

I MR. FEIG: It was our concern taat tne on-site

5 concamination at Savannah River does have an impact on the

6 groundwater at Vogtle. So it is our contention that this

7 letter would relate to that.

8 MR. PERLIS: Mr. Chairman?

9 JUDGE MARGULIES: Yes, Mr. Perlis.

10 MR. PERLIS: Ir I may, this is the same problem

11 we appear to nave had with GANE 2. It may ce that tae '

12 ourial wa3 waste at Savannan River will nave an ef f ect on

13 the' groundwater underneath Vogtle, out we are here only

18 interested in wnecher Vogtle will nave an impact on the| 7.-
1

(U) 13 groundwater underneath Vogtle.

16 Everything in Mr. Lawless's letter deals with

17 the 'oatial of'wasta on a site which I don't oelieve is

18 going to oe occurring at the Vogtle site. Certainly if it

19 is occurring there, it would oe news to the NRC.

20 (Laughter.)
i

21 MR. FEIG: Well, in our assessment of the

22 environmental impact statement we would have to loo < at the

I
Il effects of toe Savannah River plant on the Tuscaloosa

26 Aquifer and also any additional impacts that Plant Vogtle

25 would have, and I don't think ic it would have ever been
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1 possiole to assess all of the impacts that Vogtle would,m
I- (,j) 2 nave had given the fact that we have been without certain

. 3 information, as stated in the environmental impact
8 statement.

5 So as far as that is concerneo, it seems to us

6 that this information is relative to Plant Vogtle au far as

7 how Vogtle will impact the total groundwater of toe

8 Tuscaloosa Aquitar.

9 MR. TEPER: Mr. Chairman, I would like to mare

10 an observation at this time. It seems to me that every time

11 the statt responds that they uon't understand what this nas '

12 to do with Plant Vogtle because we are talking about the

13 Savannan River plant, it is my understanding that if the

18 incremental contribution from Vogtle puts the area over the,

('s\,

| \~) 15 limit of risk to health and safety, that should be a
!-

16 concern. Just because the plant does not violate in and of

17 ttself doesn't include the surrounding environment.

18 I am astonisheu ac what continues to be the

19 staff reponse, or the insensitivity to the concerns of the

20 environmenc. I mean, it is constantly thAs well, that

21 acesn't concern us, out I thin 4 it does. I mean if we want

L 22 to talx about this plant sitting somewhere by itself, we
!

21 can do that, but it is not.

28 MR. PERLIS: I wasn't suggesting that it was. I

5 agree with Mr. Teper that tne NRC is interested in the

i
,
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1 -cumulative effects. Where I disagree with Mr. Teper is we-

\m / .2 haven't found in this contention any indication of how

3 Vogtle will atfect the groundwater beneath the site at all.

4 There is no indication of how any contamination will get

5 from Vogcle into the groundwater.

6 All we .<now now is that the Savannah River
7 plant has contaminated some groundwater or may contaminate

8 some groundwater within the vicinity of the Savannah River

9 plant. It is that focua that I maintain is not within the

10 -purview of this agency.

11 If GANE can show what the cumulative effects '

12 trom Vogtle are on the groundwater underneath Vogtle, that

13 La of concern to this agency and I don't mean to maintain

18 that it is not.'

(q' ).\/ 15 JUDGE MARGULIES: Judge Paris has some
'

i

16 questions.

17 JUDG8 PARIS: This relates to what Mr..Porlis

18 was just tal4ing aoout.

19 Mr. Trowbridge, on page 43 of your response you

20 say that "nater movement indicates that spillage at the

21 planc site would eventually find its way to Matthis Pond

22 wnere it could be intercepted," and you cite the CPER.

*

21 Then you say, "Moreover, the time of a

28 migration of a apill to Matthis Pond would oc controlled by

25 tae permeabilities of the soil ana it is estimated to oe on

'
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1 the order of 350 years," and you again cite the CPER.
-

(_ ,/- 2 What spillage is talked aoout there, and this

3 sounds lite it is moving through the groundwater. Is ic

4 right? Is it moving through an aquifer and, if so, what

5 aquifar?

6 MR. TROWBRIDGE: As I understand it, thera is an

7 upper aquifer that I unins is not the source of drinsing

8 watar. At the site itself and north of the site I believe

9 is the direction of the runotf oc the groundwater movement

to or oc the aquifar movement. There ta a clay marl very thick

11 'efore you get to the next aquifer which does serve as ao '

12 source of drinsing water.

13 Now I don't know if I have answered the

11 question. Maybe I lost the question.
[_s}s' 15 JUDGE PARIS: Did spillage rater to routine

16 apiitages or a hypothetical aquifar.

l' MR. TROWBRIDGE: No. If there were a spillage

18 this is wnat would happen.

p 19 JUDGE PARIS: How far away is Matthis Pond from
, . -

20 the site?

21 MR. TROWBRIDGE: I underscand it is on the site.

22 JUDGE PARIS: O<ay. Thank you. That nelps.

23 JUDGE LINENBERGER: Mr. Trowbridge, whac is a
-

28 mari, m-a-t-l?

25 MR. TROWBRIDGE: I thin < it is a neavy clay.
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1 JUDGE LINENBERGER: That is your underatandingm

. [V
\

2 of what it is, a heavy clay?

3 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Clay ana limestone, but in the

8 crossword puzzles it is just clay.

5 .(Laughter.)

6 MR. TSPER: Is that marl impermeable?

7 MR. TROWBRIDG8: Yes.

8 MR. T8PER: To radioactive isotopes?

9 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Yes. Who cares wnether they are

10 radioactive.

11 MR. TEP8R: I am eating the stuff. I care. '

12 JUDGE LINENBERGER: Now continuing one further

13 point here, we wara tal.<ing about let's say an accidental

11 spillage at the plant site presumably on the ground

( V- 15 somewhere where it was not planned that there would be a

L 16 apillage. Thia spillage tinds its way to Matthis Pond whicn

17 is also on-site, and end of the sentence says where at

18 -Matthis Pond cc Mallard Pond, where the spillage could be

19 intercepted.

20 Now I would li~<e to understand what that means.

21 Does it mean that if the spillag tound its way to Matthis

22 there is no natural way for it to per:<olate into an aquifer

23 that would concern anyoody, or does it .nean tnat when the

28 apillate finds its way to Matthis Pond at tnat point the

25 applicant will do something special to intercept it to
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1 prevent it from doing anytning further?
. ,e
' (_,/. 2 MR. TdOWBRIDGE: Since we took these words

3 directly out of tne FSAR, I am going to have to consult the

8 author of chem.

5 (Pause.)

6 MR. TROWBRIDGE: My understanding is that there

7. is a stream from Matthis Pond into tne Savannah River and
8 that any flow would get to Matthis Pond and its stream and

9 go into the Savannah River as opposed to going further and

10 perhaps finding at some point a pervious layer that it

11 could get into ground water. '

12 JUDGS PARIS: You mean you are saying that the

13 water from Matthis Pond flows in a stream to tne Savannah

Il River and doesn't get into the groundwater?, ~3

15 Md. TROWBRIDGE: That is what I am saying. Is-
,

16 thin < It does not get into the lower water, the Tuscaloosa

17 Aquifar.

18 JUDGE MARGULIES: Is there anything further on

19 that contention?

20 MR. TSP 8R: Can I inquire if it would reach the

21 apper level aquifee?

22 MR. TROWBRIDGE: That is tae ground water flow

21 through this upper aquifer. That is the aquifer I am

25 tal< tag about, the upper aquifer.

25 MR. TEPSR: Mr. Cnairman, I am a little bit, not
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1 confused, but I am amazed at the caply enat in order to
,

q_) 2 stop the contamination to the groundwatec that the

3 contaminants would be drained off to the Savannah River.
4 Is tnat snat the response was?

5 MR. PROWBRIDGE: Just a moment.

'6 (Pause.)

7 MR. TROWBRIDGE: The answer is yes, it there

8 were a spill at the site that got into the upper aquifer it

9 would go to Matthis Pond and into the Savannah Rivec and it

10 woulC ta4e aoout 350 years,

11 MR. TEPER: It being the presupposed '

12 concamination at certain levels.

13 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Yes, but at a very slow rate of

11 flow, of movement in that apper aquifer.

(7- )l~ x- 15 MR. TEPER: Thank you.

16 JUDGE MARGULIES: That completes our review of

17 the proposed contentions.

18 The next mattet of consideration is future

19 scheduling. I ask the question is it sppropriate to go.

-20 attempt to establish future scheduling at tnis point in

21 that there are so many diftecent filings that wa are going

22 to await?

M MR. TSPER: Excuse me, Mr. Cnairman. I wanted to

25 make a claritylag point at this time. There was a powerline

5 that has been built subsequent to the construction permit

i

1
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1 that tal<ad about tnree different series of powerlines.

2 The powerlines to Florida tnat I was referring

3 to have been built, or are in the process of being built

4 from Plant Hatch to Florida, bat it is a new grid and we

5 are presupposing tnat this will oe carrying power from

6 vogtle.

7 So, tous, the new 500 KV lines f ron Hacen to

8 Florida nave naver been addressed in any kind of

9 applications for Hatch or for Vogtle. So I just wanted to

10 make that clarifying point.

11 Thank you. '

f 12 JUDGE MARGULIES: Mr. Trowbridge.

13 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Mr. Cnairman, on the matter of

li schedule, I do tninK it is probaoly premature to be trying

O 15 co sat hearing schedules. They will be controlle1 I :hink

16 by cha issuance of an FES, by che issuance of an SER and

17 perhaps by a review of emargency plans.

18 We woald nope and would propose that as soon as
.

_
19 Che :3baff c3 View 13 compler3, Chac we proceeding toe

20 nearing on any contentions in that area.

~

21 I do n a ve a .na t ter oc acneduling whicn I would
'

- 22 lixe to discuss, and that i I 'aw proposed a stipulation.

:

23 of parties on discovery ; a2f, and I am not sura whether,

'_

21 de neeu to adjourn for a ci3cussion of it or whether it is

25 acceptaole.

.

-
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.
1 MS. FOWLER: It is fine with us.

('d\>

'

;2 MR. TEPER: It is fine with us.

3 JUDGE MARGULIES: In the nature ot a milestone?

4 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Yes. Would you lire me to read

L- 5 it?

6 JUDGE MARGULIES: No. I tnink if you would just

7 distributa it that dould be sufficient.

8 MR. TROWBRIDGE: All right.

9 (Copies of the schedule were distributed to the

10 parties.)

11 (The schedule follows:) '

12

13

!

.
.

V 15
|

16

17

j .- 18

|-

19

20

21

' 22

23
,

I. 21

25

l
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STIPULATION OF PARTIES ON DISCOVERY SCHEDULE
Ci
V

1. There will ba two rounds of discovery consisting of an initial round

of discovery requests and responses and a follow-on round of requests

and responses. Additional discovery shall be had only as provided

in paragraph 6 below.

2. All initial round discovery requests shall be served within 60 days

after the date of the Licensing Board's order allowing the contention

to which the discovery request is amdressed. L

3. Responses to initial round discovery requests, shall be served within
'

30 days after service of the request.

4. Follow-on discovery requests shall be served within 120 days after

the Licensing Board's order allowing the contention to which the request

is addressed.

5. Responses to follow-on discovery request, shall be served within 30

days after service of the request.

6. Further discovery shall be had only (a) by agreement of the affected

parties or (b) by order of the Licensing Boar'd for good cause shown.

O
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1 JUDGE MARGULIES: Is the discovery schedule

(,,/ 2 acceptaole to all ot the parties?

3 MS. FOWLER: Yes.

4 MR. TEP6R: Yes, it is.

5 . JUDGE MA?GU LIES: The staff?

6 f4R. PERLIS: Yes, Mr. Chairman.

7 JUDG8 MARGULIES: he next have the matter of the

8 establishment of a library in Atlanta. Have steps been

9 taken to establish such a library?

10 MR. PERLIS: As I understand it, there will be

11 set up a Puolic Documenc Room, some form of Public Document '

12 Room at the Region II office of the NRC in Atlanta.

13 Both the NRC technical staff and I oelieve the

11,f- g utility's tecnincal staff nava alreadf both intervening

15 parties on their mailing list for documents that flow'

16 between the statf and the utility. Transcripts will be put

17 .in this Document Room in che region.

18 As to wnat other documents will be available,

19 that remains to be worked out.

20 MS. F0WLER: Initially we had requested maybe

21 access to the' computer. Have you all looked into that?

22 MR. PERLIS: he haven'c nad a chance to look

ll into that.

21 MR. TEPER: GANE would lite to request at this

3 time. chat along witn the normal transcripts and

i
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.,..
1 communications between tne parties that the PSAR and the_

/ ).(_,c 2 construction application and permit be included, and

3 possibly any I&E enforcement documents. And we would also

i li'<a access to the Region II interlibrary which has the

5 NUREGs, or a suggestion as to now we can nave access to the

6 NUR8Gs that come out and tne ones that have been out, as

7 well as any studies.

-8 It is kind of late in the stage to get to this,

9 but it would help.

10 MR. PERLIS: I will be discussing that with the

11 Public Document Room people back in Washington and with the '

12 region..I would like to say, however, that I don't <now how

13 far the NRC is legally allowed to go in terms at whether

18 tais constitutes providing-financial assistance. We will7s

(\ '')- 15 voluntarily do whatever we are capable of doing.i

16 JUDGE PARIS: Well, if you think that the staff

17 will be able to accomplish this before discovery begins, it

18 might-save some discovery requests.

19 MR..PERLIS: Certainly the transcripts will be

20 tnere. As to wnat other documents, I don't know when or if

21 or what documents-will'De a part of this document room, and

22 I have not tal<ed with anyone in the ragion in terms of

Il enether they want to masa their own library available.

28 MS. FOWLER: I would 114e to clarify to the

$5 Board one of the tnings that we suggested at our
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1 contecence last week is that we have access to the
/3
i i
X /. 2 washington. computer by way oc modem and that is somethings

3 tnat I thins Mr. Bordenic< is looKing into. Wnat we will be

4 aole to see taece is what <ind of documents are available,

5 and then those that we neca we can order trom the Public

6 Document Room la D. C. It would be mucn more cost effectiJe

7 to NRC and they wouldn't have to have all of those

8 documents actually down in the Public Document Room. We

9 would.just ask for those tnat we needed.

10 JUDGE PARIS: Is this the NRC library computer?

11 MR. PERLIS: It used to be run by Terra it is '

12 -now run by anothec company, but it is the document

13 reteteval system.

11 MR. TROWBRIDGE: As I understand it, the-y
I, i

j-' 13 computec access suggested is not just the documents in this

16 doc <et but to ali ot the documents oc indexes of toe

17 documents in the Public Document Room.

18 MR. JOHNSON: Mr. Chairman, by accessing the

19 computer that already exists in tne Public Document Room,

20 it i.s merely an index of the documents in the Puolic

21 Document Room. There is not a separate index for the

22 documents directly relevant to Plant Vogtle, which i.s what

11 we are of course most intecesced in.

28 MR. PERLIS: Mr. Bordenics is research that

.25 request. He is up on Long Island tnis week, but we snould
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1 <now in the next week or two what we will be able to
O
V 2 provide.

3 JUDGE MARGULIES: Well, it seems this requires

i further consultation between the parties and it seems

5 everyone is attempting to be cooperative and we expect the

6 conferring between the parties will continue in an attempt

7 to resolve these matters.

8 MR. TSPER: May I auggest that that be done on a

9 timely basis.

10 MR. TROWBRIOGE: Mr. Chairman, I am not

11 positive. We have supplied at this point copies of our '

12 FSAR, ER and amandments to the petitioners. When they

13 become admitted as intervenors, we will be supplying them

fx lt witn copies of all of correspondence relating to this,

15 doc <et between us and the NRC, and not ju.it-the amendments.'

16 I am not certain in my .nind aoout

. 17 correapondence that may have already have taken place that.

18 he have not up to this point oeen supplying copie.3 of all

19 correspondence tnat might relate to Vogtle, out de will do

i- 20 so.

21 JUDGE MARGULIES: What documents are available

22 in tne WayndJboro Public Document Room, if you snow?
r

| 13 MR. JOHt3 SON: The I&E reports are there, the

21 correspondence between the company and the construction

25 permit hearing transcripts are on microfiche there.

|
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1 MR. PERLIS: I don't know the answer to that.

2 JUDGE PARIS: Did you finish the list, Mr.

3 Jonnson? You were dcing a very good joo.

4 MR. JOHNSON: I don't thin < I finished the list,

5 out those ace tha things that I remember from having spent

6 a Couple ot daf3 there. I might point out that during this

7 proceeding there were numerous references to the

8 construction permit and, unfortunately, the fact that

9 Vogtle is Ldu milea from our headquartera, it is 11micing

10 as to how mucn access we can get to such as the

11 construction' permit which mignt aave resolved a few oc cur '

12 anortcomings trom One fact that we didn't have the time to

13 go through ic.

Il MS. F0WLER: And tnat brings us to one more

13 matter which is where are we going to locate these future

16 nearings? Can we address that right now oecause in our

17 original petition to intervene we addressed that?

18 JUDGE MARGULIES: he can address it at this

19 time. Ace there any new seguments? It was argued quite

20 vigorously and extensively in your prior filings. Is thece

21 anything new?

22 MS. FOWLER: I would just like to clacify and

Il say that we acen't saying that heacings shouldn't ce held

21 down hece. We do tninK heacings should be held here and we

25 think that the public down hece, we know they are concerned
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1 and taey-want to understand the issues that are involved.
/R
T ,) 2 In fact, we do think hearings should be nelds

3 here. Tne public down bare can participate in NPDS water
4 . quality permits that'the power company is going to have to
5 get beroce they can start operation. They can come to these

6 hearings.

7 hhat *e contend is that most of the public here

8 la not going to come to the hearings on the technical

9 issues. So wnat we propose is that those issues be heard up
to in Atlanta. Tnat is where the two intervenors are located

11 and that is wnere a lot of the state officials who are '

12 ' interested in tnis, lite our Environmental Protection

13 Division of Cne Department of Natural Resources and our

,- 11 Public Service Commissioners are located.
l (\ ') 15 Tnen those issues that . night have more public

16 input with local otficials testifying li<e on the e.nergency

17 reaponse plan, they are .nore appropriately neld down _ here,

18 and those would probably oe the hearings where the puolic

19 13 most li.<ely to attend anyway.

20 JUDG E . MARGU LI ES : Mr. Trowbridge.

21 MR. TROWBRIDGE: I thin < we nave pointed out, as

; 22 evidenced by I thin < tne attendance here today at this

21 meeting, there is a great deal of local interest and I

28 cnin< in all phases of the-hearing. I don' t reason for
,

3 departing from tne traditional pattaen of holding nearings

!
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.

in tne area of the plant.1

./ )
( ,/ 2 I would re-emphasize again that in terms of

3 burden that tnere are a great many people from the company
4 here that will be, not the same persons, but there will

.

5 alway 5 be a-great many people, and they will oe coming from
6 the Vogtle site. That 1.s where che Project Managemenc is

7 now located. It has been consolidated at tne site, and tnat

8 13 shere our people are and where our documents are and

9 thay get to and from a hearing room on short nocice do tney

10 don't have to oe in tne room at all times waiting as they
,

11 mignt nave to if we were some distance. '

12 I thin < we snould not ce ourdened with naving

13 to go to Atlanta.

11 JUDGE MARGULIES: Mr. Perlis.s

( )
N '' 15 MR. PERLIS: Well, witnout celaboring the

<

16 oovious primary reason, hearings are held publicly is so

17 Enat the public may attend. I also suspect tnat Ms. Fowler

18 may be correct in that after a while, especially if the

19 hearings are very technical in nature, public attendance
i-

20 may drop. That tends to be a frequent occurance at

21 NRC hearings.

22 If public attendance is going to oe very small,

23 then I thin < it is proper toe the Boacd to consider the

21 convenience of the parties, and it seems obvious that ene

25 utility has one preference and the intervenors have
,.
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As to the staff, we are amenable to holding1 anotner.

. q,,/ 2 hearings in any location.

3 I would suggest though enat it might be a good

1 Idea to start the hearings near the plant site to see if

5 there is much local intecest. If tnere is, I think the

6 hearings should be near the. site. If local interest provea

7 not to be that 3reat, taen I thinK the Boacd could rightly

8 weight tne balance of cne interests of the two parties

9 here.

10 MS. FOWLER: One thing I would li<e to point

11 out, wnen we were tal<ing about tne audience today, I chink '

12 most everybody agresa that most of these people in the
,

13 audience a'ce company people rather than local people who
l

|- f ~3 It live around tne plant and who are unaffiliated with the
| 1 1

\/
| 15 company. And I nave maintained tnat a lot ot the, agencies

16 that represent the public, lixe we nere are repraenting the

17 public in the incecvention process, we ace located in

18 Atlanta.

19 Also the government agencies wnose-mandate is

20 to protect the public are the Envicanmental Protection

21 Division., and tney are also located in Atlanta and it is

22 going to be a lot easier for them to attend these meetings,

| n especially if tney are prolongea, if the nearings are held
|

~21 in Atlanta.

25 MR. TEPER: Mr. Chaltman, I would lite to add to
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I tnat the fact that a number of us who have been wc .i..g on7

:( )
v_/ 2 behalf of tne intervenors are not high-priced lar;er ' f ro'n

3 Washington, D. C. or Atlanta or oig-paid utility executives

I or on the payroll of any kind of company. A number of us

5 have ta.<en years at unpaid expense to go 9herever nearings
6 might be to try to present a different side of the story.

7 I think it is only incumbent upon tne NRC to

8 hear that other side of the story and at nest hear it so

9 tqat the people ano have been trying to present that story

10 do not have to do it at a great expenae. It is to the point

11 where we take days off f ro,n wor < and travel great distances
'

:: and stay wheravar we can, and wa are lucky if people will

13 put us up in their houses because we can't afford fancy

18 hotels.p,-

~

15 If is credible to me the fact that we can put

16 up any kind of concentions oc the baals for tne

17 contentions wnen we have to go through great strass to

18 pceaent our side ot tne story.

19 I think once again it la incumoent upon the NRC

20 to allow us greater accesa to the process unlesa you just

i 21 want to cat intecvenors out altogether. Basically when you
|
1 -

22 put us under stresaful conditions, that is what you are;

1

l 23 doing. You are cutting the public out from the process of

28 licensing thase planta.

|

|_ 25 JUDGE MARG 0 LIES: Mr. Trowbridge.
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I MR. TROWBRIDGE: Mr. Chairman, in reference to
,.

-

2 .Ms. Fowler's remars, I would li<e to suggest to them,

3 Chairman that he as< for a show of nands as to how many

4 local persons hava survived this much of the hearing.

5 JUDGE PARIS: She said they were company

6 employees I thought.

7 How many of you are from Atlanca?

8 (Show of hands.)

9 JUDGE PARIS: How many of you ara from thi.s

to araa?

11 (Show of nands.)
'

12 JUDGS PARIS: How many abstained.

13 (Snow of one hand.)

11 (Laughter.)p
']'

15 MS. FOWLER: I thing tnis is really a serious

16 matter aoout who is representing the public here, and that

17 is so.nething that I oelieve in some of the affidavits that

18 the coiopany submitted that people from cities around said

19 enat the puolic wanted to' attend tnese and we don't see the

20 puolic here today.

21 Is tne public going to come to these highly

22 puolic issues? That is what wa nava to determine.

21 JUDGE MARGULIES: We are going to reserve the

21 .deci.sion as to wnera f uture hearings .should be hold, out we

25 feel :nat Mr. Parlis has presented a well-reasoned approach
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1 and'it will probably provide guidance for us in making the

'C :2 determination.

..3 We do have the matter in whicn botn CPG and
4 GANE have identical contentions. Has GANE and CPG gotten

5 cogether oc do they expect to get together in terms of

6 consolidating the contentions and determining who will oe

7 the lead incervenor on thosa contentions?

8 MR. fBPER: Excuse me. GANE would like to know

9 what exaccly is meant of lead intervenor, if you can

10 -explain that.

11 JUDGE MARGULIES: well, tne thing is that it '

12 would serve no useful purpose to take an identical

13 contencion and have each intervenoc present an identical

11 case. So it would be a matter of snaring the contentions.,f y
( )
N' 15 ainong you and choosing one of the intervenors to go,

16 orwarc on the particular contention and act as counsel for

17 that individual contention.
1

18 MR. JOHNSON: Y33, sir. We had discussed tais on

19 tae ones on whicn we did not diffee and certainly we will

20 oe glad to work together and have one of tne parties

21 provide a lead role on that.

22 As we had many clear on the amendments, many of
[

21 the contentions that were identical earlier are no longer

26 identical and the particular ones will make their own
.

5 presentations on those.
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1 JUDGE MARGULIES: It is something that you don't
("T
T) 2 nave to make a decision at this point on, but it iss

3 something that you should consider and at the appropriate

4 time we should be advised.

5 Is there anything further that requires

6 consideration at this Special pr3 hearing conference?

7 Mr. Delaigle: Mr. Cnairman.

8 JUDG8 MARGULIES: Yes, sir.

9 MR. DE LAIG LE : This statement can be on or oft

to tne record, either one. I am Ray Delaigle, Cnairman of tua

11 Board of County Commissioners of Burde County. '

12 JUDGE MARGULISS: This is on the racord.

13 MR. DELAIGLE: Well, I would li<a to offer the

li facilities at Burke County for two or three reasons forfw
( )
'v' 15 nolding future hearings.

16 One is Burke County is the most poverty araa

17 within the area,'and we have citizens down there that

18 cannot travel to Atlanta. Even if tney were physically

19 able, they are not tinancially aole.

20 Also, the immediate area from the adjoining

21 counties would oe Screven County, Bulloch County, Jefferson

22 County, Marion County and Jen< ins County. They all could

$1 parttcipate. So we ask you to consider that. Tne facility

2t has good acoustics, heating, air conditioning, lignting and

25 whatavar.
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l JUDGE PARIS: Does it have .nore room f or the
,_

t
(. 2 Judges?

3 MR. DELAIGLE: Yes. There is seating for 500.

4 (Laugnter.)

5 JUDGE MARGULIES: What type of building is thia,

6 sir?

~

MR. DELAIGLE: It la Civic Center like, an

8 auditorium.

9 MR. TEPSR: And they will provide notel rooms

to and transportation ana tqe l i '< e ?

'
11 (Laughter.)

12 JUDGB MARGULIES: We will consider it, sir.

13 Thans you.

rg II (Board conferring.)

$., 'I
13 JUDGE MARGULIES: Judge Linenberger has several

16 queattond enat he would li<e to ass.

17 JUDGE LINENBERGER: At one point the Chairman

18 reCerred to these are the Linenberger contentions. Tnay

19 aren't really.

20 JUDGE MARGULIES: I didn't.

21 JUDGE LINENBERGER: Corraction. The Board is

22 minaful of the fact that Georgia Power is facing into what

il they would li<e to thins is an operational phaae for the

28 Vogtle Plant and the operational phase carries witn it some

15 constaerations rather distinct from the construction phasa.
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I Tne Board is not aware as of today what is the,,

i i
N/ 2 makeup of the present ownership of the Vogtle Plant. We are

3 aware that-there had been an amendment to the applicantion

4 submitted that requested a change in financial sharing of

5 Vogtle costs and we don't know as of today wnether that

6 propsea amendment has been approved.

7 Tnece are things that we would liKe to know the

8 answer to in due time if tnis proceeaing goes to a hearing.

9 Further, and I am leading up to a question to

10 tne statt, there must be somewhere in existence some kind

11 of a joint ownership agreement that would spell out what '

12 are the operational and inaintenance requirements and

13 responsi'oilities amongst cne various owners.

11 Now then let me say that human nature being7-~g ,
5 )
k/ 15 what ic is, and the safety of a proposed operating nuclear

16 plant being of the magnitude of concern that it is, it i3

17 ce rtain t*/ important for someone to know that this joint

18 ownership agreement does not in any way contain provisions

19 enat mignt comproinise the saf ety of the plant when it goes

20 into operation.

21 It is easy to envisage conditions of ownership

22 agreement that could co:nproiniae sacety. The apecific

n queation to the statt is has the staff considered tnis

21 matter and looked at the ownership agreemant in this light?

3 I am not assing for the results oc your
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1 . deliberation. I am only adring have you?.,

I }
N- / - 2 MR. PERLIS: I beliave Ms. Miller could spear to

3 that now it you would li<e.

4 MS. MILLER: Yes we have. The sole

5 responai^oility for operation, construction and maintenance

6 on-the Vogtle facilties la with Georgia Power. In assessing
~

the sale of five percent, whicn too< place several months

.8 ago of tne plants, we were looking at this because Georgia
9 Power in selling that five percent nas under 50 percent

#

-10 ownership in the two plants and we were asking the same
11 queations that you are asking, Judge Linenberger. '

12 There is no provision in this sale by them

13 naving under 50 percent tnat would affect the safety of tne

f'"3 18 operation. As long a3 Georgia Power owns at least 15!

\ }'"' ' 13 . percent of enosa plants, they will maiatain sole'

16 eaaponaicility for all the aspects I have already

17 mentioned.

18 JUDGE LINEt'BERGER: Very good. I don't mean this

! 19 to sound in any sanse deptacating of your comments, but
:

( 20 those are indead nica Joundlag Words to say tnat Georgia
'

21 Power haa aole reaponsibility for certain talags such as

22 maintenance and such as uecisions about operation.

Il on ena other hand, it la frequently the case

28 chat when a plant starts to operate the sunk costs at the

. Zi time of start or operation have consideraoly exceeued wnat

| (] TAYLOE ASSOCIATES
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1 ene joint owners anticipated originally those costs might

Q) 2 be.

3 Now tnen let's get the plant into operation and

4 _let's have Georgia Power say to these co-owners look,

5 fellows, i it is gotog to be prudent utility practice,

6 whatever enat taca means, tnat at the next fuel outage we

-7 -plug some condenser tubes, and tne co-owners will say it

8 soundsLgood, Geocgia Power, out that is going to cost us

9 money. Now why don't you just wait until you are forced by

10 regalation or facced by safety considerations to plug enose

11 cubes. Don't go chacging us money for things that don't '

12 have to be done now.

13 well, tne agreement says Georgia Power has sole

11 rasponsibility. That is fine, but it the co-owners say wefs
( )
\ '' 15 ain't paying.for it, I question what value Georgia Power's

'

16 sole rasponsibility is.

17 Well, I just tarow these thoughts out becausa

la they are potentially important, and I don't Know whether

19 enere is a problem here.

20 A complete change of suoject. This Board does

21 not nave copies of tne applicant's operating license phase
|

! 22 enviconmental report, nor of the applicant's final safety

Il analysis report. he should li<e to caquest that one copy at

21 aacn be sont to the Board at its Bethe.sda addrass, please.

Ti MR. TROWBRIDGE: I am sure we can do that. I was

i
.
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1 under the miatasen impression that Licensing Boards

$y%,)
(

2 normally were aole to ootain a copy from tne many copies we

3 supplied to the staff, out it enat is not the caae ---

4 JUDGE LINENBERGER: We care not snere it comes

5 from. All I Anow is our ---

6 MR. TROWBRIDGE: We will send it unle ss Mr.

7 Perlis tells us chat he has arranged for it to be sent.

8 JUDGE LINENBERGER: Furthermore, I would li<e to

9 explain something here. Many requests such as this result

to in 15 nice full binders and a big bale oc loose paper that

11 contain the amendmenta to date. Now the Board wants to make '

12 it clear that.we are not interested in any bales of loose

13 paper at tnis point. That will come later soon enough, I am

14 sure. But let's have whataver you send us now, including,g
\~')i

15 amendments, all together in the oiaders, if you will,

16 please.-

17 MR. TROWBRIDGE: All right.

18 (Board conferring.)

19 JUDGE MARGULISS: How does the otipulation of

20 ene parties on the discovery schedule tie into the FES and

21 the SER?

22 MR. TROWBRIDGE: It depends, in my view, on

I1 whether there is new information. That is going to be the

2t big test. We are not going to waste time diaagreeing over

ri discovery requeats where there is a legitimate new

(N TAYLOE ASSOCIATES
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1 intormation basis for it. We will come to the Board, if

d _%)
(

2 necessary, for more important disagreements.s

3 JUDGE MARGULIES: Yes.

I MS. FOWLER: I have a request and two questions.

5 First, CPG requests that we be put on the

6 mailing list at all correspondence going between the

7 ca npany and NRC at this time cather taan wait upon the
~

8 culings Jince discovery starts at that time.

9 Two more questions.

10 One, do you all have any idea what is the

11 tienetrame or youc decision and then, .second, you mentioned '

12 limited appearances and tnece are several groups up in

13 Atlanta who are interested in that. When should we tell

18 enem enat tney can start thinking about making limited7s

!\- -) 15 appearances? Is enat at a particular gnase of the nearings?

16 JUDGE PARIS: Usually it runs concurrently with

17 with the ovidentiacy hearing.

18 MS. FOWLER:- Bat since_cney aren't tied to the

19 evidentiary hearing and you can bring in more matters than

20 ace considered in the evidentiary hearing, lise if somebocy

21 wanted to talk about psychological impacts, at whac stage

22 would taey betag tnat in? Does it not matter?

21 JUDGE PARIS: Any time. We don't establish an

21 itineracy of topic.s oc a achedule of topics.

Ti JUDGE MARGULIES: Anything can come in at the

O TAYLOE ASSOCIATES
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I limited appearances and they generally start at the,

() 2 beginning of the evidentiary hearings.

3 MS. FOWLER: Okay.

4 JUDGE PARIS: But we ll-<e to do it during the

5 . evidentiary _itearing periods so that counsel for staf E and

6 counsel for applicant will se availaole and can attand..

7 (Board confeccing.)

8 MR. FelG: waat aoout your time fcame for

9 responses?

10 JUDGE LINENBERGE,R: Are you cal 4ing about a

11 prehaaring conference order? '

4

12 MR. FEIG: Y2s.

13 JUDGE MARGU LIES: No. 1, de have to await the

Il fLLing of additional document 3. I think some of the ar? dueg3
v]' \

15 to_ come in a month f com now or approximately a month 2cota

16 now and we should come out witn a special prenearing

17 contecance order prouaoly 3u days enereat ter, soinetime

18 within that tima fcame.

19 MR. FROWBRIDGE: Would ic not be possible, Mr.

20 Chai c: nan , there aca a couple of items li'<e the propriatary

21 agreement, let's say, could cne Board not cule on the other

I 22 contentions leaving taat one aside?

23 JUDGE MARGULIES: I would still not like to

21 castrict us by a time limit at lesu than 30 daya atter the

25 uoCumenti Come in.
i

i
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1 MS. FOWLER: I cnink that ma<as our request for,_

I iNss 2 addition on the. mailing liat even more important.

3 MR. TROWBRIDGE: I was aoout to add that your

i request la granced and begianing tomorrow we will send you

5 copies.

6 MR. T8PER: GANE would also lite to oe included.
7 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Yes, we will do enat.

8 MR. TEPER: Mr. Chairman, I would also li:<a to

9 suomit at tais time, and I :hought this was passed out, out

to tais*was the letter cnat I read trom concerning quality
11 adourance. I thought it was pasaec out earlier. Tnat *as '

12 concerning the individual who worked at one of the

13 auppliers.

7-s it (The document was distributed to the parties.)
i 1
%~'/ -15 MR. TROWBR10GE: Mr. Chairman, I am not now

16 goina to make a raqueit oc tne Board, but we have received

17 ~ aeveral pieces oc paper that havo oecn added as cases for

18 concancions, plus some new information spoken into the

19 transcript.

20 It ma / oe that we will as.< Ieave of the Board
21 to supplement our responses on the basis tnat it is not

22 reaaonable to read and dr yest and discusa thesa with our

23 tecnnical people.

21 .JUDG8 MARGULIES: I thin < thst is a reasonable

25 raquest in terms of t'ae documenta that were passed cat
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1 today or were first made snown of today, yes.
. in

k ,) 2 Thara being nothing further ---

3 _MR. TEPER: One more point.

I JUDGE MARGULIES: 04ay.

5 MR. T8PER: I would li<e to point out the

6 possible historic occurcence that jusc happened. I believe

7 this might ce one oc tne last nearings as sucn in the

'8 .ntatocy of tne nuclear industry in the fact that the
,

9 nuclear industry seems to have fallen on dome Sorts ot nard
10 timaa. So I jaat thought it was incumbent upon me to poiat

11 that aut at tnis tima. '

12 JUDGE MARGULIES: There ceiag nothing further,

13 the nearing is closed.

II7- (hnacaupon, at 4: 30 p.m., the special
( !

C/ 15 prehearing conference was closed. )
'

16 - __

II REPORTER'S NOTE:

30
Because Intervenor CPG did not have enough copies of the

39 following documents, they will be mailed to Tayloe Associates
and then delivered to the Commission:

20

1. Affidavit of Dennis.Cruch, Georgia Solar coalition
21 2. Signed statement of Ford Spinks, Georgia Public

Service Commission
22 3. Motion passed by S-0 vote of Ga. PSC re; construction

review and financing.g

28

25
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fApril 16, 1974'

Letter to Dixic 1.cc Ray, Chairman of- the Atomic Energy Commiasion from
K. R. Stratton, Chairman of the Advisory Cocaittee on Reactor Safeguards,f ]'._ lp. 2-3.i

Y[.

" Proximity of the AEC's Savannah River Plant and the Barnwell.-

Nuclear Fuel Plant makes it important to have effective.

emergency arratigenents to deal with unusual circumstances that
imay- be of-intbrrelated safety signit'icance to the three plants.
/The applicant has indicated that he will establish an
emergency plan in cooperation with the other nuclear installations
to ensure effective emergency response as demanded by events In
the'immediate area. Consideration should be given by the AEC

ito periodic' evaluation of the combined routine 11guld and-
airborne radionuclide releases from these two plants and the

. .Vogtle plant as they may affect the health and safety of the'public."

J
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May 29, 1984

fN
\ )u

Danny Feig
GANE Representative
1130 Alta Avenue NE'
Atlanta, GA 30307

Dear Danny,

In response to your request, I have reviewed the literature on nuc1 car
waste and have found_the_following:

1.) DOE Savannah River has found SR-90 vegetative uptake to be
a significant problem when not controlled; " Vegetation radiating
2100 mrad /hr at 5 cm was detected growing over backfilled burial
trenches during the summer of 1965."1 The maximum uptake -in 1968
vegetation was 790 pCi/g of SR-90.1 Dupont-calculations indicate
vegetative ugtake may produce a surface SRP Burial Ground contamination &

of 20 rem /y; federal guidelines used'by DOE restrict such' releases
to 500 mrem /y whereas the NRC restricts to 25 mrcm/y.3,4 Ilowever,
when the NRC regulations became final, the SRP data had not been
public;5 it has been postulated that vegetative uptake can be the
-limiting pathway at some sites as well as vegetative / animal intrusion;5
the NRC regulation is deficient in these considerations.5

C')6

TheNRCclassCwaste,the.mostradioactivewaste,isregujatedby
requirement to be buried below 5 meters below the surface. Nonetheless,
Class A and B wasto and even Class C waste has not been demonstrated
to be free of the biotic vectors noted above. Before additional burdens
of radioactive waste are added to the environment, the NRC should so
demonstrate the safety of 10 CFR Part 61 regulated waste.

2.) The NRC allows solid wastos that are radioactive and possibly hazardous
to be disposed:in trenches that, once closed, constitute intimate
contact with the soil.4 The NRC requires the minimization of water
percolating into closed trenches containing radioactive waste, but
does not require water co11cetion through sumps monitoring all water
passing through the closed trenches.4 The' use of unlined trenches
without requirements for collection of all meteorological water may
be 'a violation of the EPA Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
(RCRA). Before additional burdens of radioactive, hazardous or
mixed wastes are added to the environment, these issues should be
resolved.

3.) The Department of Energy requested the NRC in 1982, during the
10 CFR Part 61 Rulemaking, to raise the transuranic waste lower,

control limit from 10 nCi/g to 100 nCi/g. In response to the DOE
and other commentators, "the Commission has reevaluated the analysis
for disposal of waste containing transuranic nuclides. . . disposal

-[._ limits for class C waste have been raised to 100 nCi/gm for long
() Ilved alpha emitting transuranic nuclides."1 The DOE experience,

however, with transuranic nuclides indicated that DOE Burial Grounds

,



Danny.Feig
May 29, 1984

L' ' Page 2
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;

,

'

exceeded drinking _ water standards for both Pu 238 and Pu 239,
and this was known to the DOE at the time theDOE requested the

' NRC Lto case 'its proposed standards.1 Even though the monitoring
well-water-is not presently accessible for public water consumption,
Lthe fact that drinking water standards were broken indicated
significant alpha nuclide migration while under the 10 nCi/g
limit at DGE Defenso radioactive waste burial grounds. Before
additional radioactive waste burdens are added to commercial
burial grounds, this issue should be addressed.

If -I can be of additional assistance to you, please let me know.

Sincerely,
,

,

''
&

,

William F. Lawless,
Former Senior Project Engineer

. Nuclear Waste Management Branch
Department of Energy, Savannah River Plant

O
Q.

P.O. Box 12172
Augusta, GA 30904
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Danny: this 'could fit under NEPA issues (p. 20, paragraph 1) or somewhat
under cumulative effects (p. 22) but only weakly under the last.

.

4

This is a gencric issue that indirectly applies to Vogtle. The NRC
nuclear waste regulation (10 CFR Part 61) regulates commercial
nuclear generated waste such as will be generated by Yogtle. The NRC

. regulation is deficient for vegetative uptake; does or may not apply
for the EPA RCRA regulations and all NRC regulated burial grounds may
be in violation of RCRA; and possibly may be deficient in their lower
central limit for transuranic waste.

The argument is this: additional radioactive wastes generated by power
plants add othe the unresolved issues of vegetative uptake, possible
-RCRA violations, and transuranic waste. New power plants (nuclear)

,

should not be licensed (or allowed to be built) until this issue is
addressed.

.
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December 17, 1982

Mr. Clinton L. Sumrall
Apartment 4-H
600 Dalrymple Road N.W.
Atlanta, GA 30328

Dear Mr. Sumrall:
.

Preliminary evaluation has been completed of the recommendations made in '

your letter of November 2, 1982.

As you know, in practice the design of the products in question has proven
Cdpable of operation under maximum adverse Conditions Of seismic loading,
pipe bending, line rupture flow, etc. The design is deemed satisfactory
for use in nuclear facilities.7 s,

All valves and valve parts supplied by Rockweil meet or exceed the requirements~-

of the procurement documents. 'These requiremeists bave been established to
assure reasonable integrity withir> the environeent of the products' intendea
use.

In addition to the procurenent requirements, Rockwell has net or exceeded
engineering standards _which are ger.erally applicable to the manufacture of the
valve and valve parts.

The history of valves now in field use has confirred the reliability of- the
manufacturing procedures Rockwell' follows. Valves now in operation in nuclear
facilities have in the aggregate completed millions of hours of use without
evidencing the possibility of an incident to which your concerns are directed.

While the design, manufacture, testing and inspection of these components have
proven reliable,- their integrity is periodically confirmed through regularly
scheduled on-line testing at nuclear facilities.

In considering these facts, there appears to be no support for the opinion
that Rockwell-has failed -to notify .the NRC of a reportable deficiency under
10 CFR 21. Rockwell is not aware of any defect'nor does your letter give
cause to believe that there exists a defect in its valves which would create a
substantial safety hazard required to be. reported under NRC regulations.
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>!r. Clinton L. Sumrall
December i/, 1982
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A copy of youe letter ha.; been foiuprd?d to the Director, Office of
Inspection and Enforcement, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Cocynission.

Very truly yours,

s '. .;
, .

'

'\ _ { ,I '[, '~~;.<*.*. Ln.

R. A. Seethaler
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.!ay 29, 1984'

O.

Danny Foig
,

- GANE Representativo.
_

- 1130 Alta Avenue NE-
- - At'lania,:GA 30307

x

Dcar banny,'

In rosponse to your request, i have reviewed the literature on nucicar
waste and have found the following:

1.): DOE Savannah River 'has found SR-90 vegetative uptake to be
a significant problem when not' controlled; " Vegetation radiating
2100 mrad /hr at 5 cm was detected growing over backfilled burial
-tronches during the summer of 1965."1 The maximum uptake in 1968

~

. vegetation was 790 pCi/g of SR-90.1 Dupont calculations indicate

Lof 20 rem /y;gtake may produce a -surface _SRP Burial Ground contamination
vegetative u .c

-federal guidelines used.ly DOE restrict such releases?

to'500 mrem /y whereas the NRC restricts to 25 mrem /y.3.4 Ilowever,
when'the NRC regulations became final, the SRP= data had not been
public;5 it'has~been postulated that vegetative' uptake can be the _

;1imiting pathway:at some sites as' well as vegetative / animal. intrusion;3
the NRC regulation is deficient in these considerations.5-

Th'e NRC class C' waste, the most ra'dioactive waste, is regu
requirement:tobeburied'below5me'tersbelowthesurface.jatedby~

Nonetheless,

Class A and B -waste and even Class C' waste has not been _ demonstrated-
- to-bc free of the biotic vectors noted above. Before additional; burdens

~

.of radioactive -waste are added to the environment, the.NRC should so
.

.-demonstrate the-safety of 10 CFR Part 61- regulated waste.
~

Ji: - 2.) :The NRCrallows solid wastes that'are, radioactive and possibly hazardous
to be disposed in trenchos that, once closed, constitute intimate~

contact-.with the: soil.4 The NRC requires the mi~nimization of water
percolating into closed trenches'containing radioactive waste, but

'does not-require water.co11cetion through sumps monitoring all' water-
passing through the closed trenches'.4 The use of unlined trenches
without requirements for collect. ion of allLmoteorological' water,may.
zbe a violation of the EPA Resource Conservation and Recovery Act,

i(RCRA) . Before additional; burdens of- radioactive, hazardous or
mix'ed wastes are added tojthe. environment,- these issues should bc

| resolved.

=. 3. ); The Department _of Energy. requested tlie NRC in'1982,-during the
10 CFR Part' 61| Rulemaking, to raise. the transuranic - waste lower

L control . limit- from L10 nCi/g to 100 nCi/g. |In. response to the DOE-
and:other commentators,- ''the Commission has reevaluated the analysis

.

- for; disposal of waste ;containing transuranic nuclides. . . disposal
' limits for class C waste have been raised to 100 nCi/gm for long

..E * lived alphat emitting transuranic nuclides."4 The DOE experience,
? however, with transuranic nuclides indicated that DOE Burial Grounds

t
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exceeded drinking water standards for both Pu 238 and Pu 239,
- and this was known to the DOE at the time theDOE requested the
.NRC to case its proposed standards.1 Even though the monitoring*

Twell-water is not presently accessible for public water consumption,,
'

'the fact that drinking water standards were broken indicated
'

|significant alpha nuclide migration while under the- 10 nCi/g
b limit' at' DOE- Defense radioactive waste burial grounds. Before
! additional-radioactive waste burdens are added to commercial
i burial grounds, this issue should be addressed.

If.I can be of additional assistance'to you, please let me know. ,

,

,

s

.-
Sincerely,__

1

- L

.

Willian'F. I.awless,

;Former Senior Project Engineer _-
. Nuclear Waste Management Branchi

Department of Energy, Savannah River Plantg
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Danny: this could fit under NEPA. issues (p. 20, paragraph 1) or somewhat
under. cumulative effects (p. 22) but on1 weakly under the last.

.

ind'rectly applies to Vogtle. The NRCThis is a generic issue that~ i

t. nuclear waste' regulation (10 CFR Part 61) regulates commercial
|- nuclear generated waste such as will be generated by Vogtle. The NRC

~

regulation is deficient _for vegetative uptake; does or may not apply
for the EPA RCRA' regulations' and all NRC regulated burial grounds may
be in violation of RCRA; ~ and possibly may be deficient in their lower
central limit for transuranic waste.

~

!. The argument is this: additional radioactive wastes generated by power.
- plants add othe the unresolved issues of vegetative uptake, possible
RCRA violations, and transuranic waste. New power plants (nuclear)
should not be licensed (or allowed to be built) until this issue is
addressed.
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!;o rocth e r 2 , 1982

.

Mr. D. R. Beall, Prealdent
Rockwell International Corporation
600 Grant Street
Pittsburgh, Pannsylvania 15219

Dear !!r. Deall:

As a citizen concerned vith the valfare of the pd.lic,1 try to stay
. abreact of problems involving nucicar p acr safety. Although nuclear
power has become an esta'clished energy source, er.trene care must still

~

be taken to safeguard pullic health 2nd safety. By hcving a = aster's
degree in nuclear cuginecring, and by being a forrar sales engineer of '

nuclear equipment in the Flow Control Divistor. of Rockwell

Internacional, I feel that I act qualified to co==cnt on prob 1c:as
involving nuclear' power uo fety.

-i.' nile employed by hockwall I becant concerned tnat balanced dish cain
accan isolation valves with air / spring actuators furnished to nuncrous

g) ~ nuclear power plants by Rockwell had not bcea adequately testad and d
,

(
-

there ore ceuld create a substantial scfcty bcr.ard in the event of enx/

. g{,daccident. Iha lives of. thousands of peopic could he in danscr. Please
refer to Attach w.t i fc r an explanation er the deficicacies and /,
Attachcent 2 for_a p~ar.Ji& listing, of the power clents involved. ,bg

[21choG;;tiETiett6r der.]s sIitTiTP.Enced disk main s:can $colatioh /f,'d ' , ACI
'

)valves with air / spring actuatora, clail.sr problame e::ict vith other j'

types of nain steam isoletion valver,:.ad pm.or act ated veiczically (C g p
,ctive valves in general.

, , - - - _ _ - - - . . . . . . . _ _ _ - _ . _ - . - - -

__

;- Personnel at rochuc11 ure aware tiiat certain parts in' the valva upper
structure and actuator in the Rockvail desir.n are very critical to the
proper operation of the valve; however, the it'tatrity of the nnerial of
those parts in each valve has not been vc.rified by ncadeetructtva
c:camination and rmterial traceability. .'pper..ntly they are to.iag

-

.

the position tha: they are nucting the miaircan r.'.;uircouats e,f the letE
Loller & Presuure Vec,cl Code and the necesaary qualific ttic.n testin.';

p cud analysis that is regt.! < 2d by tFc ! .5. .:,cicar f.e;;ttlatory Cu.n:tincion
(2n'.C) and do not int ad to perforra :nmi ticaal testiag. It apmants titat
they are cara concernc.! wit.h profits t.mn he safe .y of the peblic.

.

_

- o
i

.

.

r-
.__ _ . , _ _ _ . _ _ , _
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< <yl'r. D. R. 32all, I r+:sident..8'
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Fockwall Int.:vraticnal C<.':ror. tic n
:;o.rs.tber 2,1982

~ Par.e 2

Febfral rc;:ula:icas (l'.i 'a d. 21) : acud r.' ti: n ... l.i. icncies he rt.y:ta*fo cy kncv3.sd.';a Rcekva'. i '.as not ' ad vic.: 1 t
t.-

.

- .' o.; , .it rr.t:nirec byc c.icnc 21.1 and 21.11. that thase prirte c: .ritic.d to the operatien
of Cu valvo and the.t by rot prcvidin.; r.ordest , uctive exatdnatica .r d
c.iterial tracechility en as parts u.igt.t be def ct t /a and ::cu3d fail and
create a sub tar.tici aufety huarf.. Unile en ioyaa by Reckwell I vo'.cedry concorr.s but was told t.at I should confina . activitlw to there L c.
r.:;* jch descriptien n--d for '.ct this '',at.tv r if I v;.lued ny future with th.:

'

cc.7pany. . I*ailurt. to'rtpart a deficlet.c,
sectica 21.61. is a viciation as specified in

' Sinca I at no long.<.r associatea with Koc;xell 1 an now free to notifythe prcper parties of z..y concerns.
I feel that Rockwell has an-obligation to rocciCy the.er. tire situation so that the populationsurrounding these plants will be protected. &If your company does not

intend to ti.ke proper corrective cetion that is satisfactory to all
-concerned, I vill'then notify organizations such as the Critical h ss
f.nert;y Project and Coory.icas Against Nuclear Energy so that the ERC and
th1 utilitice. caa he centacted and so that the public can ha informd
throush the rievs t.4edia of the entire situ.tica.

l'inas( let ce hi.ve your re gense vi:'in :wo woois.

51. . t. . .:ly ,

.

C'c t n. .. m . . .

Ci. Sin;:
c nci o.ure ;

.
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Ita te c.t...an Iwl at t ou .a wea t r- ver;. :ci t. ica l. tc t.Lc .:afe

- c.hutdown of a nucicar p.mer plant. dta in; an energency. *1here are large
.

valves that are inctalica ist accan lia.:s with diar.cters f ron h." to 36"
Thuy are deuip.ned .ntd c:.rm!.'actured in :ccordance with cina*. I or class 7.
requiree.cnts of the AEE tioiler & Presaurc Vessei tode, Section III.
llercatter this code vill be ieferred to z.s Section III. Also, these
valves are classified as sein ically activa,

g 14cali:ing that uterials are soretit:es defectivc, Section III

f reautres that pressure ret.'ining parts be subjected to nondestructive
testing,~such as radiogr:phic, liquid penetrant and nagnetic particle
exas:tination, to verify the integrity of the material. Also, material

traceability is required. Pressure retaining parts are chose that,
directly contain the fluid pressure cuch as the body, bonnet, stem and
disk. Since fcction III is a pressure vessel code and is concerned
pricarily with pressure retaf cing (bcuadry) items, parts co:.prising the
valve upper structure receive t.uch Ic9r. attention. Mondestructive
testing is not required for these parts even though they perform

4 critical functions during valve operation.
There are tuo cetemic cateccrics of valves, nanactive and

'
active. A nonaction valve past or.ly retain precauru borndr' integrity
.during a neismic occurrence. Openinr,er closir.,e is not required. An

. activo volve, in addition 'to rcto'aing pressure boundry inte rity duringc
a scisnic occurrence, rm:t ajoo opanu to either clere or cpan the

~

valve. Since activa valvac c.re ver.; o.'es s,scry to the safc rhutdown of c

nucle.1r plant in t.n energency, the L.S. .hcicar beg 21 ster / Corc.ission
(NkC) n.tudate.. that they be sal.;cs.c: t to quali fication t.auting and

annlysia to denanstrate th". a Nrtiendar valve i.esir,a will operate
durint upset conditiena.

Uhat ac now lurte uwt then r.aia stcam idolatioa valves is a
complete vai.va ausenbly and autuator dc si;;n that hac been qualified to
assure operebi t.iry; however , vc.rificatica of n:aterial lategrity of
inoividual parta and welds ca 2tch v:Jve has been linited to pressure
retaining p tres even thne,h there are items in the upper structure and
actuator.that are very critical te valve operation. Fallure of one or
nore'of thene parts during an accident that involved a acistic
occurrence c.ould create a substantial' safety hczard just as disastrous
as the fallare'of a pressura cetainian part. Seac of these parts on a
F.ockwell balanced disk retia c; cam valve with an otr/ spring actuator ara:

1. yoke / spring guides
2. springs

7 : 3. operator nounting fiany
4. sprinc. flang.e
5. bolts connectin:: the yohe to the bonnet

6. . coupling t. hat coun: cts the spring fland.$ to t.Le stem
7. pneumatic valvi. c cN.t re.l. eases uir fror. the cetu it.>r

6. ttydraulic speed contro.t device
The old napres;ien ti.at a chain is caly as etrong ao its

we .lcst Link certainly applier here. En fact, t here arc nererven lin' t

that night have deft. cts. J h t- caly s.a;. to absolutcly assure that theaa
valvet. 4111 overate duri;. a caj er.ir occurrence ia tr. subject the
addit ional parts to ncndentec: tiv.. t otiry,t.ith o .;d ete docurantatio t

O ar.d to provide m tecia2 - trac :abil ,t y .

.
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LIST OF MATERIALS
QUANTITIES tJtE FOR ONE Vt VE

[O
WHERE A S T M SPECIFICATION 9 ARE INO:CATED THE L ATE 91 ftCVl3:O'J APPI IES

ho MATERIAL I SPEC 3! CATION gQDNAf.!E

I body I cast ceibon secci AS TM A?i6 Grode WCC 102
2 piston essembly I forged 5 crkan steel ASTt/. A105 G: ode 2 lil
3 stem I 410 CL, ?O5 BHN Mov . AMS M07 217
4 bonnet I forged stet.! AS TM At0S Grade 2 til
5 bonnet stud 18 olloy steal botting ASTM A'/0 Grade B23 235
6 not 18 steel A5IM AIM Usede 2H 17 -
7 bolt 24 alloy steei AISI 4000,4100,8600,or 8900 ,205
8 fontern sin; 1 C.Dr.coiban st. stellired ASTM A-|03 Grade C-l018 I20
9 gland stod 2 olloy stee! bolting AS TM AI93 Giode 57 203/604

10 nut 2 steel - Cd.Pl. ASIM A194 Giode I 124/604

11 coupling I olloy steel AISI C4140 236
12 spring 6 st ./ Deco-se . vinyl St.58 Al5! 5160 176Hof<e c >ctina
13 yoke ' spring guide 4 seemicss ci .u./74oly cocted ASTM AIG5 Grade B 118/603
14 rnounting flange I coibon steel ! ASTM A .515 Grade 70 115is 41 f2 aflev s' eel '

A IS I 4000. 4100.8600. ni 8900 205
16 pneumatic cylinder i stee! Sheffer 999 "
17 spacer i Seamless carbon steel ASTM A106 Grade B 118
18 bolt 3 olloy steel ASTM A-354 Grode BD 206
19 not 4 stee! ASTM A-194 Grade i 124
20 hydraulic control volves 2 steel Monitial 999
21 limit switch support I carbon steel ASTM A366 466

g 22 hydroulic cylinder I steel Sheffer 999
( ) 23 limit switches 6 steel No nco Na. SL-3 DP-DT 999

'

'd 24 limit switch ccti.,ctors 2 ceiban stc e! ASTM A366 !!6
25 bolt 2 clicy steel ASTM A-354 Grade BD 206

26 spring flonge I co ban steel ASTM A-5!5 Giode 70 ||5
27 set screw 4 steel AISI 4037 205
28 packing glcnd I hoot treated ecel AS IM A-105 Grade 2 135
29 pocling rings 10 bigh terrpeiatu:e packi g hhr. Cione 187-lX $08
30 iun'. rine I C .Di Co,5 3n St . -Stel:hed ASTM A-!O3 Geode C-1018 12 0

31 bonnet gasket I stairless steel and est estos spiio! wound 5!8
32 Pocumctic Centro! 5yste- 1 Nomotics '997
33 Spocer i scomless co; bon steel ASTM A-106 Geode B 118

34 niectrical ccble 6 Chicnolo,. Pviorencr< Type Mi Cobic 999 ,

35 Disk lock oin I C.D. , cod.sa steel AS TM A-103 Giede C-1013 120
36 -tem disk pin i C.D. . ce;i.: i : tee! ASIM A-103 Geode C-10!8 120
37 disk i foiged cli.,f steel-st ili'ed ASTM A-i8?, G.cde Fil 227
33 stem Jist I foiped olim ste l- std;h. d t.5 TM t -!32, Giode Fil ??7
39 universo! rir.g I olla "c ei M51 C -4:40 226

_40 s:,,in., di Al, 4 C . D. C p.i _ St. el AS TS A-100 Giode C-10:3 !20_ I.

41 pipe nipple I seront..s co. a ,st.. I ?.5 IM A -10'. Giode B 11 3 ].

42 drair, bms i C.D. . cei: ., ste ! M fM A-!O3 Giode C-1919 120 tn nine ninni,, I seanlm .e >n " el t,S (M A!J6 Giode B !!u
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